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ABSTRACT 

Analysis of the frequencies of chromosomes 
carrying various classes of porcine endogenous 
retroviruses (PERVs) and combinations of these 
classes was performed in the swine species Sus 
scrofa L. by using maps constructed in two 
principal component coordinates. Four popula-
tion clusters can be recognized in the maps. 
Cluster 1 is formed by wild boars,cluster 2 by 
domestic meat breeds, cluster 3 by meat-and- 
lard (universal) breeds, and cluster 4 by minia-
ture pigs. The maps indicate that modern do-
mesticated swine meat breeds are the closest to 
the wild type. Meat-and-lard domestic swine br- 
eeds are more distant from wild boars, and 
miniature pigs are diverged the most. The maps 
showed that microevolution processes associ-
ated with PERV carriership frequency had two 
basic dimensions, or vectors: the vector of fat 
deposition variation and the “minus” selection 
vector (determination of commercial traits). 
Thus, PERVs may cause variation in pig physi-
ology. 

Keywords: Sus scrofa; Endogenous Retroviruses; 
Pig Genetics; Microevolution; Genetic Distance 
Determination 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Porcine endogenous retroviruses (PERVs) became an 
integral part of swine genomes, including Sus scrofa L. 
1758 (Suidae, Mammalia), before the formation of the 

Sus genus. This is confirmed by their presence in bush-
pigs (Potamochoerus larvatus and P. porcus) and wart-
hogs (Phacochoerus africanus) [1]. Three PERV classes 
are known: A, B, and C. Different classes are highly 
similar in the nucleotide sequences of the gag (group- 
specific antigens) and pol (polymerase) genes but differ 
in the nucleotide sequence of the receptor-binding do-
main of the env (envelope) gene, which encodes the en-
velope protein of the virus [2-4]. This difference is re-
sponsible for the host range in various virus classes. 

Porcine endogenous retrovirus copies carried by dif-
ferent pig varieties are distinct in nucleotide composition, 
expression, and ability to produce infectious virions. It is 
believed that the pig genome can carry 6-10 replication- 
competent proviruses, 30-50 full-size PERV copies, and 
100-200 loci carrying truncated virus sequences [1]. 
Comprehensive studies of pigs belonging to the Large 
White breed were undertaken to evaluate the number of 
genomic sequences coding for full-length replication- 
competent proviruses [5-7]. As a result, significant va- 
riations in the distribution and number of proviruses 
were found in this breed. Viral genomes were also ana-
lyzed in the following breeds: Westran [8,9], Duroc, 
Landrace, Yorkshire, Berkshire, and their hybrids 
[10,11]; Chinese breeds Banna miniature pig, Wu-Zhi- 
Shan, Nei Jiang [12], and Meishan [11]; and west Euro-
pean wild boars [9]. In these breeds, as in Large White 
pigs, PERV sequences are dispersed throughout the ge-
nome. The breeds differ in the PERV copy number, 
chromosomal distribution, and presence of full-length 
sequences. These traits also varied within the breeds.  

Previously, differences in the prevalence of individu-
als with chromosomes carrying PERVs of various clas- 
ses and their combinations between domestic pig breeds, 
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between wild and domestic pigs, and between wild pigs 
of East Europe and Central Asia were demonstrated 
[13,14].  

In this work, we analyze the differentiation between 
populations of wild and domestic pigs. For this purpose, 
we performed statistical assessment of the population 
frequencies of chromosomes carrying certain PERV 
classes and combinations is using maps constructed in 
two principal component coordinates. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Experiments were performed with blood samples from 
three subspecies of wild boars, five commercial breeds 
of domestic pigs, and one breed of laboratory miniature 
pigs (Table 1). Wild boar animals of the European Sus 
scrofa scrofa variety (SSS) were obtained from the Vo-
ronezh Biosphere Reservation. Wild boars of the Roma-
nian subspecies S. s. attila were taken from two southern 
Ukrainian populations (SAS and SAN). The Central 
Asian Wild Boar subspecies S. s. nigripes (SSN) was 
represented by animals hunted down in the Chu Valley, 
Kyrgyzstan. Domestic pigs Sus scrofa domestica of the 
Large White breed included animals of the Achinsk 
(LWA) and Novosibirsk (LWN) types bred at the Inya 
stud Farm. Landrace pigs were obtained from the 
Kudryashovskoe farm (LNK) and the Experimental 
Farm of the Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of 
Sciences, hereafter referred to as the Experimental Farm 
(LNE). Duroc pigs were obtained from the Kudrya-
shovskoe farm (DRK). Animals of the SM1 precocious 
meat breed were obtained from the Tulinskoe work-  

 

study unit. The Kemerovo breed included animals from 
the Yurginskii breeding farm (KMR). Miniature pigs 
(MS) were obtained from the Experimental Farm. A 
total of 636 blood samples were studied: 35 from mature 
wild boar males and females and 601 from domestic pigs 
(mature breeding males and females and youngsters be-
low two months). Blood was taken from the anterior 
vena cava of living domestic pigs or from the heart of 
killed wild boars. 

DNA was isolated from blood samples and analyzed 
for the presence of PERV classes by polymerase chain 
reaction (PCR) [11]. The sequences of primers comple-
mentary to the env gene sequences of various PERV 
classes were adopted from the literature. Primers for 
envA: forward 5′-TGG AAA GAT TGG CAA CAG 
CG-3′ and reverse 5′-AGT GAT GTT AGG CTC AGT 
GG-3′ [3]. Primers for envB: forward 5′-TTC TCC TTT 
GTC AAT TCC GG-3′ and reverse 5′-TAC TTT ATC 
GGG TCC CAC TG-3′ (ibid.) Primers for envC: forward 
5′-CTG ACC TGG ATT AGA ACT GG-3′ and reverse 
5′-ATG TTA GAG GAT GGT CCT GG-3′ [4]. 

The population frequencies of chromosomes carrying 
various PERV classes and their combinations were deter-
mined by Bernstein method modified for a gene with mul-
tiple copies located on different chromosomes [14]. 

Phylogenetic relationships among the populations un-
der study were studied in maps constructed in two princi-
pal component coordinates. Determination of genetic dis-
tances was followed by sample ordination [15]. After scal-
ing, each population was defined as a point in a 500 500 
arbitrary unit area. Three types of genetic distances  

were used: 1) Euclidean distances 2
1

1

( )
n

i i
i

D p q


  , 

Table 1. Populations of wild boars and domestic pigs. 

Subspecies or breed, locality Designation Sample size 

Wild boar S. s. scrofa, Voronezh Biosphere Reservation SSS 12 

Wild boar S. s. attila, Carpathians (Ukraine) SAC 12 

Wild boar S. s. attila, Ukraine, Nikolaev Region SAN 7 

Wild boar S. s. nigripes, Kyrgyzstan SSN 4 

Large White breed, Novosibirsk type, Inya farm LWN 101 

Large White breed, Achinsk type, Inya farm LWA 99 

Kemerovo breed, Yurginskii breeding farm  KMR 165 

Landrace, Kudryashovskoe farm LNK 15 

Landrace, Experimental Farm LNE 30 

SM1 precocious meat breed, Tulinskoe work-study unit SM1 21 

Duroc, Kudryashovskoe farm DRK 10 

Miniature pigs, Experimental Farm MS 160 
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where n is the number of phenotypes, and pi and qi   
are frequencies of phenotypes in populations to be com- 
pared [16]; 2)Harpending–Jenkins distances 2
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, where p  is the weighted mean 

frequency of a certain phenotype in populations to be 
compared, and n is the number of genes according to 
which the populations are compared [17]; 3) Nei’s dis- 

tances 3 ln 1 2(ln ln )pq p qD J J J   , where 2
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J = q , 2 2
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n

pq i i
i=

J = p q , Jp is the theoretical homo- 

zygosity in the first population, Jq is the theoretical ho-
mozygosity in the second population, and Jpq is the mu-
tual identity of the populations under comparison [16].  

Two models were considered for construction of maps 
in two principal component coordinates. In model M-1, 
the frequencies of chromosomes carrying PERV classes 
were presented as frequencies of three independent factors 
with two variables: envA+ and envA–, envB+ and 
envB–, envC+ and envC–. In model M-2, the frequencies of 
chromosomes carrying PERV class combinations were 
presented as frequencies of seven independent factors 
with two variables: envA+ and envA–, envB+ and envB–, 
envC+ and envC–, envAB+ and envAB–, envAC+ and env 
AC–, envBC+ and envBC–, envABC+ and envABC–. For 
each model, three versions of maps of the phylogenetic 
relationship among the varieties were constructed. 

3. RESULTS 

As shown in our previous study [14], frequencies of  

chromosomes carrying various PERV classes and their 
combinations vary significantly among the subspecies of 
wild boars and breeds of domesticated pigs (Sus scrofa L. 
1758) (SUIDAE, MAMMALIA), as well as among 
herds within a breed. One to three distinct PERV classes 
were detected in chromosomes of the populations under 
study. In addition to single provirus copies, such chro-
mosomes contained combinations AB, AC, BC, and 
ABC (Table 2).  

Maps in two principal component coordinates con-
structed on the base of models M-1 and M-2 demon-
strate features of the phylogenetic relationship between 
populations determined by microevolutionary processes 
(Figure 1). It should be emphasized that model M-1, 
which considers the frequencies of chromosomes carry-
ing certain PERV classes, and model M-2 that deals with 
the frequencies of chromosomes carrying combinations 
of these classes, yield different results (Figure 1). 

Four population clusters can be recognized in maps 
constructed on the base of frequencies of chromosomes 
carrying PERV classes. Cluster 1 is formed by wild 
boars; cluster 2 by domestic meat breeds; cluster 3 by 
meat-and-lard (universal) breeds, and cluster 4 by 
miniature pigs (Figure 1). These clusters form a certain 
logical order. Three clusters form one straight line: wild 
boars, meat breeds, and universal breeds. The fourth 
cluster, miniature pigs, is distant from this line. Thus, 
according to the M-1 model, the frequencies of PERV 
classes show the following trend associated with mor-
photypes: wild boar commercial meat morphotype  
commercial meat-and-lard morphotype. The maps also 
indicate that variation among populations within the 

 
Table 2. Frequencies of chromosomes carrying certain PERV classes and combinations of these classes in wild boar and domestic pig 
populations. The classes are identified by env gene sequences. 

Frequencies of PERV class carriers Frequencies of PERV class combination carriers 
Population* 

envA envB envC A B C AB AC BC ABC 

SSS 0.011 0.023 0.008 0.000 0.012 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.008 

SAC 0.000 0.039 0.027 0.000 0.012 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.027 0.000 

SAN 0.000 0.029 0.013 0.000 0.016 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.013 0.000 

SSN 0.008 0.004 0.020 0.008 0.004 0.020 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

LWN 0.068 0.047 0.005 0.064 0.041 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.005 0.000 

LWA 0.065 0.114 0.013 0.000 0.045 0.000 0.060 0.005 0.008 0.000 

KMR 0.087 0.079 0.037 0.000 0.006 0.000 0.055 0.019 0.005 0.013 

LNK 0.042 0.034 0.008 0.041 0.034 0.008 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

LNE 0.052 0.052 0.036 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.024 0.007 0.007 0.022 

SM1 0.028 0.051 0.051 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.023 0.028 

DRK 0.042 0.018 0.009 0.042 0.018 0.009 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

MS 0.109 0.099 0.109 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.010 0.000 0.099 

*Designations follow Table 1. 
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Figure 1. Maps constructed in two principal component coordinates on the base of frequencies of chromosomes car-
rying PERV classes (M-1) and class combinations (M-2). Designations: D1, D2, D3 are genetic distances: Euclidean, 
Harpending–Jenkins’, and Nei’s ones, respectively. Population designations follow Table 1. 
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clusters is nonrandom. The vector of this variation is 
directed to point 0, 500 (bottom-right corner of the map). 
Thus, it is reasonable to suggest that cluster 4 (miniature 
pigs) is the farthest deviation from this vector and that 
these pigs originated from a population initially belong-
ing to cluster 3 (meat-and-lard morphotype). 

A markedly different pattern is seen in the maps con-
structed on the base of frequencies of chromosomes car-
rying PERV class combinations (Figure 1). It is similar 
to that obtained by using the M-1 model (Figure 1) in 
that the miniature pig population is distant from other 
populations, whereas wild boar populations still form a 
compact cluster. However, the clusters of meat and uni-
versal meat-and-lard breeds are extended in parallel to 
the 0, 0; 500, 500 line, so that the populations belonging 
to these clusters are located on the opposite sides of the 
wild boar cluster (Figure 1). The populations can be 
combined into clusters according to their locations in the 
maps (Figure 1). Cluster 1 includes Landrace and Duroc 
domestic pigs from the Kudryashovskoe farm and the 
Novosibirsk subbreed of Large White pigs. Noteworthy, 
these pigs have a history of the most intensive selection 
for meat yield. Cluster 2 includes Large White pigs of 
the Achinsk subbreed and the Kemerovo breed. These 
populations belong to the universal meat-and-lard mor-
photype. Cluster 3 is formed by miniature pigs. Cluster 4, 
located in the centres of the maps, is of special interest. 
It includes wild boars, SM-1 pigs, and Landrace pigs 
from the Experimental Farm. This combination is rea-
sonable. The intensity of selection for meat yield in these 
two populations was less than in populations of the first 
cluster, and this is the cause of the reversion to the wild 
morphotype observed in these populations. It is known 
that meat breeds had been raised from meat-and-lard and 
lard morphotypes [18]; therefore, they deviated even 
more from wild boars. In Landrace pigs of the Experi-
mental Farm, this shift is directed to the cluster of 
meat-and-lard populations, and in the SM-1 breed to 
miniature pigs, which can be considered closer to their 
ancestral Asian lard breeds [19,20]. The Kemerovo breed 
is located between the Achinsk Large White subbreed 
and miniature pigs in both maps. The most likely cause 
of this location is that the Kemerovo breed was at first 
raised as a lard breed [21], and later selection was di-
rected to the universal meat-and-lard type [22]. Thus, 
maps constructed on the frequencies of chromosomes 
carrying PERV class combinations reveal finer features 
of population differentiation than maps of simple PERV 
class carriership. These features are associated with the 
differentiation among populations within large groups, 
such as wild boars and commercial domestic pig mor-
photypes, rather than with the differentiation among the 
groups. 

There were two questions to be raised in our work: 
what wild boar population is closer to the present-day 
domestic pig according to PERV prevalence and what 
domestic pig breeds are closer to wild boars? To answer 
these questions, we employed maps constructed in two 
principal component coordinates according to two mod-
els: a model named M-1 that considers frequencies of 
PERV classes, and a model M-2 that deals with various 
PERV class combinations. The distances between popu-
lations seen in the maps (Figure 1) are presented as bar 
graphs (Figure 2). The graphs obtained on the base of 
the M-1 model show that the European wild boar Sus 
scrofa scrofa subspecies from the Voronezh Biosphere 
Reserve is the closest to the domestic pig, and the Cen-
tral Asian wild boar subspecies Sus scrofa nigripes is the 
farthest. The distances determined on the base of the 
M-2 model show the same result, although less clearly. 
Both models indicate that modern domesticated swine 
meat breeds are the closest to the wild type. Meat-and- 
lard domestic swine breeds are farther from wild boars, 
and miniature pigs are the farthest. 

4. DISCUSSION 

Different aspects of PERV-associated features of differ-
entiation of swine (Sus scrofa) populations were re-
vealed by using the models presented in this study. Pre-
vious results [13,14] were summarized, and hypotheses 
concerning the role of PERVs in microevolutionary 
changes occurring in Sus scrofa populations were sub-
stantiated. The variation in the frequencies of chromo-
somes carrying certain PERV classes and class combina-
tions follows two microevolutionary vectors. The first 
vector is more specific: wild boars meat pig breeds 
meat-and-lard pig breeds. It can be defined as an in-
crease in fat deposition rate in pig subspecies and breeds. 
The second vector is of a more general nature: wild 
boars and commercial domestic pig breeds miniature 
pigs. It is a “minus” selection vector. It can be suggested 
that in the first case PERVs tag loci affecting fat deposi-
tion rate and in the second case are associated with loci 
controlling some commercial and adaptive traits. How-
ever, the following hypothesis appears to be more plau-
sible: retroviral copies are inserted into certain function-
ally important genome regions, thereby disrupting the 
normal function of genes located in the insertion sites or 
nearby. These aberrations may give rise to undesirable or, 
to the contrary, desirable traits. Thus, the vector of in-
creasing fat deposition appears to be a special manifesta-
tion of the “minus” selection vector. The latter should be 
more accurately termed the genomic aberration vector. 
This hypothesis is in agreement with the formerly re-
ported data that the frequencies of individuals and 
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chromosomes carrying PERVs in populations naturally 
selected for fitness (wild boars) or intensively selected 
for pork production (pigs of the Kudryashovskoe herd) are 
much lower than in populations undergoing a less inten-
sive selection [14]. Also, it was shown that a class B 
PERV copy was inserted into the BAT1 gene (coding for 
RNA helicase) of Large White pigs [9]. It should be men-
tioned that the frequency of PERV carriers was higher 
among miniature pigs, the product of “minus” selection. 
They can be considered a pathological form because of 
their slow growth, small size, low fertility, high postnatal 
mortality, and a tendency to obesity. Note that in  minia-
ture pigs not only the highest PERV carriership frequency 
was recorded but also the highest frequency of chromo-
somes carrying all the three PERV classes in comparison 
to all other populations investigated (Table 2).  

The proximity of wild boars from the Voronezh Bio-
sphere Reserve located in the centre of European Russia 

to present-day domestic pigs (Figure 2) appears to be 
due to convergence rather than divergence. The Vo-
ronezh wild boar population was formed by a recent 
natural crossing between the subspecies Sus scrofa 
scrofa and Sus scrofa attila during migrations of wild 
boars from the West (from Europe) and South (from 
Ukraine and Caucasus) [23,24]. Therefore, its early as-
signment to S. s. scrofa is entirely formal. Both these 
subspecies were among the ancestors of modern Euro-
pean breeds of Sus scrofa domestica [23,25,26]. Thus, 
the similarity between these two forms, the wild boar 
and domestic pig that originate from common ancestral 
subspecies is natural and of a convergent nature. 

It is reasonable to suggest that the graph series ob-
tained by the ranking similarity of domestic pig popula-
tions to wild boar are related to the vector of genomic 
changes induced by PERVs. Breeds of the meat type are 
in the closest proximity to wild boars. They were raised 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Distances between wild boar populations and domestic pig breeds according to maps con-
structed in two principal component coordinates. For each breed, the first bar presents Euclidean dis-
tances; the second, Harpending–Jenkins’ ones; and the third, Nei’s ones, respectively. Population desig-
nations follow Table 1. 
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by selection for a less intense fat deposition. The ele-
vated fat deposition in domestic pigs in comparison with 
wild or early domesticated forms is an obvious abnor-
mality, which may have been caused by the breakdown 
of some genes owing to PERV insertion. Therefore, the 
natural selection against these breaks favoured alleles 
characteristic of the original wild boar or similar. This 
may have resulted in convergent similarity between meat 
pig breeds and wild boars. Domestic breeds of the uni-
versal meat-and-lard morphotype should possess a cer-
tain number of loci in the genome that would determine 
the fat deposition degree corresponding to this morpho-
type. Mutations in some of these loci caused by PERV 
insertion give rise to the desirable trait; therefore, this 
morphotype diverges more from wild boars than breeds 
of the meat type in the frequencies of chromosomes car-
rying certain PERV classes and type combinations. 
Miniature pigs were raised by intensive selection for a 
smaller adult body size with minimum selection for 
other traits. The development of irrelevant traits should 
be sufficient for no more than maintenance of the popu-
lation. For this reason, it is likely that the miniature pig 
genome was enriched in loci whose function was dis-
rupted by PERV insertions. In some cases, this favoured 
the desired trait (small size), and in other cases this was 
of no significance, because no selection for commercial 
traits was conducted.  

In summary, we analyzed in this study patterns of dif-
ferentiation of domestic and wild pigs in the frequencies 
of chromosomes carrying certain PERV classes and type 
combinations. With regard to this differentiation, we 
demonstrated that the convergence processes were at 
least no less significant than the divergence ones. It ap-
pears that PERVs were not neutral elements in the evo-
lution of the pig genome. 
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ABSTRACT 

The phylogeny of γ-proteobacteria was inferred 
from nucleotide sequence comparisons of a 
short 232 nucleotide sequence marker. A total of 
64 γ-proteobacterial strains from 13 Orders, 22 
families, 40 genera and 59 species were analyz- 
ed. The short 232 nucleotide sequence marker 
used here was a combination of a 157 nucleot- 
ide sequence at the 3’ end of the 16S rRNA gene 
and a 75 nucleotide sequence at the 5’ end of 
the 16S-23S Internal Transcribed Spacer (ITS) 
sequence. Comparative analyses of the 3’ end of 
the 16S rRNA gene nucleotide sequence sho- 
wed that the last 157 bp were conserved among 
strains from same species and less conserved 
in more distantly related species. This 157 bp 
sequence was selected as the first part in the 
construction of our nucleotide sequence marker. 
A bootstrapped neighbor-joining tree based on 
the alignment of this 157 bp was constructed. 
This 157 bp could distinguish γ-proteobacterial 
species from different genera from same family. 
Closely related species could not be distingu- 
ished. Next, an alignment of the 16S-23S ITS 
nucleotide sequences of alleles from same bac- 
terial strain was performed. The first 75 bp at the 
5’ end of the 16S-23S ITS was highly conserved 
at the intra-strain level. It was selected as the 
second part in the construction of our nucleotide 
sequence marker. Finally, a bootstrapped neigh- 
bor-joining tree based on the alignment of this 
232 bp sequence was constructed. Based on the 
topology of the neighbour-joining tree, four maj- 
or Groups, Group I to IV, were revealed with sev- 
eral sub-groups and clusters. Our results, bas- 
ed on the 232 bp sequence were, in general, in 
agreement with the phylogeny of γ-proteobact- 
eria based on the 16S rRNA gene. The use of  

this 232 bp sequence as a phylogenetic marker 
presents several advantages over the use of the 
entire 16S rRNA gene or the generation of exten- 
sive phenotypic and genotypic data in phyloge- 
netic analyses. First, this marker is not allele-de- 
pendant. Second, this 232 bp marker contains 
157 bp from the 3’ end of the 16S rRNA gene and 
75 bp from the 5’ end of the 16S-23S ITS. The 
157 bp allows discrimination among distantly 
related species. Owing to its higher rate of nucl- 
eotide substitutions, the 75 bp adds discrimina- 
ting power among closely related species from 
same genus and closely related genera from 
same family. Because of its higher percentage 
of nucleotide sequence divergence than the 16S 
rRNA gene, the 232 bp marker can better discri- 
minate among closely related γ-proteobacterial 
species. Third, the method is simple, rapid, suit- 
ed to large screening programs and easily acce- 
ssible to most laboratories. Fourth, this marker 
can also reveal γ-proteobacterial species which 
may appear misassigned and for which additi- 
onal characterization appear warranted. 

Keywords: γ-Proteobacteria; 16S rRNA; 16S-23S 
ITS; Phylogeny 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The phylum proteobacteria or ‘‘purple bacteria and their 
relatives’’ encompasses bacteria with a wide variety of 
phenotype and physiological attributes and habitats [1,2]. 
Proteobacteria have been classified based on the homo- 
logy of 16S ribosomal RNA or by hybridization of ribo- 
somal DNA with 16S and 23S ribosomal RNA [3-6]. 
They have been subdivided in five major classes: α-, β-, 
γ-, δ- and ε- [7-9]. 

Most γ-proteobacteria are Gram-negative. This class 
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comprises 14 Orders and more than 200 genera. The 
γ-proteobacteria exhibit a wide range of metabolic diver- 
sity. Most are chemo-organotrophs, some are phototro- 
phs or chemolitotrophs [1,2,10,11]. This class includes 
several medically and scientifically important bacteria. 
Some genera are human (Klebsiella, Shigella, Salmon- 
ella, Yersina, Vibrio), animal (Pasteurella) or plant path- 
ogens (Pseudomonas, Xanthomonas, Xylella). Others are 
obligate endosymbionts (Buchnera, Sodalis, Wiggleswo- 
rthia and Coxiella) [10-12]. Because of their biological 
importance, γ-proteobacteria are extensively studied. 

The 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) gene has been est- 
ablished as the macromolecule of choice for phylogen- 
etic analyses [5,13]. The current phylogeny of γ-proteo- 
bacteria is based on the homology of 16S rDNA nucleo- 
tide sequences [3-6,11,14].  

The 16S-23S internal transcribed spacer (ITS) region 
is more variable than the 16S rRNA gene. It has been 
used, among others, in the study of specific γ-proteoba- 
cterial diversity at the species level, including Escheri- 
chia, Haemophilus, Xanthomonas, Klebsiella and Pseud- 
omonas [15-19].  

Additional approaches, based on different genes, have 
been used for the study of γ-proteobacterial phylogeny 
[12,20-25]. Very recently, Gao et al., [26] have used a 
combination of phylogenomic and comparative genomic 
approaches to reconstruct the phylogeny of γ-proteob- 
acteria. 

In an earlier work on the bacterial Gram-positive Ba-
cillus genus and related genera [27], a short 220 bp nu-
cleotide sequence “marker” was used to reconstruct their 
phylogeny. This 220 bp marker was a combination of a 
150 bp sequence at the 3’ end of the 16S rRNA gene and 
a 70 bp sequence at the 5’ end of the 16S-23S ITS se-
quence. Owing to its higher rate of nucleotide substitu-
tion, the 70 bp sequence at the 5’ end of the 16S-23S ITS 
sequence added a greater discriminatory power among 
closely related species than 16S rRNA gene nucleotide 
sequences alone. They showed that the phylogeny in-
ferred from the 220 bp marker was in agreement with 
then current classifications based on phenetic and mo-
lecular data. The marker also indentified species which 
appeared misassigned. It also created new clusters sug-
gesting the creation of new taxa levels. In a very recent 
study, we [28] have tested whether or not this marker 
could reconstruct the phylogeny of the bacterial Gram- 
positive Order of the Bacillales. 

In the current study, we further assess the usefulness 
of a similar marker among 13 of the 14 γ-proteobacterial 
Orders. The last 157 bp at the 3’ end of the 16S rRNA 
gene was combined with the first 75 bp at the 5’ end of 
the 16S-23S Internal Transcribed Spacer (ITS) to yield a 
single 232 bp DNA marker. This marker was used to 

reconstruct the phylogeny of γ-proteobacteria. A total of 
64 γ-proteobacteria from 13 Orders, 22 families, 40 gen- 
era and 59 species was analyzed. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Bacterial Species and Strains 

A total of 64 γ-proteobacterial species and strains were 
analyzed. They were selected on the basis that their com- 
plete genome sequences were freely available in Gen- 
Bank, at the National Center for Biotechnology Informa- 
tion (NCBI) completed microbial genomes database 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/MICROBES/Co
mplete.html). They encompassed 13 Orders, 22 families, 
40 genera and 59 species. These 13 γ-proteobacterial Or- 
ders included six Aeromonadales families, one Cardiob- 
acteriales family, two Chromatiales families, one Enter- 
obacteriales family, two Legionellales families, one Me- 
thylococcales family, two Oceanospirillales families, 
one Pasteurellales family, two Pseudomonadales fami- 
lies, two Thiotrichales families, one Vibrionales family 
and one Xanthomonadales family. All bacterial species 
and strains and the GenBank accession number for their 
fully sequenced genome are listed in Table 1. 

2.2. Sequences Analysis 

The 16S rRNA gene nucleotide sequences were retriev- 
ed from GenBank (Table 1) for the 64 γ-proteobacteria 
species and strains under study. First, all 64 sequences 
were aligned using ClustalW [29] (data not shown). 
Next, the 3’ end of the 16S rRNA gene nucleotide sequ- 
ences of alleles from same bacterial strain, of alleles 
from different strains from same species, and of alleles 
from different species from same genus (data not shown) 
were aligned using ClustalW [29]. The length of the 
nucleotide sequence most conserved was determined at 
157 bp. Likewise, the 16S-23S Internal Transcribed 
Spacer (ITS) nucleotide sequences of alleles from same 
bacterial strain were also aligned using ClustalW. The 
length of the nucleotide sequence most conserved was 
determined at 75 bp.  

These two most conserved nucleotide sequences, the 
157 bp at the 3’ end of 16S, and the 75 bp at the 5’ end 
of 16S-23S ITS were combined into a single 232 bp seq- 
uence for each bacterial species and strain under study. 
This 232 bp sequence will be used here as a phylogen- 
etic marker for the γ-proteobacteria under study. 

2.3. Phylogenetic trees 

Two neighbor-joining trees were constructed [30], a first 
one based on the alignment of the last 157 bp at the 3’ 
end of the 16S rRNA gene described above, a second 
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one based on the alignment of the 232 bp sequence also 
described above. Both trees were bootstrapped using 
1,000 random samples of sites from the alignment, all 
using CLUSTAL W [29] at the DNA Data Bank of Jap- 

an (DDBJ) (http://clustalw.ddbj.nig.ac.jp/top-e.html), 
with the Kimura’s parameter method [31]. The neighbor- 
joining tree was drawn using TreeView (version 1.6.6) 
[32,33]. 

 
Table 1. γ-proteobacteria strains used in this study. 

 
Orders, Families, 
Genera, Species 

 
Strain/Source 

 
GenBank 

Accession no.
 

 
Orders, Families, 
Genera, Species 

 
Strain/Source 

 
GenBank 

Accession no.
 

 
Aeromonadales 
Aeromonodaceae 

Aeromonas hydrophyla 
Aeromonas salmonida 

 
 
 
ATCC 7966 
A449 

 
 
 
NC_008570.1
NC_009348.1

 
Shigella flexineri 
Sodalis glossinidus 
Wigglesworthia glossinidia
Yersinia enterocolitica 
Yersinia pestis 
Yersinia pseudotuberculosis

 
2457T 
morsitans 
 
8081 
CO92 
IP31758 

 
NC_004741.1
NC_007712.1
NC_004344.2
NC_008800.1
NC_003143.1
NC_009708.1

 
Legionellales 
Coxiellaceae 

Coxiella burneti 
Coxiella burnetii 

Legionellaceae 
Legionella pneumophila 
Legionella pneumophila 

 
 
 
Dugway 5j108-111 
RSA 493 
 
Lens 
Corby 

 
 
 
NC_009727.1
NC_002971.3
 
NC_006369.1
NC_009494.1

 
Methylococcales 
Methylococcaceae 

Methylococcus capsulatus

 
 
 
Bath 

 
 
 
NC_002977.6

 
Alteromonadales 
Alteromonadaceae 

Marinobacter aquaeolei 
Saccharophagus degradans 

Colwelliaceae 
Colwellia psychrerythrea 

Idiomarinaceae 
Idiomarina ihoihiensis 

Pseudoalteromonadaceae 
Pseudoalteromonas atlantica 
Pseudoalteromonas haloplanktis 

Shewanellaceae 
Shewanella amazonensis 
Shewanella denitrificans 
Shewanella frigidimarina 
Shewanella oneidensis 

 
 
 
VT8 
2-40 
 
34H 
 
L2TR 
 
T6c 
TAC125 
 
SB2B 
OS217 
NCIMB 400 
MR-1 

 
 
 
NC_008740.1
NC_007912.1
 
NC_003910.7
 
NC_006512.1
 
NC_008228.1
NC_007481.1
 
NC_008700.1
NC_007954.1
NC_008345.1
NC_004347.1

 
Cardiobacteriales 

Cardiobacteriaceae 
Dichelobacter nodosus 

 
 
 
VCS1703A 

 
 
 
NC_009446.1

 
Pseudomonadales   

Moraxellaceae 
Acinetobacter baumannii 
Acinetobacter sp. 
Psychrobacter arcticus  
Psychrobacter cryohalolentis

Pseudomonadaceae 
Pseudomonas fluorescens
Pseudomonas syringea 

 
 
 
ATCC 17978 
ADP1 
273-4 
K5 
 
Pf5 
DC3000 

 
 
 
NC_009085.1
NC_005966.1
NC_007204.1
NC_007969.1
 
NC_004129.6
NC_004578.1

 
Chromatiales 

Chromatiaceae 
Nitrosococcus oceani 

Ectothiorhodospiraceae 
Alkalilimnicola ehrlichei 

Halorhodospira halophila 

 
 
 
ATCC 19707 
 
MLHE-1 
SL1 

 
 
 
NC_007484.1
 
NC_008453.1
NC_008789.1

 
Thiotrichales 
Francisellaceae 

Francisella philomiragia 
Francisella tularensis 

Piscirickettsiaceae 
Thiomicrospira crunogena

 
 
 
philomiragia 
horlatica 
 
XCL-2 

 
 
 
NC_010336.1
NC_007880.1
 
NC_007520.2

 
Vibrionales 
Vibrionaceae 

Photobacterium profundum
Vibrio cholerae  
Vibrio parahaemolyticus 
Vibrio vulnificus 

 
 
 
SS9 
N16961 
RIMD 2210633 
CMCP6 

 
 
 
NC_006370.1
NC_002505.1
NC_004603.1
NC_004459.2

 
Enterobacteriales 
Enterobacteriaceae 

Buchnera aphidicola 
Citrobacter koseri 
Enterobacter sakazakii 
Enterobacter sp 
Escherichia coli 
Escherichia coli 
Klebsiella pneumoniae  
Photorhabdus luminescens 
Salmonella enterica 
Salmonella enterica 
Salmonella enterica 
Shigella boydii 
Shigella dysenteriae 

 
 
 
APS 
ATCC BAA-895 
ATCC BAA-894 
638 
CFT073 
O157:H7 Sakai 
342 
NTUH-K2044 
TT01 
Ty2 
arizonae 
Sb227 
Sd197 

 
 
 
NC_002528.1
NC_009792.1
NC_009778.1
NC_009436.1
NC_004431.1
NC_002695.1
NC_011283.1
NC_012731.1
NC_005126.1
NC_004631.1
NC_010067.1
NC_007613.1
NC_007606.1

 
Xanthomonadales 
Xanthomonadaceae 

Xanthomonas axonopodis
Xanthomonas campestris 
Xylella fastidiosa  

 
 
 
306 
8004 
9a5c 

 
 
 
NC_003919.1
NC_007086.1
NC_002488.3
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In a previous study [27], on the bacterial genus Bacillus 
and closely-related genera, we reported the development 
of a short DNA marker that could be used to reconstruct 
their phylogeny. This marker was a combination of the 
last 150 bp at the 3’ end of the 16S rRNA gene and the 
first 70 bp at the 5’ end of the 16S-23S rRNA internal 
transcribed spacer (ITS) into a single 220 bp “marker”. It 
could cluster Bacillus species and species from closely 
related genera into taxa akin to genera and could also 
distinguish closely related species. The 3’ end of the 16S 
rRNA gene contained three regions that were known to 
be highly conserved among bacteria [34]. The 5’ end of 
the 16S-23S rRNA ITS was conserved among alleles 
from same strains [27]. 

In the current study on γ-proteobacteria, we further 
assessed the usefulness of this marker. The sizes of the 
3’ end of the 16S rRNA gene and the 5’ end of the 
16S-23S rRNA ITS retained here for the construction of 
our phylogenetic marker for γ-proteobacteria are slightly 
different at 157 and 75 bp, respectively, for a total 
marker size of 232 bp. These sizes were selected as fol-
lows: first, an alignment of the 16S rRNA gene nucleo-
tide sequence of alleles from same strain showed that 
these sequences were highly conserved. The intra-strain 
alleles shared 99% nucleotide sequence identities. Al-
leles from species from same genus, however, covered a 
wider spectrum of nucleotide sequence identities. Where- 
as alleles from Pseudomonas (Ps.) fluorescens Pf-5 and 
from Ps. syringae pv. tomato strain DC3000 share 98% 
nucleotide sequence identities, alleles from Vibrio (V.) 
cholerae and from V. parahaemolyticus RIMD 2210633 
share 92% nucleotide sequence identities. Comparative 
analyses of the 3’ end of the 16S rRNA gene nucleotide 
sequence showed that the last 157 bp were in many cases 
highly conserved among strains from same species. This 
is exemplified by Salmonella (Sal.) enterica arizonae 
and Sal. enterica Ty2 which share 99% nucleotide se-
quence identities over the last 157 bp at the 3’ end of the 
16S rRNA gene. Species from same genus share lower 
nucleotide sequence identities. This is exemplified by 
Shewanella (She) amazonensis and She. denetrificans 
which share 94% nucleotide sequence identities over the 
last 157 bp at the 3’ end of the 16S rRNA gene. 

A bootstrapped neighbor-joining tree based on the align- 
ment of this 157 bp located at the 3’ end of the 16S 
rRNA gene was constructed (Figure 1). Although, in 
most cases, this 157 bp could distinguish species from 
different genera from same family, in some cases, close- 
ly related species from different genera from same fam-
ily appeared undistinguishable. This is the case for Mann- 
heimia succiniciproducens and both Actinobacillus (Act), 

species, Act. pleuropneumonia and Act. succinogenes. 
This is also true for Xylella (Xy.) fastidiosa and both 
Xanthomonas (X.) species, X. axonopodis pv. citri str. 
306 and X. campestris pv. campestris str.8004. And this 
is true for the human and animal pathogenic Entero- 
bacteriaceae: the Yersinia, Shigella, Klebsiella, Escheri- 
chia, Enterobacter and Citrobacter species. In some 
cases, this 157 bp could distinguish species from same 
genus as exemplified by the Psychrobacter, Pseudomo- 
nas, Shewanella and Vibrio species. In other cases, 
closely related species from same genus could not be 
distinguished as exemplified by the Francisella, Aero- 
monas, Actinobacillus, Haemophilus, Acinetobacter and 
Xanthomonas species. 

In all cases, this 157 bp could distinguish species from 
different families, with one exception: She. amazonensis 
and Photobacterium (Ph.) profundum, members of the 
Shewanellacea and Vibrionacea family, respectively. 
Both appear undistinguishable. Clearly, this 157 bp seq 
uence cannot distinguish closely-related species. An ad- 
ditional DNA sequence appears necessary to better disti- 
nguish closely-related species.  

Next, an alignment of the 16S-23S ITS nucleotide se-
quences of alleles from same bacterial strain was carried 
with a subset of the bacteria under study: Xanthomonas 
campestris pv. campestris str. 8004, Ps. syringae pv. 
tomato str. DC3000, Act. succinogenes 130Z, E. coli 
K12, V. parahaemolyticus RIMD 2210633 and Shigella 
flexneri 2a str. 301 (Figure 2). The total number of al-
leles vary from two to ten for X. campestris pv. campes-
tris str. 8004 and V. parahaemolyticus RIMD 2210633, 
respectively. The allelic sequences were highly ho-
mologous for some species and highly hererologous for 
others. Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris str. 8004 
and Ps. syringae pv. tomato str. DC3000 carry two and 
five identical alleles, respectively. Actinobacillus suc-
cinogenes 130Z, E. coli K12, V. parahaemolyticus 
RIMD 2210633 and Shigella flexneri 2a str. 301 carry 
five, eight, ten and six alleles respectively, with varying 
level of heterogeneity, where highly homologous alleles 
are grouped together and can be distinguised from dif-
ferent alleles in same strain (Figure 2). Alleles carry 
from zero to four tRNA genes. An alignment of the nu-
cleotide sequences among alleles at the intra-strain level 
required the introduction of several gaps. The first 75 bp 
at the 5’ end of the 16S-23S ITS, however, was highly 
conserved at the intra-strain level. It was retained here 
for the construction of our phylogenetic marker. The two 
conserved nucleotide sequences identified above, the 
157 bp at the 3’ end of 16S rRNA gene and the 75 bp at 
the 5’ end of 16S-23S ITS, were combined into a single 
232 bp sequence. This will be used here as a phyloge-
netic marker for the γ-proteobacteria under study. 
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Figure 1. Bootstrapped neighbor-joining tree of γ –proteobacteria species inferred from the alignment of a 157 nucleotide sequence 
at the 3’ end of the 16S rRNA gene. Bootstrap values higher than 50% are indicated (expressed as percentage of 1000 replication). 
The horizontal bar represents 1% nucleotide difference. 

 
A bootstrapped neighbor-joining tree based on the 

alignment of a 232 bp sequence was constructed (Figure 
3). Based on the topology of the neighbor-joining tree, 
four major Groups, Group I to IV are revealed (Figure 
3). Based on nucleotide sequence identities, sub-groups 
and clusters can be formed. Group I contains seven Ord- 
ers and nine families. Group II contains eight Orders and 
eleven families. Group III contains three Orders and five 
families. Group IV contains one Order and one family. 
Of the 13 Orders under study, four are present in more 
than Group one. The Thiotrichales are present in Groups 

I and III. The Alteromonadales are present in Groups I, 
II and III. The Legionellales are present in Groups I and 
II. The Vibrionales are present in Groups I and III. All 
other nine Orders are present in a single Group. Of the 
22 families under study, four are present in more than 
one Group. The Alteromonadaceae are present in 
Groups I and II. The Pseudoalteromonadaceae (Pse) are 
present in Groups I and III. The Vibrionaceae are pre-
sent in Groups I and III. The Shewanellaceae are present 
in Groups I and III. All other 18 families are present in a 
single Group. All species from same genus are present in 
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same Group with the exception of Pse. haloplanktis and 
Pse. atlantica present in Group I and III, respectively. 

Group I can be sub-divided into six sub-groups, sub- 
group I-1 to I-6. Sub-group I-1 contains both species of 
the Francisellaceae family. Sub-group I-2 contains three 
species, members of two families: Pseudomonadaceae 
and Alteromonadaceae. Sub-group I-3 comprises Pse. 
haloplanktis and both Legionella pneumophila strains. 
Although in the same sub-group, Pse. haloplanktis sh- 
ows 20% nucleotide sequence divergence with the two 
Legionella strains. Both Legionella strains are tightly 
grouped together and form cluster I-3-1. Sub-group I-4 
contains Ph. profundum and She. amazonensis, two spe- 
cies from two different families, Vibrionaceae and She- 
wanellaceae, respectively. Although they appear very si- 
milar on the neighbor-joining tree, both sequences show 
15% nucleotide divergence. Sub-group I-5 contains both 
Aeromonas species, tightly grouped together. Sub-group 
I-6 contains all six Pasteurellaceae species. The Mann- 
heimia species is tightly grouped with the two Actino- 
bacillus species and form cluster I-6-1. Both Haemop- 
hilus species form cluster I-6-2. In Group I, clusters co- 
mprised species from same genus or closely related spe- 
cies from different genera from same family. All other 

branches corresponded to families. 
Group II can be sub-divided into four sub-groups, 

sub-group II-1 to II-4, and one ungrouped species, Me- 
thylococcus capsulatus. Sub-group II-1 comprises mem- 
bers of four families from four Orders. Members of 
sub-group II-1 share up to 30% nucleotide sequence di- 
vergences. Closely related species can be further gro- 
uped together. This is the case for the two Acinetobacter 
species and all three Xanthomonadaceae species which 
form cluster II-1-1 and II-1-2, respectively. Sub-group 
II-2 contains Nitrosoccocus oceani and Halorhodospira 
halophila, member of the Chromatiaceae and Ectothior- 
hodospiracea family respectively. Both species show 
42% nucleotide sequence divergences. Both families 
belong to the Chromatiales Order. Sub-group II-3 con-
tains six species, from five families and three Orders. 
Members of sub-group II-3 share up to 24% nucleotide 
sequence divergences. Two closely related species, Psy-
chrobacter (Psy) cryohalolentis and Psy. arcticus form 
cluster II-3-1. Sub-group II-4 comprises both strains of 
Coxiella burnetti, members of the Coxelliaceae family. In 
Group II, clusters comprised species from same genus or 
closely related species from different genera from same 
family. All other branches corresponded to families. 
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of allelic 16S-23S rDNA Internal Transcribed Spacer of γ –prot- 
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Figure 3. Bootstrapped neighbor-joining tree of γ-proteobacteria species inferred from the alignment of 232 
nucleotide sequence marker. This 232 nucleotide sequence marker is a combination of a 157 nucleotide se-
quence at the 3’ end of the 16S rRNA gene and a 75 nucleotide sequence at the 5’ end of the 16S-23S Internal 
Transcribed Spacer (ITS) sequence. Major Groups are indicated in capital roman numerals. Sub-groups and 
clusters are indicated in arabic numbers. Bootstrap values higher than 50% are indicated (expressed as per-
centage of 1000 replication). The horizontal bar represents 1% nucleotide difference. 
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Group III can be sub-divided into two sub-groups, 

sub-groups III-1 and III-2, and one ungrouped species, 
Thiomicrospira crunogena. Sub-group III-1 contains 
three Shewallenaceae and three Vibrionaceae species. 
She. denitrificans and She. frigidimarina, and the three 
Vibrio species form two clusters, III-1-1 and III-1-2, 
respectively. Sub-group III-2 contains two genera from 
two families of the same Order. Both species, on two 
separate branches, show 23% nucleotide sequence di-
vergence. In Group III, both clusters comprised species 
from same genus. All other branches corresponded to 
families. 

Group IV contains all the Enterobacteriaceae species 
under study. Three sub-groups can be revealed: sub- 
group IV-1 to IV-3. Sub-group IV-1 contains two insect 
obligate endosymbionts. Sub-group IV-2 contains Salm- 
onella enterica Ty2 and Photorhabtus luminescens. All 
other Enterobacteriaceae species are in sub-group IV-3. 
The latter are closely related to each others. 

Our results, based on the 232 bp phylogenetic marker 
described here are, in general, in agreement with the 
phylogeny of γ-proteobacteria based on the 16S rRNA 
gene with some exceptions. In the neighbor-joining tree, 
clusters comprised species from same genus or closely 
related species from different genera from same family. 
All other branches corresponded to families. As indi-
cated above, of the 22 families under study, 18 are pre-
sent in a single Group and four are present in more than 
one Group. These latter four families encompass the 
marine bacteria [35]. They are Vibrionaceae, in Groups I 
and III; and the Alteromonas-related protobacteria 
(Ivanova et al., 2004): Alteromonadaceae, in Groups I 
and II; Pseudoalteromonadaceae, in Groups I and III; 
and Shewanellaceae, in Groups I and III. Interestingly, 
within a Group, these marine bacteria are found in close 
proximity of one another. It reflects the varying level of 
heterogeneity among Alteromonas-related protobacteria. 
The grouping showed here is based on a 232 bp marker. 
The biological significance of this grouping is unknown. 
Clearly, however, the phylogenetic analyses of these 
related marine heterotrophic bacteria is a work in pro-
gress [36]. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, the use of this 232 bp marker presents 
several advantages over the use of the entire 16S rRNA 
gene or the generation of extensive phenotypic and gen- 
otypic data in phylogenetic analyses. First, this marker is 
not allele-dependant. The 3’ end of the 16S rRNA gene 
is highly conserved at the intra-strain level. We have 
shown here that although the16S-23S ITS allelic se-
quences can be very heterogeneous within a strain, the 

first 75 bp, however, are conserved among alleles from 
same strain in γ-proteobacteria. Clearly, any allele would 
generate the same results. Second, this 232 bp marker 
contains 157 bp from the 3’ end of the 16S rRNA gene 
and 75 bp from the 5’ end of the 16S-23S ITS. The 157 
bp is highly conserved among closely related species. 
Owing to its higher rate of nucleotide substitutions, the 
75 bp adds discriminating power among closely related 
species from same genus and closely related genera from 
same family. Because of its higher percentage of nucleo-
tide sequence divergence than the 16S rRNA gene, the 
232 bp marker can better discriminate among closely 
related γ-proteobacteria species. Third, the method is 
simple, rapid, suited to large screening programmes and 
easily accessible to most laboratories. More importantly, 
however, this 232 bp marker can group γ-proteobacteria 
families and genera in accordance with established phy- 
logenies, with the exceptions indicated above. It can also 
reveal γ-proteobacteria species which may appear mis- 
assigned and for which additional characterization app- 
ear warranted. 
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ABSTRACT 

Mycotoxins are toxic secondary metabolites of 
fungi belonging mainly to the Aspergillus, 
Penicillium and Fusarium genera. They can be 
formed in various agricultural produce in spe-
cific conditions. These natural and zootoxic 
chemical compounds cause an array of dis-
eases in people and animals, i.e., mycotoxico-
ses. Depending on the type and dose, my-
cotoxins may cause liver, kidney, and lung 
cancers, as well as damage to the immune sys-
tem, pathological changes in the nervous sys-
tem, and reproduction disorders. Many my-
cotoxins disrupt digestion process, cause vom-
iting, nausea, anorexia, skin irritation and der-
matitis, and even haemorrhages. A significant 
threat to the health of animals and people can 
be observed in the case of major infestation of 
crop ears from which foodstuff or feed are then 
produced. The ear infestation is facilitated by a 
suitable humidity and temperature during the 
growing season or while harvesting and storing 
the agricultural produce, which enhances the 
growth of mycotoxin-producing fungi. Suitable 
agricultural treatment, crop rotation, proper 
storing of crops in the conditions of limited 
humidity after the harvest as well as regular 
chemical analyses of the content of mycotoxins 
minimize their consumption and, accordingly, 
decrease the threat caused by these substances 
to the human and animal health. 

Keywords: Toxicology; Mycotoxins; Mycotoxicoses 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Mycotoxins are low-molecular-weight secondary met- 
abolites produced by moulds. These metabolites const- 
itute various groups of chemical compounds which may 

cause diseases or even death of an organism. However, 
not all chemical compounds produced by fungi are my-
cotoxins. The term ‘mycotoxin’ was first coined in 1962 
after an incident in which almost 100,000 turkeys died. 
It was stated that the cause of such a high death rate of 
turkeys was the process of feeding them with peanut 
meal contaminated with the secondary metabolites of 
fungi of the Aspergillus flavus genus [1]. Currently, ap-
proximately 400 compounds described as mycotoxins 
are known, dozens of which are hazardous for the health 
of people and animals. Mycotoxins as chemical sub-
stances are not only difficult to be identified, but also 
difficult to be classified. The most important groups of 
mycotoxins are as follows: aflatoxins, ergot alkaloids, 
fumonisins, ochratoxins, trichothecenes, zearalenone and 
derivatives, epipolythiodioxopiperazines (ETP). 

Based on the intensity and action time, the symptoms 
of mycotoxin poisoning are classified as acute, subacute, 
or chronic poisoning. Acute poisonings have a violent 
course and a clear reaction of the organism (e.g. the 
death of turkey population). On the other hand, chronic 
and subacute poisonings are caused by low doses of 
mycotoxins entering an organism for a long time, and 
they may cause e.g. liver cancer (aflatoxins) or kidney 
disorders (ochratoxins). Mycotoxins are found more 
often in those world regions in which less effective 
methods of eliminating fungi in the plant production and 
storing are applied (Africa, Asia, South America), as 
well as in significantly undernourished regions and 
where the inspection of food as far as the content of 
mycotoxins is concerned is irregular. 

Mycotoxins could be divided into 2 groups: the group 
produced as a result of plant diseases in the vegetation 
season and the group of metabolites formed during im-
proper storing of grain after the harvest. Mycotoxins 
have adverse effects on plants, the biological productiv-
ity of agroecosystems, the quality of surface waters, as 
well as on grassland and woodland ecosystems. Their 
harmful effect on plants is based mainly on the inhibi-
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tion of germination of seeds and growth of plants, par-
ticularly the growth of roots and root hair. 

2. THE INFLUENCE OF THE CHOSEN 
MYCOTOXINS ON THE HUMAN AND 
ANIMAL HEALTH 

2.1. Aflatoxins 

Aflatoxins are highly carcinogenic compounds as far as 
fish, warm-blooded animals, and people are concerned. 
The disease caused by these mycotoxins is called afla-
toxicosis and it can lead even to death. The symptoms of 
chronic aflatoxicosis are liver cancer, immune system 
damage, as well as other ailments. Liver, which is the 
key organ in the mycotoxin detoxication, is the organ 
exposed most to the influence of one of the forms of 
aflatoxins, i.e., aflatoxin B1 (AFB1). Moreover, aflatox-
ins may cause certain negative changes in the lungs. The 
development of lung cancer was observed in the workers 
inhaling dust contaminated with AFB1 during the prod- 
uction of peanuts [2]. The amount of aflatoxins eaten 
with food is lower in the developed countries than in the 
developing ones. This is connected mainly with the reg- 
ular food inspections being performed in order to detect 
aflatoxins, which in poorer countries, where food defi-
ciency is present, are very rare or are not carried out at 
all. The high consumption of aflatoxins with food con-
tributes to the development of primary liver cancer 2 to 5 
times more often than in the developed countries [3]. 

Dogs are particularly sensitive to aflatoxins, as even 
relatively low doses of these mycotoxins in feed (0.5-1 
mg per 1 kg b.m.) may cause their death. At doses rang-
ing from 0.05-0.3 mg/kg b.m. of aflatoxins, provided for 
6 to 8 weeks, vomiting, depression, hepatitis, coma, and 
jaundice are observed in dogs. Dogs are exposed to the 
influence of aflatoxins most often due to the introduction 
of grain contaminated with aflatoxins into feed produc-
tion, which for this reason cannot be used for the pro-
duction of food for people [4]. 

The extent and intensity of poisoning with aflatoxins 
depend on age, sex, body mass, diet, resistance to infec-
tions, presence of other mycotoxins, as well as on phar-
macological agents in diet. Due to the differences in 
sensitivity to aflatoxins in tests performed on animals, it 
is difficult to explain the influence of aflatoxins on the 
human organism. Mycotoxin AFB1 becomes active un-
der the influence of cytochrome P-450, present in liver 
microsomes, in the presence of molecular oxygen and 
NADPH. On the other hand, the active form of AFB1 
may bond with DNA or proteins [5]. The AFB1-DNA 
adducts cause the transversion mutation GC: TA. 

Aflatoxins are found in the marketed animal feeds all 

over the world, particularly in the North and South 
Americas. Birdseed was the most contaminated feed 
among all the types of products for domestic animals 
probably due to the basic materials of this feed, which 
are grains and hazelnuts. As much as 25% of birdseed 
samples were contaminated with over 100 µg AFB1/kg, 
which indicates the potential threat to the health of birds. 
Feeds for dogs and cats contain small amounts of afla-
toxins. Almost all the feed samples that these mycotox-
ins were found in, contained less than 20 µg AFB1/kg [6]. 
Such a low level of aflatoxins in the feed does not cause 
any symptoms of acute poisoning. However, the possible 
future influence of these mycotoxins on the animal me-
tabolism should not be ignored. 

2.2. Ergot Alkaloids 

The chemical compounds belonging to this group of 
mycotoxins are produced as a mixture of alkaloids in 
sclerotia of the strains of Claviceps – Claviceps pur-
purea, which are common pathogens of various grass 
species ears. The consumption of ergot or its spores was 
found to be connected with the occurrence of diseases 
even in the antiquity. In people, the disease known as 
ergotism occurs after the consumption of products made 
of grain containing significant amounts of sclerotia, usu-
ally as bakery products. Usually two types of ergotism 
are diagnosed, i.e., gangrenous and convulsive (Saint 
Anthony’s Fire). The gangrenous type ergotism causes 
significant ischaemia of nose, ears, fingers and toes, 
which leads to dry gangrene, whereas the convulsive 
ergotism shows itself in the changes in behaviour, hy-
persensitivity, convulsions, and muscle tremor [7]. 

Penitrem A, which belongs to the group of ergot al-
kaloids, affects the functioning of the central nervous 
system probably by the interaction with neurotransmit-
ters such as e.g. -aminobutyric acid (GABA) [8]. 

In animals the clinical symptoms of ergotism are as 
follows: dry gangrenes, ulcerations, necroses, blindness, 
convulsions, hypersensitivity and ataxia, and lactation 
inhibition [6]. A number of ergot alkaloids cause con-
tractions of smooth muscles (e.g. uterus, blood vessels). 
Among farm animals, sheep, pigs, poultry, and cattle are 
exposed the most to the influence of these mycotoxins. 

2.3. Fumonisins 

Fumonisins occur in the natural environment in at least 
three forms: B1, B2, and B3. They are found mainly in 
feed and food produced from maize [9]. Their influence 
on the living organisms is diverse; they may cause the 
development of cancer in humans and animals together 
with other mycotoxins (intensifying their negative action) 
[10,11]. In horses and rabbits, fumonisins cause leu-
koencephalomalacia [12,13], and they disrupt sphingol-
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ipid metabolism by the inhibition of (dihydro)ceramide 
synthesis, causing the accumulation of sphinganine in 
tissues, serum, and urine. The sphinganine accumulation 
is responsible for the most of adverse effects of these 
mycotoxins. The decrease in the sphingolipid complex 
has a negative effect on the functions of a part of the 
membrane proteins, such as e.g. folic acid transmitter 
[14] and contributes to the occurrence of nervous system 
disease symptoms [15]. 

2.4. Ochratoxin 

Among the toxins produced by the Aspergillus and 
Penicillum species, ochratoxin A (OTA) has a signifi-
cant meaning from the toxicological and economic 
points of view. This mycotoxin is formed mainly as a 
result of improper storing of grain. The most important 
adverse changes caused by the consumption of food 
contaminated with ochratoxin A are: kidney and liver 
damage and immunosuppressive action [16]. Ochratoxin 
A at the level of cellular metabolism affects the enzymes 
connected with the metabolism of phenylalanine and 
causes the inhibition of the mitochondrial synthesis of 
ATP [17] and acceleration of the peroxidation of lipids 
[18]. Due to the constitution of ochratoxin A (halogen 
derivative of phenol), the action of this mycotoxin may 
also result in the modification of bases constituting the 
nucleic acids, which may cause mutations and contribute 
to the development of carcinogenic diseases in the or-
ganisms exposed to its influence [19]. 

2.5. Trichothecenes 

The name ‘trichothecenes’ includes almost 200 various 
compounds characterised as mycotoxins, synthesised 
mainly by fungi from the Fusarium family found on 
infested ears. The most important and the most commo- 
nly occurring representatives of this group of mycotox-
ins are deoxynivalenol (DON, vomitoxin), nivalenol 
(NIV), diacetoxyscirpenol (DAS), and T-2. The typical 
disease symptoms after the consumption of trichothe-
cenes are: vomiting, lack of appetite, diarrhoea, haemor- 
rhages, the nervous and immune systems disorders, and 
in case of direct contact dermatitis is observed. Tricho-
thecenes are exceedingly strong inhibitors of the protein 
synthesis in eukaryotes. They inhibit all its stages: initia-
tion, elongation, and termination. Trichodermin was ide- 
ntified as the first metabolite of the trichothecenes group 
and its influence on the metabolism consists in the inhi- 
bition of peptidyl transferase [20]. Trichodermin inhibits 
peptidyl transferase through competing with it for the 
binding site on a ribosome [21]. 

Among the naturally occurring trichothecenes, T-2 
and diacetoxyscirpenol seem to be the most significant 
ones in the studies on their toxicity in animals. The cy-

totoxic influence of these mycotoxins on organisms is 
based on their negative influence on the immune system, 
manifesting itself in the decreased resistance to infection 
with other pathogenic microorganisms. As the final ef-
fect, a wide range of gastrointestinal, dermatological and 
neurological symptoms are observed after the consump-
tion of these mycotoxins by animals [22]. In people, T-2 
and diacetoxyscirpenol cause alimentary aleukia. The 
symptoms of this disease are: dermatitis, vomiting, and 
hematopoietic tissue disorders. The acute phase results 
in oral cavity necrosis, nosebleed, vaginal bleeding, and 
the nervous system disorders. Trichothecene mycotoxins 
induce also asthma and allergenicity [23]. 

2.6. Zearalenone 

The biological activity of zearalenone (ZEA) metabolites 
is high. It can be generally stated that they act oestrogen- 
like, though their actual toxicity is low. The LD50 of 
zearalenone in rats is 10 g/kg, whereas in guinea pigs it 
is 5 g/kg. For this reason, the more appropriate name 
than mycotoxin for this group of compounds is phytoes-
trogen (or mycoestrogen). Zearalenone or its derivatives 
have been patented as oral contraceptives for women, or 
a drug preventing postmenopausal osteoporosis [24]. 
The link between the consumption of mouldy grain and 
hyperestrogenism in pigs has been observed since 1920. 
After the administration per os of even minor doses of 
zearalenone to the sexually immature sows, oestrus-like 
symptoms without the tolerance reaction and the in-
crease in the mass of certain parts of the reproductive 
system of the examined sows were observed [25]. In 
dogs, the studied concentrations of ZEA caused disrup-
tions in reproduction, miscarriages, and testicular atro-
phy and pathological changes in the reproductive system 
in males [26,27]. Based on the results of epidemiological 
studies performed in Canada and Scandinavia, it was 
stated that the risk for human health after the consump-
tion of zearalenone is not high. The recommended safe 
intake of zearalenone is estimated at the level of 0.05 
g/kg b.m. daily. The level of zearalenone in consum- 
ables is not checked. The presence of ZEA in diet may 
cause various interactions with metabolic processes in 
the organism, and its presence in diet together with other 
important mycotoxins, such as fumonisins or trichothe-
cenes, is potentially a pathogenic factor. The manifesta-
tions of this action may be allergies or the influence on 
the immune system of animals and people [28]. 

2.7. Epipolythiodioxopiperazine ETP 

Characteristic features of the chemical structure of my-
cotoxins of the ETP group are the presence of disulphide 
bridge that largely conditions their high reactivity and 
adverse influence, and the presence of at least 1 aromatic 
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acid radical [29]. The most thoroughly characterized 
mycotoxin from this group is gliotoxin, which is at the 
same time a drug used e.g. in the treatment of non-al- 
coholic fatty liver disease. Its action is based on the in-
hibition of the activity of the nuclear factor B (NF-B) 
and activation of apoptosis through the inhibition of mi-
tochondrial ATP synthesis, which leads to the hyperpo-
larisation of mitochondrial membranes. Apoptosis was 
provoked by gliotoxin in various cells of the immune 
system (macrophages, lymphocytes T) [30,31]. Glio-
toxin inhibits also the activity of reverse transcriptase, 
which may be used in the treatment of viral infections in 
people and animals [32]. 

Due to its structure, gliotoxin as well as the remaining 
mycotoxins of the ETP group may take part in the oxi-
dation and reduction reactions in cells, which may cause 
the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and is, 
beside the creation of disulfide bridges with proteins, the 
second main cause of a significant toxicity of this group 
of mycotoxins observed in animals and people. Table 1 
presents the groups of mycotoxins which are the most 
harmful to the organism, together with the chosen dis- 
ease symptoms they cause. 

3. METHODS OF LIMITING THE     
POISONING WITH MYCOTOXINS 

The production of mycotoxins by various species of fu- 
ngi occurring on agricultural produce happens frequently. 
These fungi may grow on various plants and agricultural 
materials at an appropriate humidity and temperature. In 
the case of agricultural produce, the level of contamina- 

tion changes by the year, depending on the weather and 
other environmental factors. For example, aflatoxin is us 
ually hazardous during dry years, as plants are then wea- 
ker and become more susceptible to damage caused by 
insects and other mechanical injuries. Therefore, it is im- 
portant to use a proper cultivation technology in such 
cases: proper fertilization, watering, gathering the crop 
residue from the field (mainly from crops and monocot- 
tyledon weeds), and using fungicides (usually only seed 
dressing before seeding is performed in the conventional 
and integrated agriculture). A significantly increased le- 
vel of mycotoxins in agricultural produce is observed in 
the case of using non-plough methods of cultivation and 
direct seeding in comparison to plough cultivation, alth- 
ough in favourable weather conditions this effect is not 
very visible. Mycotoxins in agricultural produce may 
appear only after noticing the growth of mould, however 
not all moulds produce mycotoxins and the production 
does not take place in all atmospheric conditions. There- 
fore, an important element limiting the contamination 
with mycotoxins is constant monitoring of agricultural 
produce first and then of the agricultural materials and 
food in order to eliminate excessively contaminated ma- 
terial from subsequent stages of production of food and 
animal feed. 

Depending on the level of contamination with my-
cotoxins, agricultural produce may be:  

1) completely destroyed (significant contamination),  
2) destined for the production of feed for animals 

(contamination threatens human health and life),  
3) passed as fit for the production of food for people 

(trace amount of mycotoxins or their lack).  

 
Table 1. The list of adverse effects of the chosen mycotoxins. 

Name Toxicity class to IARC* Symptoms/ disease entity 

Aflatoxins I 
aflatoxicosis, primary liver cancer, lung neoplasm, lung cancer, failure of the immune system, 
vomiting, depression, hepatitis, anorexia, jaundice, vascular coagulation 

Ergot alkaloids - 
ergotism, gangrene, abortion, convulsions, lactation suppression, hypersensitivity, ataxia, 
smooth muscle contractions, extensive saliva production, vomiting 

Fumonisins II B 
diseases of the nervous system, cerebral softening, pulmonary oedema, liver cancers, kidney 
diseases, oesophagus cancers, anorexia, depression, ataxia, blindness, hysteria, vomiting, 
hypotension 

Ochratoxins II B renal diseases, nephropathy, anorexia, vomiting, intestinal haemorrhage, tonsillitis, dehydration 

Trichothecenes - 
nausea, vomiting, haemorrhages, anorexia, alimentary toxic aleukia, failure of the immune 
system, infants’ lung bleeding, increased thirst, skin rash 

Zearalenone - reproduction disruptions, abortions, pathological changes in the reproductive system 

ETP - 
failure of the immune system, susceptibility to fungal infections, facial eczema, liver diseases, 
skin and nail necroses 

* IARC – International Agency for Research on Cancer 
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Moreover, it has to be kept in mind that giving con-

taminated feed to susceptible animals may lead to the 
decrease in the speed of their growth, development of 
diseases, or even to death. Foodstuffs produced from 
meat or milk of animals that were previously fed with 
feed contaminated with mycotoxins, may contain cumu-
lated mycotoxins, e.g. ochratoxin A present in the feed 
for pigs is accumulated in the tissue of fattening pigs 
[33]. Furthermore, biotransformations of mycotoxins are 
also frequently observed in animals fed with the feed 
contaminated with mycotoxins, e.g. aflatoxins AFB1 
eaten by cows with feed undergo biochemical reactions 
to aflatoxin M1 that is then found in milk. 

People who eat properly, avoiding foodstuffs con-
taminated with moulds, are not exposed to mycotoxins. 
The symptoms caused by the consumption of high 
amount of mycotoxins are seldom found in the devel-
oped countries. Currently used methods of storing agri-
cultural produce and their processing, as well as produc-
tion of food aiming at the maximum limitation of devel-
opment of moulds and inactivation or bounding of the 
already existing mycotoxins have contributed to this fact. 
Actions that contribute to the limitation of mould devel-
opment at various stages of food production are based on: 
preservation or pasteurization of food, and roasting of 
grains at a high temperature, which unfortunately may 
have adverse nutritional effects, i.e., the formation of 
stable free radicals. On a small scale ozonization is used, 
which by inhibiting the development of moulds de-
creases the level of e.g. aflatoxins and trichothecenes in 
food materials [34]. The limitation of the development 
of moulds is possible also by adding preservatives and 
bioactive substances such as e.g. benzoic, acetic, or 
propionic acids [35,36] to foodstuffs and feeds. On the 
other hand, the process of lactic fermentation is an ex-
ample of the use of microorganisms to decrease the level 
of mycotoxins in feeds and foodstuffs. During the pro-
duction of silages, the lactic fermentation bacteria con-
tribute to the biotransformation of mycotoxins into me-
tabolites which are not harmful to animals, and the low-
ered pH successively inhibits the development of mould 
spores. The decrease in the amount of mycotoxins and in 
the extent of infestation with moulds in the agricultural 
produce may be achieved with the use of simple meth-
ods, even by sifting grains, since screenings (damaged 
and poorly developed caryopses) are often more infested 
with moulds and hence potentially contaminated with 
mycotoxins to a higher degree than the fully developed 
grains [37]. Positive effects in the reduction of the cho-
sen mycotoxins are produced by rinsing grains, e.g. with 
1 M solution of sodium carbonate and distilled water, 
since often the infestation with moulds and the my-
cotoxins themselves are localized on the grain surface 

[38,39]. However, such treatment of grains requires 
drying at further stages of their processing, which puts 
the producers of feeds and foodstuffs at risk of making 
additional costs. 

Feed and foodstuff producers often use bioactive sub-
stances such as: antioxidants (vitamin A, C, E, selenium) 
[40,41], chosen amino acids (leucine, isoleucine, valine, 
tyrosine, phenylalanine) [42], and polyunsaturated fatty 
acids [15,43] as diet supplements. Apart from increasing 
the nutritive value and safety of feeds and foodstuffs by 
completing the diet with vitamins, exogenous amino 
acids, or necessary unsaturated fatty acids, these sub-
stances minimize the adverse effects of the chosen my-
cotoxins (e.g. T-2) on the human and animal organism. 

4. SUMMARY 

In terms of their chemical composition, mycotoxins be-
long to compounds with a diversified constitution and 
properties. They are produced by numerous species of 
moulds, which makes it difficult to detect them in food. 
The most important groups of mycotoxins are as follows: 
aflatoxins, ergot alkaloids, fumonisins, ochratoxins, tric- 
hothecenes, zearalenones, and epipolythiodioxopiperazi- 
nes. They have diverse toxic effects on animals and 
cause among others cancers, protein synthesis inhibition, 
failure of the immune system, skin and mucosa irritation, 
as well as other disorders. Usually mycotoxins enter an 
organism per os due to the consumption of food con-
taminated with them, through the respiratory system, or 
by direct contact with the skin. In the developing coun-
tries, the contamination of food and animal feed with 
mycotoxins is a significant problem. In the industrialized 
countries, appropriate techniques meant for harvesting 
and storing of agricultural produce and for the produc-
tion of food and animal feed have been developed, 
which has significantly limited the occurrence of my-
cotoxicoses in people and animals A considerable prob-
lem to be solved is the unification of regulations and 
standards concerning the contents of certain mycotoxins 
all over the world, as well as the elaboration of cheap 
and reliable diagnostic tests for monitoring the contami-
nation of agricultural produce with mycotoxins at all 
stages of the food production chain. 
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ABSTRACT 

Iron deficiency anemia represents a common 
nutritional problem which affects many socie-
ties allover the world and iron fortified diet has 
been suggested as one of possible tools to 
combat and solve such problem. Present study 
was designed to illustrate the effect of dietary 
iron intake on certain biochemical markers 
dealing with oxidative stress, inflammatory re-
sponse and cellular alterations of testicular 
tissues. Adult male rats which were fed on bis-
cuits fortified with iron (0.3% ferrous sulfate) 
daily for 10 weeks (iron group) showed increa- 
sed serum iron, ferritin, tumor necrosis factor- 
alpha (TNF-α), nitric oxide (NO) and decreased 
Testosterone level (p < 0.05). Testicular tissues 
content of Malondialdehyde (MDA), hydroxypro- 
line (Hyp), iron showed significant increase (p < 
0.05) and decreased glutathione (GSH) as com-
pared to control group. Testicular tissues dem-
onstrated massive iron distribution in sertoli 
interstial tissues and degeneration of germinal 
epithelial cells. Apparent reduction in number of 
sperms and spermatogenic cells were also obs- 
erved. These symptoms may demonstrate that 
prolonged intake of Biscuit fortified with iron 
causes certain testicular damage through cert- 
ain mechanism. 

Keywords: Iron Overload; Oxidative Stress;    
Inflammatory Response of Rat Testis 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Iron is an essential element for many cellular activities 
like oxygen transport, electron transfer [1] and gene reg-
ulation. However, an increase in cellular iron content 
may be toxic due to generation of reactive oxygen spe-
cies (ROS) that damage proteins, lipids and DNA [2,3]. 

Iron deficiency anemia represents a common nutri-

tional problem affecting large sector of individuals all-
over the world. Accordingly iron fortified diet was con-
sidered by some nutritionists as an effective tool and 
long term strategy to combat such kind of anemia. 

This program was adopted and applied during last 
decades in different countries using different bakeries 
and breads fortified with Iron. Objectors to these idea 
stated that the possibility of toxicity from excess iron 
absorption of fortified diet was too great and thus such a 
measure should not be sponsored.Ten years ago Egyp-
tian ministry of education, through its distributed insti-
tutes had adopted iron fortification program for different 
sectors of students especially young ages. This was 
achieved through daily supplementation to students of 
iron fortified biscuits (0.3% w/w). Till now this program 
was not evaluated properly, taken in consideration that 
additive iron here is greatly high. Healthy individuals 
may however face iron storage state even with moderate 
fortification of diet with iron, inducing inturn many va-
rieties of chronic diseases [4]. Continuous iron intake 
may contribute to generation of free radicals and oxida-
tion of cell components, an example is hepatocellular 
damage [5]. 

Testicular functions like liver cells are particularly 
vulnerable to such kind of injury and mostly mediated 
by reactive oxygen species (ROS) in consequence to iron 
overload. Oxidative damage here can either affect sperm 
cells or influence spermatogenic process which could 
change sperm functions. ROS can also activate transc- 
ription factors as nuclear factor-kappa B (NF-kB) which 
upregulates the transcription of adhesion molecules, cy-
tokines and Enzymes as collective factors, mostly cont- 
ributing to inflammatory response [6]. Chronic iron 
overload (CIO) can enhance proliferation and increase 
TNF-α. The latter can also induce nitric oxide (NO) 
production from the activated polmorphonuclear leuko- 
cytes in response to tissues inflammation [7,8]. NO is an 
inorganic reactive nitrogen species synthesized in liver 
by iNos located in hepatocytes, kupffer, endothelial cells 
[9]. It represents a hepatoprotective mechanism against 
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CIO toxicity [10]. Decreased level of Testosterone in 
male suffering from idiopathic hemochromatosis was 
reported before [11]. Androgenic deficiency as mention- 
ned there not only produced by pituitary failure but also 
by testicular dysfunction due to hemosiderin deposition 
in testes. Oxidative stress may suppress also steroido-
genesis. This is through substantial decrease in mRNA 
of steroid Acute regulatory protein (Star) as well as ac-
tivities of testicular ∆5-3ß and 17-ß hydroxysteroid de-
hydrogenases [12]. Therefore present study aimed 
mainly to illustrate the effect of prolonged intake of iron 
enriched biscuits on oxidative stress, inflammation, tes-
ticular injuries and its degree in experimental rats. This 
may add great focus on such program having higher for-
tification degree with iron. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A total of 30 wistar male albino rats (180 ± 20 g, 3 mon- 
ths old) were supplied by the Egyptian Organization for 
Biological Products and Vaccines (Helwan farm, Cairo). 
Rats were housed in stainless steel rodent cages and kept 
under environmentally controlled conditions and allow- 
ed one week for acclimatization at room temperature 
with a 12 h dark/light cycle before starting the experim- 
ental work. During such time animals received normal 
rat chow (El-Nasr Pharmaceuticals Chemicals, Egypt), 
and allowed free access of drinking water. 

3. WORK DESIGN 

The rats were then divided into 2 groups, first one re-
ceived in addition to normal chow, iron enriched biscuits 
(0.3% ferrous sulphate w/w) [13] daily for ten weeks (Fe 
group). Second group received iron free biscuits and 
served as control. This protocol was approved by the 
animal care and use committee of the Biochemistry De-
partment, Faculty of Pharmacy, Zagazig University. 
Both groups, approximately consumed equal quantities 
of biscuits, its main components were: wheat flour, eggs, 
Butter, cane sugar and vanillin as flavor. Ten weeks after 
feeding, rats were fasted overnight and blood was col-
lected via retro-orbital bleeding. Serum was prepared, 
and aliquots were stored at –20℃ for later determina-
tions of: iron, ferritin, TNF-α, testosterone and nitric 
oxide (NO). 

Rats were killed by dissection. Testicular tissues were 
removed, rinsed with cold normal saline, divided into 
parts and dried with filter paper. First part was quickly 
frozen in liquid nitrogen (–170℃) then stored at –20℃ 
for determination of biochemical parameters: malondial- 
dehyde (MDA), Glutathione (GSH) Hydroxyproline 

(Hyp) and iron contents. 
The other part was kept in 10% formalin-saline at 4ºC 

for 1 week, subsequently dehydrated with a series of 
ethanol solution from 75 to 100% before embedding in 
paraffin. Cross sections (5 µm thick) were stained with 
hematoxylin and eosin (H & E) for routine light micros-
copy assessments, Perl’s Prussian blue stain to localize 
deposited iron and Mallory trichrome stain to illustrate 
collagen fibers. 

4. ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES 

I: Serum iron was determined Colorimetrically by using 
The kits supplied by spinreact, (S.A., Spain) [14], NO as 
nitrite [15]. TNF-α was measured by using ELISA kits 
supplied by Biosource Int. (California, USA) [16]. Se-
rum testosterone and ferritin were measured by electro-
chemiluminscence immunoassay “ECLIA” using com-
mercial kits (Roche Diagnostics, USA) and Roche Elec-
sys 2010 immunoassay analyzers [17,18]. 

II: Testicular tissues: MDA was determined spectro-
photometrically by using thiobarbituric acid, TBA [19]. 
0.5 G tissue was homogenized in 5 ml phosphate buffer 
(PH = 7.2), centrifuged at 2000 g for 10 min, supernatant 
fraction was used for MDA determination. GSH content 
was determined spectrophotometrically using Ellman’s 
reagent according to modified method [20]. 0.1 G of 
tissues was homogenized in 1 ml phosphate buffer (PH = 
8) at 4℃. 0.5 ml of homogenate was mixed with 0.5 ml 
of 10 percent TCA in 5 mM EDTA sodium, mixed well 
and centrifuged at 2000 g for 5 min. Supernatant was 
used for determination of reduced GSH. Iron content 
was determined by flame atomic absorption Spectro-
photometer [21]. About 0.1 G tissues was digested in 
2ml conc Nitric acid and 2 ml perchloric acid at room 
temperature for 24 hours, the samples were filtered, di-
luted and absorption was measured at 248 nm. Hyp was 
determined spectrophotometrically by Ehrlich reagent 
[22]. 0.1 G tissues was pulverized ground, 500 ul of 6 N 
Hcl were added and incubated overnight at 120 c. 5 ul of 
acid hydrolysate were mixed with 5 ul of citrate acetate 
buffer and 100 ul chloramines T in ELISA plate and 
incubated for 20 minutes at room temperature before 
addition of Ehrlich solution. 

5. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

Analysis was carried out by using SPSS program for 
windows version 10 (SPSS, Chicago, USA). All results 
are presented as “Mean ± SD”, student “t” test was used 
for the comparison between groups. Statistical signifi-
cance was defined at P < 0.05. 
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6. RESULTS 

Rats received biscuits enriched with iron (BEI) demon-
strated significant increase in serum iron, ferritin, TNF-α, 
NO and decreased testosterone level (p < 0.05) (Table 
1). Testicular contents of MDA, Hyp, and total iron 
demonstrated significant increase while GSH showed 
significant decrease (p < 0.05) (Table 2). 

Serum iron showed positive correlation with ferritin  
r = 0.8, TNF-α r = 0.57 and negative one with testoster-
one r = –0.72 (p < 0.05). Testicular iron content was 
positively correlated with MDA r = 0.948, Hyp r = 0.978 
and negatively with GSH r = –0.861 (p < 0.05). 

The histopathological changes associated with Fe are 
illustrated in (Figures 1-6). 

 
Table 1. Serum parameters of rats received iron fortified biscuits. 

Item Control BEI Group 

Iron (mg/dl) 264.6 ± 44.5 518.45 ± 90.2# 

Ferritin (ng/ml) 4.83 ± 0.76 10.58 ± 90.2# 

Testosterone (ng/dl) 123.63 ± 24.91 43.92 ± 9.3 # 

NO (µmol/l) 34.23 ± 4.69 66.37 ± 6.38 # 

TNF-α (pg/ml) 130.98 ± 7 213.6 ± 4.33# 

# Significantly different from control at P < 0.05. 

 
Table 2. Testicular parameters of rats received iron fortified 
Biscuits. 

Item Control BEI 

MDA (nmol/g tissue) 669.17 ± 49.64 1439 ± 70.58# 

GSH (nmol/g protein) 38.09 ± 1.93 18.63 ± 2.51# 

Hyp (µg/g tissue) 130.98 ± 7 213.6 ± 4.33# 

Iron (µg/gtissue) 122.67 ± 7.84 265.17 ± 11# 

# Significantly different from control at P < 0.05. 

 

 
Figure 1. A photomicrograph of adult male albino rat 
testis (control group) showing seminiferous tubules 
(arrow) separated by interstitial tissue (double arrow) 
(H & E × 100). 

 

Figure 2. A photomicrograph of adult male albino 
rat testis of iron overload group showing adhesion of 
seminiferous tubules. Some tubules revealed disor-
ganized germinal epithelium (arrow). Extensive area 
of exudates can be seen (double arrow) (H & E × 
100). 

 

 
Figure 3. A photomicrograph of adult male albino 
rat testis (control group) showing distinctive bound- 
ary formed of collagen fibers (Mallory trichrome × 
100). 

 

 

Figure 4. A photomicrograph of adult male albino 
rat testis (iron overload group) showing multiple 
collagen fibers (Mallory trichrome × 100). 

 

 

Figure 5. A photomicrograph of adult male albino 
rat testis (control group) showing  negative Perl’s 
Prussian blue stain (Perl’s Prussian blue × 400). 
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Figure 6. A photomicrograph of adult male albino rat 
testis (iron overload group) showing positive Perl’s 
prussian blue stain (arrow) in interstitial tissue (Perl’s 
Prussian blue × 400). 

7. DISCUSSION 

As mentioned above prolonged intake of iron enriched 
diet induced significant increase in serum iron and fer-
ritin levels, in agreement with reported studies [23,24]. 
Previous report suggested that iron overload in rats can 
specifically activate target genes in the liver (i.e., L fer-
ritin and procollagen) [25]. Similar study supported this 
suggestion, illustrated an increased expression of the 
heavy-chain isoform of ferritin mRNA in liver of iron 
overloaded rats [26]. Others suggested that the elevated 
non-transferrin bound iron (NTB iron); observed in iron- 
overloaded diseases may reflect two factors. First one,by 
increasing saturation degrees of transferrin it will reduce 
the number of plasma binding sites for NTB iron .This 
may increase the total plasma iron fraction in the NTB 
iron pool. The second factor may be liver damage [27]. 

Testicular iron content demonstrated significant in-
crease (Table 2), in agreement with previous studies 
[28,29] which considerd testicular tissues as secondary 
target for accumulated iron. This observation also im-
plicates a regulation of iron transport which greatly dif-
fers from liver. It considers also that testis produce their 
own transferrin, and participates in iron shuttle system 
which fulfill the requirements of this metal for sper-
matogenesis [30]. 

Pro-oxidant effects of iron in testicular tissue are rea-
sonable factor which mediates MDA increase and GSH 
decrease [31]. Other studies demonstrated GSH deple-
tion, reduced activities of antioxidant enzymes like glu-
tathione peroxidase, catalase, and superoxide dismutase 
[32]. In vitro study reported also similar findings [33]. 

Testicular content of Hyp demonstrated also signific- 
ant increase in consistent with. Previous study [34] wh- 
ich may be due to increased activity of prolyl hydroxy-
lase [35]. It was demonstrated before that iron overload 
induced moderate fibrosis in testes interstitium, intersti-
tial macrophages, fibroblast and Leydig cells [36] mean- 
while present study configurated similar findings (Fig-

ure 4). 
Last years many studies has been oriented to illustrate 

iron-induced oxidative stress, its effect on activation of 
the transcription factor nuclear factor-kappa B (NF-kB) 
[37]. NF-kB exists in an inactive state in the cytosol, 
usually as two subunits, p50and p65, complexed with 
inhibitory proteins (IkB). Degradation of inhibitory pro-
teins can translocate NF-kB to the nucleus where it alters 
transcription of a number of genes involved in cell 
growth, differentiation, inflammation, and immune func-
tion. Such study suggested that NF-kB activation can be 
modulated by the redox status of the cell [38]. ROS can 
increase NF-kB activation while, antioxidant compounds 
including iron chelators can inhibit it [39]. 

NF-kB activation also plays a key role in the inflam-
matory process and upregulates the transcription of ad-
hesion molecules, cytokines and enzymes involved in 
the inflammatory responses [40]. Present study demon-
strated significant increase in TNF-α of iron group and, 
in agreement with recent study [13]. 

TNF-α may also activate NO production from the ac-
tivated polymorphnuclear leukocytes in response to tis-
sue inflammation [6]. The presence of nitrogen reactive 
species can explain the iron sequestration pattern which 
characterizes macrophages under inflammatory condi-
tions.It may refer also to a complex relationship between 
iron and NO so that iron overload can also increase iron 
uptake by the liver Kupffer cells while No increase is 
mostly attributed to activated nitric oxide synthase [41]. 

NO expression is controlled also by the redox-sensit- 
ive transcription factor NF-KB [10], acting in iron over-
load state as hepatoprotective agent against iron toxicity.  

This may be associated with increased NF-kB DNA 
binding to the iNOS gene promoter and higher expres-
sion and activity of iNOS mRNA [42]. 

Decreased serum testosterone in Fe group may be at-
tributed to haemosiderin deposition in the pituitary gland 
[43] or cytotoxic effects of iron on the gonadotrophs 
[44]. 

Reported histopathological study indicated that exces-
sive iron deposition caused degranulation of the adeno-
hypophysiocytes and decreased hormone storage within 
such cells [45], additionally iron deposition in the ante-
rior lobe of the pituitary gland can decrease its response 
to gonadotropin-releasing hormone [12]. Involvement of 
oxidative stress in the suppression of steroidogenesis 
was also reported before. This may be due to substantial 
reduction in the mRNA of steroid acute regulatory pro-
tein as well as activities of testicular Δ5-3β and 17-β hy-
droxysteroid dehydrogenases (HSD) through strong af-
finity of divalent heavy metal to the thiol groups of these 
proteins and enzymes [46]. 

Other reported studies indicated that TNF-α induced 
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an early and transient increase in serum luteinizing hor-
mone (LH) , followed by a transient decrease in serum 
testosterone levels, while FSH demonstrated no change 
[47]. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

Taken together, the present study indicates that iron ove- 
rload causes impairment in testicular activity and affects 
the androgenicity of male rats .This may be a reflection 
of iron deposition in testicular tissues, a matter which 
deserve great focus and attentions regarding such dietary 
program which have higher fortification degree with 
iron. 
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ABSTRACT 

The chrysotile asbestos was converted to the 
forsterite-type compounds by calcination at 740 
and 800℃ (F7-740 and F7-800), which were used 
as a catalyst for the polycondensation of bis- 
(hydroxyethyl) terephthalate affording poly (eth- 
ylene terephthalate). The obtained forsterite-ty- 
pe compounds did not show any catalytic activity. 
However, the products obtained by simply treat-
ing them with acetic acid significantly pro- moted 
the polymerization that produced a THF- insolu-
ble polymer. It was found that the polymer pre-
pared with the acetic acid-treated F7-740 at 160℃
for 2 h showed a 93% yield and the number av-
erage molecular weight of 6.4 × 103. The ob-
served catalytic activity was higher than that for 
the acetic acid-treated magnesium oxide, as well 
as the typical polycondensation catalysts, such 
as magnesium acetate and antimony oxide. 

Keywords: Chrysotile Asbestos Forsterite;    
Polycondensation; Poly (Ethylene Terephthalate); 
Recycling 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) is a versatile thermo-
plastic resin and extensively used for various products in 

the forms of fibers, films, etc. The PET is generally 
produced by the esterification of terephthalic acid with 
ethylene glycol followed by polycondensation, as well as 
by transesterification using dimethyl terephthalate with 
ethylene glycol or using bis(hydroxyethyl) terephthalate 
(BHET) as the starting material. The latter system with 
BHET is also important as one of the recycling proc-
esses of PET wastes, which is shown in Scheme 1. 

During these polycondensation processes, antimony 
compounds, such as the oxide and acetate, are typically 
employed as the catalyst [1-4], and the replacing these 
heavy metal catalysts with others that are safe, economic, 
and highly catalytic has been desired [5-7]. For example, 
it was recently reported that hydrotalcite, [Mg6Al2(OH)16] 
(CO3)·4H2O, can be an efficient catalyst for the PET 
synthesis [8,9]. 

The chrysotile asbestos, represented by the approxi-
mate composition of Mg3Si2O4(OH)4, is comprised of a 
silica tetrahedral sheet [SiO4] joined into a brucite layer 
of basic magnesium hydroxide [Mg(OH)2], and the cur-
vature of these layers affords a structure of tubular and 
cylindrical rolls with nanometer-order diameters [10]. 
The chrysotile asbestos has been widely applied in ind- 
ustry as a material having excellent physical and chemi-
cal properties, such as tensile strength, heat-resistance, 
durability, etc. However, its use is prohibited or strictly 
regulated at present, because of health hazards, that is, 
asbestosis and carcinogenesis of respiratory systems. 

 
 

 

Scheme 1. Polycondensation of BHET producing PET. 
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The fibrous and needle-like structure of the asbestos is 
considered to be the main cause of these serious diseases. 
A vast amount of chrysotile asbestos has already been 
used, therefore, the development of potential disposal 
methods for these waste materials and the unused raw 
chrysotile is an essential and urgent subject. Especially, 
their transformation into nontoxic and valuable materials 
is of great significance. 

Recently, we reported that chrysotile asbestos is ef-
fectively converted into polysiloxanes through selective 
acid-leaching and silylation [11,12]. This result offers a 
novel method for converting the hazardous chrysotile 
asbestos wastes into valuable polymer materials. The 
calcination of the chrysotile asbestos is another method 
affording a harmless material, which mainly consists of 
forsterite, Mg2SiO4, as shown in Scheme 2 [13-15]. Ac-
cordingly, effective utilization of this material can also 
provide a certain way to solve this serious issue. 

 

 

Scheme 2. Calcination process of chrysotile asbestos. 

In this study, the forsterite-type compounds prepared 
by the calcination of the chrysotile asbestos were evalu-
ated as the polycondensation catalyst for BHET, and it 
was found that they show a significant catalytic activity 
by treating with carboxylic acids. Therefore, this novel 
catalyst system for the PET production from BHET can 
simultaneously contribute to the effective recycling both 
of the asbestos and PET wastes. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1. Materials 

The class 7 chrysotile (F7) [mined in Furano, Hokkaido, 
Japan (Nozawa Co.)] was used as the starting material, 
and the calcination at 800 or 740℃ for 1 h was con-
ducted to produce a pale brownish, forsterite-type com-
pound, F7-800 or F7-740 (caution!: the asbestos must be 
carefully treated, because the fibrils cause serious health 
hazards). The silica (L-SiO2) with a fibrous structure 
originating from the chrysotile was prepared by the 
acid-leaching of the serpentine slag with sulfuric acid as 
previously reported [11,12]. During this process, almost 
all of the magnesium constituent was removed, that is, 
the brucite layer was effectively leached. Its chemical 
composition (%, fluorescent X-ray) was estimated to be 
96.6, SiO2; 2.4, Al2O3; 0.2, Fe2O3; 0.1, CaO, and it has a 
specific surface area of 178 m2/g. The monomer, BHET 
(TCI), and the salts of magnesium and antimony, such as 

MgO, Mg(OH)2, magnesium acetate [Mg(OAc)2] (Kanto), 
MgSO4 (Wako), and Sb2O3 (Nihon Seiko), were used as 
received. 

2.2. Treatment of Forsterite with Acid 

A mixture of the forsterite-type compound (0.20 g, 
F7-800 or F7-740) and acetic acid (7 equiv. based on Mg) 
was stirred for 24 h under a N2 atmosphere at ambient 
temperature. After evaporation of the acid, the product 
was further vacuum-dried at 50℃ for 12 h. The ob-
tained solid was used for the polycondensation reaction 
as the catalyst without further purification. 

2.3. Polymerization 

A mixture of BHET (0.50 g) and a catalyst (1 wt%) was 
reacted at 160℃ for 2 h under reduced pressure (< 0.5 
mmHg). After cooling to room temperature, the reaction 
mixture was washed with methanol, then with tetrahy-
drofuran (THF). The insoluble fraction was isolated by 
centrifugation and dried in vacuo. 

2.4. Measurements 

The chemical compositions were determined by X-ray 
fluorescence using a Shimadzu EDX-800 spectrometer. 
The specific surface area was measured by the BET 
method. The powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns 
were obtained using monochromatic CuKa radiation 
with a Rigaku RINT-2100-ultra diffractometer. The 1H 
NMR spectra were measured by a Varian Unity Inova 
(500 MHz) spectrometer. The infrared (IR) spectra were 
recorded by a Horiba FT-720 spectrometer. The size ex- 
clusion chromatography (SEC) analysis was performed 
by a Jasco PU-2080-plus equipped with a Jasco UV- 
2075-plus UV detector with Shodex AC8025 and TSK- 
GEL columns connected in series (eluent = CHCl3, flow 
rate = 1.0 mL/min). The polymers were dissolved in 
CHCl3 by addition of a small amount of 1,1,1,3,3,3- 
hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP) and calibration was car-
ried out with standard polystyrenes. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Calcination of Chrysotile Asbestos 

The XRD patterns of F7-800 and F7-740, prepared    
by the calcination of the chrysotile asbestos at 800 and 
740℃ for 2 h under atmospheric pressure, are shown in 
Figure 1. The peaks based on the chrysotile completely 
disappeared during the calcination, and peaks due to the 
formation of forsterite were observed for both products. 
The compound calcined at the lower temperature, F7- 
740, showed a broader peak pattern than that of F7-800, 
suggesting that the calcination temperature affects the 
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Figure 1. X-ray powder diffraction patterns of 
(a) chrysotile asbestos (serpentine slag), (b) 
F7-800, and (c) F7-740 (●: chrysotile, ■: 
forsterite). 

 
crystallinity of the products. The product, F7-740, sho- 
uld have a lower crystallinity than F7-800. 

The chemical composition, determined by a fluores-
cent X-ray analysis, and specific surface area of the sta- 

rting material F7 and the calcined products, F7-800 and 
F7-740, are listed in Table 1. The amounts MgO, SiO2, 
Fe2O3, Al2O3, and CaO in the products (F7-800 and 
F7-740) increased by the calcinations when compared to 
those of F7. This is due to the dehydration as shown in 
Scheme 2. The observed chemical compositions for the 
calcined products are quite similar to each other, while 
the BET surface area of F7-740, 25.1 m2/g, was higher 
than that of F7-800. These results showed that the calci-
nation temperature should affect the crystallinity. In 
other words, the product, F7-740, is rich in an amor-
phous phase. 

3.2. Polycondensation of Bis(hydroxyethyl) 
Terephthalate 

The polymerization of BHET at 160℃ under vacuum 
was carried out (Table 2). The polymerization without a 
catalyst did not proceed (entry 1). The typical magne-
sium and antimony salts, such as MgO, Mg(OH)2, 
Mg(OAc)2 and Sb2O3, except for MgSO4, as the catalyst 
promoted the polymerization and produced the THF-in- 
soluble polymers (entries 4-8). For example, Mg(OAc)2 
afforded a polymer in a good yield with the number av-
erage molecular weight (Mn) of 6.2 × 103. However, the 
forsterite-type compounds, F7-800 and F7-740, which 
mainly contain the magnesium constituent, did not af-
ford any polymeric compounds (entries 2 and 3). 

 
Table 1. Characterization of starting materials. 

Chemical composition (%)a  
Material 

MgO SiO2 Fe2O3 Al2O3 CaO 

Surface area 
(m2/g)b 

F7 

F7-800 

F7-740 

50.5 

58.9 

57.9 

29.7 

32.9 

32.6 

3.7 

4.1 

4.0 

1.0 

1.3 

1.3 

0.4 

0.5 

0.5 

— 

18.2 

25.1 

aDetermined by fluorescent X-ray analysis. bDetermined by BET measurement. 

 
Table 2. Polymerization of BHET with various catalysts at 160℃. 

Entry Catalysta Yield (%)b 
Activity 

(g-product·g-cat1·h1) Mn × 103c Mw × 103c 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

— 

F7-800 

F7-740 

MgOd 

Mg(OH)2
e 

Mg(OAc)2 

MgSO4
f 

Sb2O3 

L-SiO2 

0 

0 

0 

21 

55 

87 

0 

22 

0 

— 

— 

— 

26.3 

45.8 

43.5 

— 

11.0 

— 

— 

— 

— 

3.4 

4.9 

6.2 

— 

4.9 

— 

— 

— 

— 

4.0 

5.7 

7.2 

— 

5.4 

— 

aBHET: 0.50 g, catalyst: 5 mg. bMeOH- and THF-insoluble part. cDetermined by SEC (polystyrene standards). dMgO: 2 mg. 
eMg(OH)2: 3 mg. fMgSO4: 6 mg. 
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F7-800 and F7-740 were then treated with acetic acid 

(AcOH) at room temperature as stated in the experi-
mental section, and the obtained compounds were used 
as the polycondensation catalyst. During this process, 
the weight increases of 1.8 × 102 and 3.3 × 102 mg for 
1.0 g of F7-800 and F7-740, respectively, were ob-
served. The IR spectra of these compounds are shown 
in Figure 2, together with those of F7-740 and 
Mg(OAc)2. The absorptions based on the magnesium 
acetate around 1100-1300 cm 1 were clearly observed 
for F7-800 and F7-740 when treated with AcOH. Ac-
cordingly, during this process, the formation of the 
magnesium salt of AcOH should take place, whereas 
the yields were poor, judging from the observed weight 
increase. 

On the other hand, MgO was also treated with AcOH 
(12 equiv.) to give a reaction mixture, which showed a 
weight increase of 3.0 × 103 mg for 1.0 g of MgO. The 
leached silica, L-SiO2, prepared from the serpentine slag 
[11,12], was calcined at 740℃ for 1 h, and it was also 
treated with 5 equiv. of AcOH. However, no weight in-
crease was observed. These results were quite different 
from those observed for F7-800 and F7-740, supporting 
the fact that the magnesium constituent in the forster-
ite-type compounds should react with AcOH. 

The results of the polycondensation of BHET with the 
catalyst (1 wt%), prepared from the forsterite-type com-
pounds by treating with various organic carboxylic acids, are 
summarized in Table 3. The MgO derivative, obtained by 
treating with AcOH, produced a polymer in 84% yield and 
showed an catalytic activity of 42.0 g-product/g-cata- lyst·h 
(Table 3, entry 1), whose values were almost comparable to 
those of the polymerization using Mg(OAc)2 (Table 2, entry 
6). The acid-treated L-SiO2, as well as the original L-SiO2, 

produced no THF-insoluble fraction during the polymeriza-
tion (Table 3, entry 11 and Table 2, entry 9). 

In marked contrast, the F7-800 and F7-740 derivatives, 
treated with AcOH, resulted in good yields with the Mn 
value of approximately 6.3 × 103 (Table 3, entries 2 and 
3), although F7-800 and F7-740 without acid-treatment 
showed no catalyst activity (Table 2, entries 2 and 3). 
Especially, the AcOH-treated F7-740 showed the higher  

 
 

 
Figure 2. IR spectra of (a) F7-740, (b) 
F7-800 after treating with AcOH, (c) 
F7-740 after treating with AcOH at room 
temperature, and (d) Mg(OAc)2 (KBr). 

 

Table 3. Polymerization of BHET with various acid-treated materials at 160℃
a
. 

Entry 
Starting 
material 

Acidb Yield (%)c Activity 
(g-product·g-cat1·h1) 

Mn × 103d Mw × 103d 

1 

2 

3 

4e 

5f 

6f 

7f 

8 

9 

10 

11 

MgO 

F7-800 

F7-740 

F7-740 

F7-740 

F7-740 

F7-740 

F7-740 

F7-740 

F7-740 

L-SiO2
k 

AcOH 

AcOH 

AcOH 

AcOH 

AcOH 

AcOHg 

AcOHh 

PAh,i 

TFAj 

TFAg,j 

AcOH 

84 

71 

93 

90 

68 

77 

80 

46 

62 

48 

0 

42.0 

35.5 

46.5 

45.0 

56.7 

64.2 

66.7 

23.0 

31.0 

21.5 

— 

5.3 

6.3 

6.4 

13.1 

5.1 

5.0 

5.2 

5.7 

5.2 

4.7 

— 

5.9 

7.5 

7.6 

20 

5.6 

5.5 

5.8 

6.9 

5.9 

5.3 

— 

aBHET: 0.50 g, catalyst: 5 mg. bAbout 7 equiv. of acid was used. cMeOH- and THF-insoluble part. dDetermined by SEC (polysty-
rene standards). eReaction temp. = 220℃. fCatalyst: 3 mg. gF7-740 was treated with AcOH at 60℃. hF7-740 was treated with AcOH 
at 100℃. iPropionic acid. jTrifluoroacetic acid. kL-SiO2 calcinated at 740℃ was used. 
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yield of 93% and a catalytic activity of 46.5 g-product/ 
g-catalyst·h than those of the acid-treated MgO deriva-
tive, as well as those of Mg(OAc)2, although the weight 
increase of F7-740 during the AcOH-treatment step was 
much lower than that of MgO. These results suggest that 
the activity of the catalyst sites in the F7-740, generated 
during the acid-treatment process, should be signifi-
cantly high when compared to that of the acid-treated 
MgO and Mg(OAc)2. Therefore, in addition to the for-
mation of the magnesium salt of AcOH in F7-740, some 
structure of the forsterite, prepared from the chlysotile 
asbestos, should play an important role in the polycon-
densation of BHET. 

The polymerization of BHET with the AcOH-treated 
F7-740 was performed at 220℃ (Table 3, entry 4). Al-
though the observed polymer yield and catalytic activity 
were similar to those of the polymerization at 160℃, the 
obtained polymer showed an Mn value of 1.3 × 104, 
which was estimated by SEC. Therefore, the polymeri-
zation at higher temperatures could be effective for this 
catalyst system. 

The 1H NMR spectrum of the THF-insoluble part ob-
tained using the AcOH-treated F7-740 (Table 3, entry 4) 
was depicted in Figure 3. The polymer was soluble in 
chloroform containing a small amount of HFIP, and the 
peaks were assigned as shown in the figure. The small 
peaks around 4.0 and 4.5 ppm were based on the me-
thylene protons of the terminal hydroxyethoxy groups 
(Scheme 3). Accordingly, the Mn value calculated from 
the integral ratio was 2.5 × 103, which is much lower 
than that estimated by SEC, probably due to the rigid 
aromatic main chain of the polymer and some aggrega-
tion. 

 

 

Scheme 3. Structure of the obtained PET. 

 

 

Figure 3. 1H NMR Spectrum of the obtained 
polymer (Table 3, entry 4) (in CDCl3 contain-
ing HFIP). 

The forsterite-type compound, F7-740, was treated 
with heated AcOH for 24 h. During this process, the 
weight increases of 6.1 × 102 and 9.3 × 102 mg/g-F7-740 
for the reaction at 60 and 100℃, respectively, were ob-
served. Therefore, the reaction between the magnesium 
in the compound and AcOH proceeded more effectively 
than the reaction at room temperature. The obtained ma-
terials were employed as the catalyst (0.6 wt%) for the 
polymerization of BHET at 160℃ (Table 3, entries 5-7). 
Under these reaction conditions, the acid-treated F7-740 
at room temperature showed a catalytic activity of 56.7 
g-product/g-catalyst·h, whereas the F7-740 derivatives, 
treated with AcOH at higher temperatures, showed sig-
nificantly higher catalytic activities. For example, the 
highest activity of 66.7 g-product/g-catalyst·h was ob-
served for the polymerization using the F7-740 deriva-
tive prepared at 100℃. 

F7-740 was further ground and treated with AcOH at 
100℃ for 24 h. The weight increase was 1.1 × 103 
mg/g-F7-740, which is higher than that observed for the 
reaction of F7-740 without grinding. The polycondensa-
tion of BHET at 160℃ with this catalyst (0.6 wt%) was 
conducted, and the THF-insoluble fraction was obtained 
in a 72% yield with the catalytic activity of 60.0 g- 
product/g-catalyst·h and the Mn of 5.4 × 103 as evaluated 
by SEC. This result was almost comparable to that of the 
polymerization using the acid-treated F7-740 without 
grinding. 

Finally, the effect of the carboxylic acid on the cata-
lytic activity during the BHET polymerization at 160℃
(catalyst: 1 wt%) was examined (Table 3, entries 8-10). 
The forsterite-type material, F7-740, was treated with 
propionic acid (PA) at 100℃. After evaporation of the 
unreacted acid, the weight increase was 9.4 × 102 mg/g- 
F7-740, of which the molar yield is lower than that ob-
served for the reaction with AcOH at 100℃. The acidity 
of the carboxylic acid should have an effect on the reac-
tion. The polymerization with this catalyst resulted in a 
much lower yield and catalytic activity than those for the 
polymerization using the AcOH-treated F7-740 catalyst. 
F7-740 was also treated with trifluoracetic acid (TFA) at 
room temperature or 60℃ affording a reaction mixture 
with the weight increase of 9.2 × 102 or 2.6 × 103 mg/g- 
F7-740, respectively. The latter catalyst preparation re-
action at 60℃ significantly proceeded, however, it sho- 
wed a low catalytic activity of 21.5 g-product/g-cata- 
lyst·h for the polymerization. Therefore, AcOH is cur-
rently the most effective carboxylic acid, that is, the 
magnesium salt of AcOH generated in the forsterite-type 
compound, F7-740, effectively promotes the polycon-
densation of BHET, although a detail structure of the 
active site is not clear at present. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

The chrysotile asbestos was calcined affording the fors- 
terite-type compounds. Although the polycondensation 
of BHET with them did not proceed, the compounds, 
just treated with acetic acid, showed a significant cata-
lytic activity, which was higher than that for the polym-
erization by the MgO derivative treated with acetic acid, 
as well as typical polycondensation catalysts, such as 
Mg(OAc)2 and Sb2O3. Some phases or amorphologies 
having the composition of the forsterite derived from the 
chrysotile asbestos by the calcination, in addition to the 
magnesium salt generated by acid-treatment, should be 
important for the catalytic activity during the polymeri-
zation. Accordingly, this novel catalyst system could 
contribute to both the disposal of chrysotile asbestos 
waste and the recycling of PET waste. 
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ABSTRACT 

Hydroxycinnamic acids (HCAs) possess numer- 
ous biological effects including antioxidant, an-
tiallergic, antimicrobial, and immunomodulatory 
activities and due to these properties are widely 
used in folk medicine. Nevertheless, they can 
interact with protein molecules and cause some 
structural and functional changes. The possib- 
ility of HCAs binding to bovine serum albumin 
(BSA) under physiological conditions was inve- 
stigated by the UV-VIS absorption spectroscopy 
and fluorescence quenching method. Apart 
from rosmarinic acid, all tested HCAs quenched 
tryptophan fluorescence of BSA in the studied 
range of concentrations (0-20 µM) mainly by 
static quenching mechanism (formation of non- 
fluorescent HCA-BSA complexes). The binding 
constants, number of binding sites and free en-
ergy changes were determined. The binding 
affinities of HCAs were ranked in the order: 
chlorogenic acid > sinapic acid ≥ caffeic acid > 
ferulic acid > o-coumaric acid > p-coumaric acid 
≥ m-coumaric acid, which was confirmed by 
spectral overlaps of BSA emission spectrum 
with absorption spectrum of HCA. All free en-
ergy changes possessed negative sign indicat-
ing the spontaneity of HCA-BSA interaction. 

Keywords: Bovine Serum Albumin;           
Hydroxycinnamic Acid; Fluorescence Quenching; 
Protein-Ligand Binding 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, considerable attention has been focused on the 
study of the interaction between small molecules (drugs) 
and biological macromolecules (e.g. proteins), especially 
discussing the thermodynamic quality, binding force qu- 
ality, and mechanism of interactions [1-3]. These studies 

play crucial role in promoting research on proteins be-
cause they can provide useful information for study of 
pharmacological and biological effects of drugs as well 
as conformational changes of proteins caused by drugs. 

Serum albumin is one of the most abundant proteins 
in circulatory system of a wide variety of organisms and 
one of the most extensively studied proteins at all [4,5]. 
Bovine serum albumin (BSA) consists of 583 amino 
acids in a single polypeptide chain cross-linked with 17 
disulfide bonds. It is composed of three homologous 
domains (I-III), each of which comprises of two subdo-
mains (A and B). BSA has two tryptophan residues, 
which significantly contribute to the intrinsic fluores-
cence of this protein: Trp-134 is located near the surface 
in domain IB and Trp-212 is buried in a hydrophobic 
(non-polar) pocket in the internal part of domain IIA [6]. 
HSA differs from BSA by 24% of primary structure and 
the most important difference from spectroscopic point 
of view seems to be presence of only one tryptophan 
residue (Trp-214) in its molecule [4,5]. Serum albumin 
possesses a wide range of physiological functions in-
volving the binding, transport and deposition of many 
endogenous and exogenous ligands present in blood cir-
culation [4,7]. Perhaps, its most outstanding property is 
the ability to bind a variety of ligands. It is well known 
that many drugs bind to serum albumin and their effec-
tiveness depends on the binding ability [5,8]. On the 
other hand, drugs can cause various changes in protein 
conformation influencing its physiological function and 
such impaired proteins may be consequently pathologi-
cally accumulated in body tissues.  

Plant polyphenols represent a heterogeneous group of 
natural compounds with one or more hydroxyl groups 
attached to the benzene ring. These substances possess 
several important physiological roles in plants, such as 
defense against herbivores and pathogens, pigmentation, 
and attraction of pollinating insects [9]. The most widely 
distributed polyphenolic compounds in plant tissues are 
hydroxycinnamic acids. Some of the most common 
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naturally occurring HCAs are p-coumaric acid, ferulic 
acid, sinapic acid, and caffeic acid. These can be found 
in a free form but more often in various conjugated 
forms resulting from enzymatic hydroxylation, O-glyco- 
sylation, O-methylation or esterification [10,11]. Hy-
droxycinnamic acids have been reported to possess an-
timicrobial, antiallergic and anti-inflammatory activities, 
as well as antimutagenic and immunomodulatory effects 
[12,13] and due to these properties are widely used in 
folk medicine. They exert also antioxidant and anti-radi- 
cal activities [14-16]. Their biological effects are strong- 
ly dependent on the number and position of hydroxyl 
groups [15]. Just the presence of hydroxyl groups sug-
gests the possibility of HCAs binding with molecules of 
proteins. 

Spectroscopic techniques, such as ultraviolet-visible 
(UV-VIS) absorption spectroscopy [17], fluorescence 
spectroscopy [1,6], circular dichroism [18], and attenu-
ated total reflectance-Fourier transform infrared spec-
troscopy [19] are commonly used tools to observe con-
formational changes in structure of proteins because of 
non-destructive measurements of substances in low 
concentration under physiological conditions, high sen-
sitivity, rapidity and ease of implementation. Fluores-
cence spectroscopy is widely used to study mechanism 
of the binding between drugs and plasma proteins [6]. 

Nowadays, the investigation of the binding of natu-
rally occurring polyphenolic compounds with various 
proteins attracts a great attention. Several spectroscopic 
studies on the interaction between bovine serum albumin 
and cinnamic acid [1], ferulic acid [20,21], chlorogenic 
acid [19,22] or various flavonoids [18,19,24] have been 
published. Also several studies dealing with the interac-
tion of human serum albumin (HSA) with derivatives of 
cinnamic acid or flavonoids have been carried out 
[2,3,17,25-29]. The data obtained in several studies con- 
cerning the HCAs-BSA binding parameters (especially 
caffeic, chlorogenic, and ferulic acid) are hardly compa-
rable because these studies were performed under vari-
ous conditions (e.g. pH, temperature). 

The aim of the presented work was to study interac-
tions of eight naturally occurring hydroxycinnamic acids 
with bovine serum albumin under physiological condi-
tions (pH 7.4; 37℃) using UV-VIS absorption spectros-
copy and fluorescence quenching method, reveal their 
character, evaluate structure-activity relationships, and 
compare obtained results with already published spec-
troscopic data on interaction of HCAs with BSA or HSA. 
The presented study contributes to the current knowl-
edge in the area of protein-ligand binding, particularly 
bovine serum albumin-hydroxycinnamic acids interac-
tions. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1. Chemicals 

Bovine serum albumin and all hydroxycinnamic acids 
were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich GmbH, Germany. 
The chemical structures of tested HCAs are presented in 
Figure 1. All other chemicals were of analytical grade. 

2.2. Preparation of Stock Solutions 

Bovine serum albumin was dissolved in sodium phosp- 
hate buffer (pH 7.4; 0.1 M; 0.05% sodium azide) in ord- 
er to yield solutions with concentration 16 µM and 2 µM 
for UV-VIS absorption and fluorescence spectroscopic 
experiments, respectively. Individual HCAs were dis-
solved in anhydrous methanol in order to yield 10 mM 
stock solutions. BSA and HCA solutions were prepared 
fresh before each measurement. 

2.3. UV-VIS Absorption Spectroscopy 

The UV-VIS spectra were recorded by a spectropho-
tometer Helios β (Spectronic Unicam, United Kingdom) 
in a 10 mm quartz cuvette. Quantitative analysis of the 
potential interaction between HCAs and BSA was per-
formed by the spectroscopic titration. Briefly, solution of 
BSA (16 µM) was titrated in cuvette by successive addi-
tions of HCA solution (10 mM) to a final concentration 
of 50 µM (the drug to protein molar ratios were 0; 0.25; 
0.5; 0.75; 1.0; 1.25; 1.5; 1.75; 2.0; 2.5; and 3.125) and 
the absorption spectra were recorded from 190 to 550 
nm at 37℃. 

2.4. Fluorescence Spectroscopy 

Fluorescence spectra were recorded using a luminescen- 
ce spectrometer LS-50B (Perkin Elmer, United Kingdom) 
in a 10 mm quartz Suprasil fluorescence cuvette (Hellma, 

 

 

Figure 1. Chemical structures of tested hydroxycinnamic ac-
ids. 
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Germany). Fluorescence emission spectra of individual 
HCA solutions (25 µM) in sodium phosphate buffer (pH 
7.4; 0.1 M; 0.05% sodium azide) were recorded. Quan-
titative analysis of the potential interaction between 
HCA and BSA was performed by the fluorimetric titra-
tion. Briefly, solution of BSA (2 µM) was titrated in 
cuvette by successive additions of HCA solution (10 
mM) to a final concentration of 20 µM (the drug to pro-
tein molar ratios were 0; 1.25; 2.5; 3.75; 5.0; 6.25; 7.5; 
8.75; and 10.0). Fluorescence emission spectra were 
recorded from 300 to 530 nm with excitation at 295 nm 
while stirring. The excitation and emission slits were 
both set to 5 nm and scanning speed to 200 nm/min. All 
experiments were carried out at 37℃. Fluorescence in-
tensity was read at emission wavelength of 350 nm. 

2.5. Principles of Fluorescence Quenching 

The intensity of fluorescence can be decreased as a res- 
ult of a wide variety of processes. Such declines in in-
tensity are called quenching and can be caused by diff- 
erent molecular interactions. Dynamic quenching occurs 
when the excited-state fluorophore is deactivated upon 
contact with some other molecule (quencher) and no 
molecule is chemically altered during this process. In the 
case of static quenching, a non-fluorescent complex is 
formed between molecules of fluorophore and quencher. 
The static and dynamic quenching can be distinguished 
by the Stern-Volmer analysis. In the case the quenching 
is either purely static or dynamic, the plot shows linear 
dependence. When the plot of Stern-Volmer diagram 
shows exponential dependence, both static and dynamic 
quenching are exerted [6]. 

Dynamic quenching of fluorescence is described by 
the well-known Stern-Volmer equation as follows. 

][1][1/ 00 QKQkFF Dq           (1) 

In this equation, F0 and F are the fluorescence intensi-
ties of BSA in the absence and presence of quencher, 
respectively, [Q] is the quencher concentration, kq is the 
bimolecular quenching constant, and τ0 is the lifetime of 
the fluorophore in the absence of quencher (τ0 is about 
5.10-9 s, as to Reference [6]). The Stern-Volmer quench-
ing constant is given by kqτ0. In case the quenching is 
known to be dynamic, the Stern-Volmer constant will be 
presented by KD otherwise this constant will be de-
scribed as KS [2,6]. The dynamic quenching depends on 
diffusion, while static quenching does not. One criterion 
for distinguishing the type of quenching is the fact that 
the bimolecular quenching constant kq is larger than dif-
fusion-limited rate constant of the biomolecule (1 × 1010 
M-1 · s-1) [6], so the static mechanism is the main reason 
that causes the fluorescence quenching (formation of a 
complex). 

When small molecules bind independently to a set of 
equivalent sites on a macromolecule, the equilibrium 
between free and bound molecules is given by the equa-
tion: 

]log[log/)log( 0 QnKFFF b           (2) 

where Kb represents binding constant for quencher-pro- 
tein interaction, n the number of binding sites per BSA, 
and F0, F, have the same meaning as in (1) [2]. The val-
ues of Kb and n could be determined from the intercept 
of y-axe and slope by plotting log (F0 – F)/F against log 
[Q]. Utilizing Kb, the free energy change (ΔG0) value 
can be estimated from the following equation [30]: 

bKRTG ln0                 (3) 

The negative sing ΔG0 value confirms the spontaneity 
of binding. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Spectroscopic Study of Interactions 
between BSA and HCAs 

The UV-VIS absorption spectra of BSA titrated by indi-
vidual HCAs solution were monitored in order to ex-
plore the structural changes of BSA caused by addition 
of these compounds. Spectral shifts were observed in all 
HCA-BSA systems with rising concentration of tested 
compound. Six HCAs (p-coumaric, caffeic, ferulic, 
sinapic, chlorogenic, and rosmarinic acid) induced move 
of Trp absorption maximum (280 nm) to longer wave-
lengths which is called bathochromic (red) shift. Maxi-
mal spectral shift was about 6 nm. The opposite phe-
nomenon (blue shift) occurred in the absorption spec-
trum of BSA after interaction with o- or m-coumaric 
acid. Absorbance maximum moved about 5 nm towards 
shorter wavelengths in both cases (data not shown). 

3.2. Fluorescence Quenching of BSA in the 
Presence of HCAs 

Quenching of protein intrinsic (tryptophan) fluorescence 
was employed for more detailed study of HCA-BSA 
binding. Fluorescence emission spectra were recorded 
upon excitation at 295 nm, which is attributed to trypto-
phan residues only. Four individual HCAs (o-coumaric, 
caffeic, sinapic and ferulic acid) possessed remarkable 
emission maximum at 498, 432, 428 and 414 nm, resp- 
ectively. The most significant fluorescence intensity 
showed o-coumaric acid. Fluorescence intensities of 
HCA-BSA systems were read at emission wavelength of 
350 nm, where the emission maximum of BSA was lo-
cated. Protein solution was titrated by successive addi-
tions of individual HCA solutions and its fluorescence 
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intensity gradually decreased with rising concentration 
of HCA. This may indicate that the microenvironment 
around tryptophan residues in BSA molecule was altered 
due to the interaction with tested compound. Fluores-
cence emission spectrum of p-coumaric acid-BSA sys-
tem is shown in Figure 2. 

Red shifts of tryptophan emission maximum (350 nm) 
in dependence on increasing concentration of tested co- 
mpounds were found in the case of o-coumaric, sinapic, 
chlorogenic, and rosmarinic acid. Emission maximum 
was slightly shifted towards longer wavelength by 2 nm 
for both o-coumaric and sinapic acid-BSA systems, and 
by 4 and 5 nm for chlorogenic and rosmarinic acid-BSA 
system, respectively. Other four tested HCAs did not 
cause any spectral shift. Emission spectra of o-coumaric, 
caffeic, ferulic, and sinapic acid involved isosbestic 
point, which might indicate that studied compounds exist 
both in bound and free form that are in equilibrium. The 
bound form exerts fluorescence whereas the unbound 
form does not (Figure 3). 

It was noticed that emission spectra of these HCA- 
BSA systems above 430 nm corresponding with emis-
sion spectra of individual HCAs. 

The type of fluorescence quenching of HCA-BSA 
systems was distinguished using the Stern-Volmer dia-
grams in the range of HCA concentrations of 0-20 µM. 
It was confirmed that the static quenching mechanism is 
the main reason of protein fluorescence quenching and 
consecutively the KS and kq (1) were determined from 
the slope of the linear regression curve of F0/F versus [Q] 
(Table 1). The representative Stern-Volmer diagram of 
o-coumaric-BSA system is displayed in the inset of Fig-
ure 3. Rosmarinic acid exhibited exponential depend-
ence (Figure 4) indicating that both types of quenching  

 

 

Figure 2. Fluorescence emission spectra of BSA (2 μM) in the 
absence and in the presence of increasing amounts of p-coum- 
aric acid (0-20 μM) in sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4; 0.1 M; 
0.05% sodium azide) at λex = 295 nm and 37℃. The inset 
shows the corresponding Stern-Volmer diagram of the p-coum- 
aric acid-BSA system (λem = 350 nm), R2 = 0.9908. 

 

Figure 3. Fluorescence emission spectra of BSA (2 μM) in the 
absence and in the presence of increasing amounts of o-cou- 
maric acid (0-20 μM) in sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4; 0.1 
M; 0.05% sodium azide) at λex = 295 nm and 37℃. The inset 
shows the corresponding Stern-Volmer diagram of the o-cou- 
maric acid-BSA system (λem = 350 nm), R2 = 0.9921. 

 
Table 1. The Stern-Volmer quenching constants (KS) and the 
bimolecular quenching constants (kq) of the system of HCA- 
BSA at 37℃. 

Tested compound 
KS ± S.D.a 

[× 104 l.mol-1] 
kq

b ± S.D.a 
[× 1013 M-1s-1] 

o-coumaric acid 5.95 ± 0.155 1.19 ± 0.031 

m-coumaric acid 5.96 ± 0.170 1.19 ± 0.034 

p-coumaric acid 7.13 ± 0.190 1.43 ± 0.038 

caffeic acid 4.30 ± 0.263 0.86 ± 0.053 

ferulic acid 4.86 ± 0.090 0.97 ± 0.018 

sinapic acid 4.25 ± 0.209 0.85 ± 0.042 

chlorogenic acid 5.36 ± 0.195 1.07 ± 0.039 

astandard deviation (mean value of three independent experiments); bkq 
= KS/τ0; τ0 = 5.10-9 s. [6] 

 

 

Figure 4. The Stern-Volmer diagram of the rosmarinic acid- 
BSA system obtained by the titration with rosmarinic acid at 
37℃. [BSA] = 2 µM, [rosmarinic acid] = 0-20 µM, pH 7.4, λex = 
295 nm, λem = 350 nm. The inset shows the corresponding 
fluorescence quenching spectra. 
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were asserted and for this reason the KS (kq) of the ros-
marinic acid-BSA system was not determined. 

It was noticed that emission spectra of these HCA- 
BSA systems above 430 nm corresponding with emis-
sion spectra of individual HCAs. 

The type of fluorescence quenching of HCA-BSA 
systems was distinguished using the Stern-Volmer dia-
grams in the range of HCA concentrations of 0-20 µM. 
It was confirmed that the static quenching mechanism is 
the main reason of protein fluorescence quenching and 
consecutively the KS and kq (1) were determined from 
the slope of the linear regression curve of F0/F versus [Q] 
(Table 1). The representative Stern-Volmer diagram of 
o-coumaric-BSA system is displayed in the inset of 
Figure 3. Rosmarinic acid exhibited exponential depen- 
dence (Figure 4) indicating that both types of quenching 
were asserted and for this reason the KS (kq) of the ros-
marinic acid-BSA system was not determined. 

3.3. Binding Parameters and Binding Mode 
of BSA-HCA Complexes 

Except for the rosmarinic acid-BSA system, the binding 
constants (Kb), binding sites (n), and free energy changes 
(∆G0) of all other HCA-BSA systems have been deter-
mined according to the Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively. 
Obtained values are presented in Table 2 and represen-
tative example of binding parameters determination for 
sinapic acid is displayed in Figure 5. The binding affin-
ity was strongest for chlorogenic acid and ranked in the 
order chlorogenic acid > sinapic acid ≥ caffeic acid > 
ferulic acid > o-coumaric acid > p-coumaric acid ≥ 
m-coumaric acid. This order of binding affinities of 
HCA to BSA was confirmed also by spectral overlaps of 
BSA emission spectrum with absorption spectrum of 
individual HCAs. Example of spectral overlap for 
chlorogenic acid is shown in Figure 6. The negative 

 
Table 2. The binding constants (Kb), the number of binding sites 
(n) and the free energy change (∆G0) of the HCA-BSA system at 
37℃ which showed the static quenching mechanism. 

Tested 
compound 

Kb ± S.D.a 
[× 105 l.mol-1] 

n ± S.D.a 
ΔG0 ± S.D.a 

[kJ.mol-1] 

o-coumaric acid 3.34 ± 0.720 1.17 ± 0.012 –32.73 ± 0.563

m-coumaric acid 1.31 ± 0.045 1.08 ± 0.002 –30.36 ± 0.088

p-coumaric acid 1.81 ± 0.728 1.10 ± 0.027 –30.98 ± 1.096

caffeic acid 4.16 ± 1.659 1.18 ± 0.011 –33.12 ± 1.088

ferulic acid 3.39 ± 0.802 1.18 ± 0.019 –32.75 ± 0.621

sinapic acid 4.19 ± 0.117 1.21 ± 0.004 –33.36 ± 0.072

chlorogenic acid 6.67 ± 0.837 1.23 ± 0.016 –34.55 ± 0.325

astandard deviation (mean value of three independent experiments) 

 

Figure 5. Logarithmic plots of fluorescence quenching of BSA 
treated with different concentrations of sinapic acid at physio-
logical conditions (37℃; pH 7.4). [BSA] = 2 µM, [sinapic acid] 
= 0-20 µM, λex = 295 nm and λem = 350 nm. R2 = 0.9988. 

 

 
Figure 6. Overlap between the fluorescence emission spectrum 
of BSA and the absorption spectrum of chlorogenic acid at 
physiological conditions (37℃; pH 7.4). [BSA] = 2 µM, [chlo- 
rogenic acid] = 2 µM, λex = 295 nm and λem = 350 nm. 

 
value of ΔG0 indicating spontaneous process of HCA- 
BSA binding was determined for all studied interactions 
(Table 2). 

4. DISCUSSION 

Red shift in absorption maximum of tryptophan residues 
indicates changes in its microenvironment, where the 
polypeptide strand of BSA molecule is less extended and 
the hydrophobicity around Trp is increased. The con-
formational stability, rigidity, mechanical strength, and 
contributions of electrostatic interactions are enhanced 
by absence of water in the molecular interior [31]. On 
the other hand, blue shift implies that the BSA polypep-
tide strands are more extended and the hydrophocibity of 
Trp vicinity is decreased. 

The changes in tryptophan microenvironment polarity 
are probably related to chemical structure of each HCA, 
namely to the number and position of hydroxyl groups. 
Hydrophobicity around tryptophan residues rose with 
increasing number of hydroxyl groups in the molecule of 
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HCA. However, the position of hydroxyl groups on the 
benzene ring seemed to be also important. Only o- and 
m-monosubstituted derivatives of cinnamic acid (o-cou- 
maric and m-coumaric acid) caused increase in the po-
larity of Trp environment, while p-monosubstituted (p- 
coumaric acid), di- and tri-substituted derivatives show- 
ed opposite effect. 

Emission spectra of BSA were measured using excita-
tion wavelength at 295 nm to ensure that the light caused 
excitation only of tryptophan residues. These are highly 
susceptible to any change in their local environment re-
sulting in appearance of a substantial spectral shift [6]. 
In contrast to absorption spectroscopy, the red shift of 
Trp emission band is caused by decrease in hydrophobic 
property of its environment in protein molecule suggest-
ing that tryptophan residue has been brought to more 
hydrophilic environment [3] and protein secondary 
structure has been changed [26]. 

Red shift in emission spectra of four studied hydroxy-
cinnamic acids (o-coumaric, sinapic, chlorogenic, and 
rosmarinic acid), which indicated that binding of these 
compounds to BSA was associated with changes in the 
dielectric environment of at least one of its two indole 
rings, was observed. Only slight blue shift and no shift 
were noticed during interaction of cinnamic acid with 
BSA and HSA, respectively [1,2]. It can be expected that 
changes found in emission spectra of HCA-BSA systems 
were connected with alterations in microenvironment of 
Trp-134 because Trp-212 in BSA molecule is in the 
similar position as Trp-214, where cinnamic acid caused 
no spectral shift of its emission band. Increasing number 
of hydroxyl groups in the molecule of HCA was accom-
panied by decline of hydrophobicity around Trp. The 
significant changes in BSA emission spectrum were ob-
served after its interaction with chlorogenic or rosma-
rinic acid. Other authors described red shifts by 3 to 18 
nm in HSA spectrum upon reaction with p-coumaric, 
ferulic, sinapic, and chlorogenic acid [2,3,25] but the 
concentrations applied in these experiments were higher 
(up to 150 µM) than those used in presented work. 

The natural lifetime for the biological macromolecules 
(τ0) is generally given as 10-8 s [1,3]. However, the value 
for BSA is more precisely estimated as 5 × 10-9 s [6]. 
The latter mentioned value was used in this study for 
calculation of bimolecular quenching constants (kq) 
which reflect efficiency of quenching or the accessibility 
of the fluorophores to the quencher. The fact that the 
value of kq is higher than the value of the diffu-
sion-limited rate constant of the biomolecule (1 × 1010 
M-1 · s-1) is one of the criterions for determination of 
static mechanism of quenching [1,6]. 

Only small but significant differences among kq val-
ues for the tested HCA-BSA systems were observed. All 

tested HCAs exerted better quenching effect than cin-
namic acid (2.26 × 1012 M-1 · s-1 for τ0 = 10-8 s) [1]. Ros-
marinic acid caused the most outstanding decrease in 
fluorescence intensity of BSA in the range of studied 
concentrations but it exhibited exponential dependence 
in the Stern-Volmer diagram and thus was not consid-
ered in overall comparison. Coumaric acids showed 
stronger quenching activity than the other more substi-
tuted HCAs. This effect was probably dependent upon 
the position of hydroxyl group on aromatic ring and 
p-position was determined as the most suitable location 
of hydroxyl group. The kq value of chlorogenic acid was 
similar to kq of coumaric acids and slightly higher than 
kq of more substituted derivatives (Table 1). It was 
probably caused by the presence of five hydroxyl groups 
in its molecule and their spatial arrangement [3]. The 
lowest quenching effect was observed for sinapic and 
caffeic acid followed by ferulic acid. Presence of meth-
oxy group seemed to be important for quenching activity 
too. Ferulic acid showed higher effect than caffeic acid, 
while the kq of sinapic acid was slightly lower compared 
to caffeic acid. This was perhaps caused by steric hin-
drance in molecule of sinapic acid. The obtained bimol-
ecular quenching constant for chlorogenic acid-BSA 
system is in good agreement with data found in literature 
[19]. However, published data are inconsistent and even 
in one case no quenching by chlorogenic acid was ob-
served [20]. More studies were published for some 
HCA-HSA systems. The highest kq was obtained for 
chlorogenic acid followed by caffeic and sinapic, while 
ferulic and p-coumaric acid possessed lower kq values. 
Data obtained for HCA-BSA systems in this study cor-
responded with these findings by other authors [2,3]. 

In general, the binding constant Kb reflects the power 
of ligand-protein association and thus can be used for 
comparison of binding affinities of structurally-related 
ligands to protein molecule connected with alterations of 
its secondary structure. Number of binding sites is an-
other important parameter that contributes to better un-
derstanding of ligand-protein interaction [1-3]. 

The binding constant Kb for cinnamic acid-BSA sys-
tem mentioned in the literature [1,2] is lower than values 
obtained in our experiments for HCA-BSA systems, 
which may confirm significance of hydroxyl groups in 
the process of binding. Moreover, binding affinity of 
cinnamic acid is higher for BSA than for HSA, which 
indicates that also binding of HCAs to BSA may be 
more pronounced [2]. It was demonstrated that interac-
tion of HCAs with protein molecule depends mainly on 
the size and structure of ligand, especially on the number 
and position of hydroxyl groups on the aromatic ring 
[20,32]. Hydroxyl groups of studied compounds form 
hydrogen bonds with amino acid residues in the protein 
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molecule. Another important factor influencing ligand- 
protein binding is aromaticity of the ligand molecule 
because hydrophobic interactions are formed between 
aromatic rings of ligand and amino acid residues [25]. 
Chlorogenic acid with two aromatic hydroxyls and three 
hydroxyls on cyclohexane ring exerted the strongest 
binding affinity because this compound can form hy-
drogen bonds with protein more easily than other 
less-substituted HCAs, e.g. ferulic acid. Similar results 
were published also for ferulic acid-HSA and chloro-
genic acid-HSA system [3]. It is evident that the hy-
droxyls substituted on aromatic ring of the HCAs play 
an important role in the changes of BSA secondary 
structure. Monosubstituted HCAs possessed the lowest 
binding affinities of all HCAs studied. The differences 
among binding affinities of sinapic, ferulic and caffeic 
acid were not statistically significant. 

The binding parameters of chlorogenic and ferulic 
acid with bovine serum albumin have been intensively 
studied by other authors, while no information about 
other HCAs was found in the literature. The value of Kb 
reported by Tang et al. [19] for chlorogenic acid-BSA 
system using fluorescence quenching method is lower 
than value obtained in performed experiments, but the 
authors used higher concentrations of chlorogenic acid 
and different experimental conditions. Moreover, Rawel 
et al. [20,21] reported that chlorogenic acid does not 
quench Trp fluorescence in BSA and determined its 
binding constant by Hummel-Dreyer/size exclusion 
chromatography which showed significantly lower value 
of Kb in comparison with results presented by Tang et al. 
[19]. Non-covalent interactions of chlorogenic acid with 
BSA have been studied by Prigent et al. [33], who re-
ported that these interactions decrease with the increas-
ing temperature while pH and ionic strength had no 
pronounced effect. Zhang et al. [34] reported the Kb for 
ferulic acid-BSA system determined by affinity capillary 
electrophoresis which is in good agreement with our 
result. By contrast, Rawel et al. [20] determined binding 
constant of ferulic acid-BSA system by fluorescence 
quenching method and Hummel-Dreyer/size exclusion 
chromatography, where first method gave similar results 
to our data and Kb obtained by second method was sig-
nificantly lower. However, several studies dealing with 
binding of p-coumaric, caffeic, ferulic, sinapic acid, and 
chlorogenic acid with HSA have been published 
[2,3,25].  

The results showed that the numbers of binding sites 
ranged between 1.08 and 1.23 suggesting that one 
molecule of BSA was associated with one molecule of 
HCA in the drug to protein ratio up to 10 for the tested 
HCAs apart. The number of binding sites rose with incre- 
asing number of hydroxyl groups in the ligand molecule. 

The free enthalpy had negative sign for all studied in-
teractions which indicates the spontaneity of the interac-
tion between BSA and hydroxycinnamic acids. The rela-
tively strong binding enthalpy underlines the stability of 
BSA-HCA complexes from the energetic point of view. 
These findings are supported by data found in literature 
[1,20,21]. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Apart from rosmarinic acid, all tested HCAs quenched 
tryptophan fluorescence of BSA in the studied range of 
concentrations (0-20 µM) mainly by static quenching 
mechanism and thus showed the formation of non-fluo- 
rescent HCA-BSA complexes. For this reason the ros-
marinic acid-BSA system was not concluded in the 
overall assessment of binding affinities. The obtained 
results suggest that the binding affinity and number of 
binding sites depend on the number and position of hy-
droxyl groups in the molecule of HCA. Disubstituted 
and trisubstituted derivatives exhibited stronger binding 
affinity than monosubstituted derivatives. The number of 
binding sites for all HCAs ranged from 1.08 to 1.23 
suggesting that one molecule of BSA associates with one 
molecule of HCA. All HCA-BSA interactions were 
spontaneous processes based on ΔG0. The results imply 
that HCAs could be stored and transported in blood by 
serum albumin which may influence their biological and 
pharmacological activities. On the other hand, physio-
logical functions of this protein could be altered by 
ligand binding. 
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ABSTRACT 

Cann et al. [1] have claimed on the basis of mi-
tochondrial DNA (mtDNA) data that our direct 
ancestral Homo sapiens evolved in the African 
continent and spread to other continents, fol-
lowed by the total replacement of the indige-
nous population. Their “Out-of-Africa” model is 
based on the assumption that mtDNA inheri-
tance is simply maternal. Recent findings sug-
gest the possibility that in between-population, 
e.g. African and Asian, mating, the African pa-
ternal mtDNA was transferred to the egg cell of 
an Asian together with Y-chromosomal DNA in 
the human past. Considering that Y-chromos- 
omal DNA and mtDNA sequences of African 
origin coexist together with Asian X-chromos- 
omal and autosomal DNA sequences in a cur-
rent Asian, the observations by Cann et al. 
suggest the full/near full replacement of mtDNA 
in the human past, but do not necessarily imply 
the total replacement of indigenous populations 
with African migrants. 

Keywords: Out-of-Africa Model; Origin of Asian; 
Paternal mtDNA Inheritance; mtDNA Transmission/ 
Recombination 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Evidence has accumulated that the Homo lineage origi-
nally appeared in Africa, followed by its successful glo- 
bal expansion. The view of “Out-of-Africa” that our dir- 
ect ancestral H. sapiens evolved in the African continent 
and spread to other continents, has been popularly re-
ceived among researchers [1-8]. On the other hand, there 
have been significant fossil records in non-African con-
tinents, supporting the “regional continuity” model [9]. 
This model claims that our direct ancestral H. sapiens 
evolved locally in the widespread regions of major con-

tinents, e.g. Africa, Europe and Asia [10-12]. In fact, 
morphological continuity in East Asian traits from East 
Asian Homo erectus during the middle-late Pleistocene 
transition can be seen in these fossil records [12-14]. 
However, most of these records have neither definitely 
refuted nor supported one of the models for or against 
the origin of H. sapiens, particularly in Asia. Further-
more, most genetic evidence, such as simulated dendro-
grams, genetic diversity and ancient DNA sequences can 
argue for either model of human origin [15]. 

In 1987, a crucial observation was made by Cann et 
al., who examined the human mitochondrial DNA (mt 
DNA) diversity of globally dispersed populations. They 
concluded that modern humans simply spread to other 
continents, e.g. East Asia, from Eastern Africa around 
200,000 years to 50,000 years (200 KY to 50 KY) ago, 
followed by the total replacement of pre-inhabited in-
digenous populations [1,2]. The “Out-of-Africa” model, 
reconstructed with mtDNA data, is primarily based on a 
few assumptions. One of the key assumptions is that ani- 
mal mtDNA does not undergo homologous recombina-
tion. This is because of past failure to observe the clear 
cases of mtDNA recombination in natural populations. 
However, recent findings have raised a new insight into 
mtDNA inheritance and the behaviours of mtDNA in a 
fertilised egg [16,17]. In this study, an attempt was made 
to integrate the interdisciplinary information obtained in 
the research fields, not only anthropology and mito-
chondrial genetics but also other areas, such as devel-
opmental biology, ecology and social sciences. A meta- 
analysis of these findings has raised the need of careful 
scrutiny in the interpretation of Cann et al. [1,2]. 

2. CRITICAL VIEW OF MITOCHONDRIAL 
DNA INHERITANCE: STRICTLY   
MATERNAL? 

Two sibling bat species, European Myotis myotis and 
newly migrated M. blythii to Europe from Asia, share 
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multiple identical or very similar haplotype in mitocho- 
ndrial genomes when they occur in sympasy. However, 
they show a strikingly different pattern of nuclear DNA 
diversity. On the other hand, allopatric M. blythii in Asia 
possesses mtDNA divergent from those of two species in 
Europe, postulating that the mtDNA of European M. 
blythii has been replaced with that of M. myotis [18]. 
Similar mtDNA (full/near-full/partial) replacement has 
been observed in a wide variety of other species in an 
animal kingdom, for example, nematodes [19], molluscs 
[20], insects [21], fishes [22] and mammals other than 
bats, such as vole [23]. As opposed to the popular belief, 
all of these observations suggest that paternal mtDNA 
inheritance occurs widely in the animal kingdom. In fact, 
paternal mtDNA inheritance has been observed even in 
humans [24,25]. At present, no specific information has 
been reported, which strongly favours the notion that 
these human cases were really exceptional and that hu-
man mtDNA replacement, similar to the cases of Myotis, 
has never taken place in evolution when two “sibling” 
human populations met and lived in sympasy. Further-
more, evidence has shown that the segregation and 
transmission of mtDNA sequences [26-28] play a crucial 
role in the inheritance of human mitochondrial diseases 
[16]. 

Molecular and cellular events at an early stage of fer-
tilisation would also provide us with more information 
which we can not ignore the view of paternal mtDNA 
inheritance in human. During the process of fertilisation 
in mammals, up to 100 sperm mitochondria actually 
enter an egg cell, together with the sperm head [17,29, 
30]. However, these paternal mtDNAs are soon de-
stroyed by a selective elimination mechanism, including 
ubiquitination of paternal mitochondria [30]. However, 
the elimination mechanism in the fertilised egg cell is 
not always highly stringent and fails to destroy all of the 
inserted paternal mitochondria, causing paternal leakage 
[30]. Such leakage was observed in mice progeny at a 
frequency of around one in 10,000 [31]. An interesting 
observation was that when “non-self” paternal mitochon- 
dria—in terms of the population/subspecies/species, to 
which the mating partner belongs—are inserted into the 
egg cell, such as in the mating between cow and gaur, 
these mitochondria are not eliminated and remain active 
in the fertilised egg cell [30]. In the mating between two 
inbred mouse strains, Mus musculus and M. spretus, a 
similar escape of paternal mitochondria through the eli- 
mination mechanism was observed as well [32]. These 
leakages would lead to a heteroplasmic offspring and 
thereby enhance the opportunity of transmission or re-
combination. It has been shown that human mitochon-
drial particles are fully equipped with the toolkits re-
quired for recombination [33-35]. Furthermore, each 
mitochondrial organelle holds the mechanisms, leading 

from heteroplasmy to the transmission of mtDNA [16, 
28]. The detailed molecular mechanisms for paternal 
mtDNA inheritance and replacement might differ from 
one case to the other [36] and, at present, remain to be 
examined in each case. 

3. THE POSSIBLE FULL/NEAR-FULL 
REPLACEMENT OF MTDNA      
SEQUENCES IN THE HUMAN    
PAST 

It is highly likely that the anatomically modern humans 
that originated in Africa were different from those who 
inhabited in allopasy in the Asian continent for a long 
evolutionary period [37]. Furthermore, different popula-
tions have differing variation in biological responses 
[38]. Therefore, African migrants and indigenous inhab- 
itants in Asia were likely to show different recognition 
responses to the partner’s paternal mitochondria in their 
“between-population” mating although they were sibling 
and hybridisable. Thus, the ubiquitin-tagged paternal 
mitochondria, which were inserted in the egg cell, would 
not be subject to stringent mitochondrial elimination and 
could survive in the fertilised egg cell, as seen in the 
case of cow and gaur pairing [30]. There would be a 
huge difference in recognition response between Palaeo-
lithic African migrant and inhabited Asians, who had 
never exposed to Africans and thus much more paternal 
(African) mtDNA molecules might had remained active 
without any damages in Asian egg cells in their “betw- 
een-population” mating. Since current human populati- 
ons have already mixed each other in some degree, I bel- 
ieve that much more African paternal mtDNA molecules 
had survived in Palaeolithic Asian egg cells than those 
we suspect in current “between-population” mating. 

Most, if not all, of advocates for the “Out-of-Africa” 
model based on mtDNA data often argue against the 
alternative model of human origine on the following 
basis: The alternative model has not based on the con-
clusive evidence showing the recombination/paternal 
transmission of mtDNA in the human past. However, we 
should realise that the “Out-of-Africa” model has been 
standing on the shaky—recently much more shaky— 
ground without any explicit and conclusive evidence, 
showing that any recombination/paternal transmission of 
mtDNA had not taken place in the human past. In fact, 
Wilson [39] has mentioned that many puzzles have re-
mained between Y-chromosome and mtDNA data in the 
conservative interpretation of the complex data in human 
migration. In the present paper, I have already men-
tioned the new findings, which include the paternal 
mtDNA behaviours in the fertilised eggs and the recom-
bination/paternal transmission of mtDNA in the wide 
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range of animal kingdom. In fact, taking all of these new 
findings into consideration, it is much more difficult to 
prepare a reasonable explanation for the notion that a 
series of the events, leading to the replacement of ma-
ternal mtDNA with the paternal DNA, had never taken 
place in the human past. As already mentioned, the 
transmission or recombination of mtDNA in the animal 
kingdom has occurred more frequently and more widely 
than we have previously suspected. Therefore, the lim-
ited human cases that have been currently reported so far 
on the replacement of mtDNA should not be claimed 
against the argument for the possible replacement events 
in the human past. 

Cann et al. [1] have shown that the mtDNA itself of 
current humans in the Asian continent is really of Afri-
can origin. However, their claim that indigenous inhabi-
tants in Asia became completely extinct and were totally 
replaced with African migrants is confusing. As will be 
discussed in the next section, the present meta-analysis 
shows that ironically, their result together with chromo-
somal DNA sequences can nicely account for the possi-
ble paternal mtDNA inheritance in the human past. Thus, 
this novel view does not necessarily imply the extinction 
of Asian indigenous inhabitants, followed by the total 
replacement of the human population in Asia. 

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The estimated ages of the most recent common ancestor 
(MRCA) of Y-chromosomal DNA sequences, such as 
several sites on SRY and YAP regions, were around 150 
KY ago [40]. Current non-African men carry the M168 
mutation, which arose in Africa during the period of 89 
KY to 35 KY ago [41-43]. All of these sequences on 
Y-chromosome were much younger than those (1,860 
KY to 535 KY ago) of X-chromosomal DNA sequences, 
e.g. gene coded for pyruvate dehydrogenase E1α [44] 
and non-coding sequences Xq [45], and autosomal DNA 
sequences, e.g. gene coded for β-globin [46] and non-co- 
ding sequences on chromosome 22 [47]. It should be 
noted that the MRCA ages of Y-chromosomal DNA 
sequences roughly correspond to the time (200 KY-100 
KY ago) of human migration to Asia and thus that the 
Y-chromosomal and mtDNA sequences were likely to 
arise in the ancestor who lived in Africa around < 200 
KY ago [2]. On the other hand, the DNA sequences on 
X-chromosome and autosomes could be traced back to 
the era of H. erectus in Asia [10,48-50]. Therefore, these 
results clearly suggest that the current Asians would be 
the offspring of the hybrids resulting from the mating 
between migrated Africans and indigenous Asian in-
habitants. However, it appears likely that African mi-
grants brought only African Y-chromosomal and mt D- 

NA sequences to Asia [51] and most of Asian X-chro- 
mosomal and autosomal DNA sequences remained in 
the hybrid offspring. The most plausible scenario of the 
event in Palaeolithic Asia would be as follows: In the 
“between-population” mating, African Y-chromosomal 
DNA entered an Asian egg cell, accompanying with his 
mtDNA. The newly inserted paternal mtDNA remained 
intact without any significant damage/elimination in the 
fertilised egg cell and then formed heteroplasmy in the 
hybrid. After a series of transmission or recombination 
processes, the maternal mtDNA of Asian origin was 
fully/near-fully replaced with the paternal (African) 
mtDNA. Considering the possibility that the dilution-out 
and/or selective sweep of African X-chromosomal and 
autosomal DNA sequences might have occurred for 
evolutionary advantage, the X-chromosomal and auto-
somal DNA sequences of Asian origin would tend to be 
preserved more often and finally would be maintained as 
a major component in the East Asian population [52]. 
Therefore, the male offspring, including a current Asian 
male, would not necessarily be the direct descendant of a 
replaced African, but would be the hybrid offspring 
possessing the mitochondrial and Y-chromosomal DNA 
sequences of African origin, together with Asian X-chr- 
omosomal and autosomal DNA sequences. The seque- 
nce data, if possible, of chromosomal DNA and mtDNA 
of Palaeolithic Asian remains and the comparison with 
those of current humans in different populations should 
give a brighter view on this issue. The view raised in this 
paper would open a new research field of biological in-
teractions, particularly in “between-population” repro-
duction in the human past. 
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ABSTRACT 

New high throughput DNA technologies resul- 
ted in a disproportion between the high number 
of scored markers for the mapping populations 
and relatively small sizes of the genotyped pop- 
ulations. Correspondingly, the number of mark-
ers may, by orders of magnitude, exceed the 
threshold of recombination resolution achieva- 
ble for a given population size. Hence, only a 
small part of markers can be genuinely ordered 
in the map. The question is how to choose the 
most informative markers for building such a 
reliable “skeleton” map. We believe that our ap- 
proach provides a solution to this difficult pro- 
blem due to: 1) powerful tools of discrete opti-
mization for multilocus ordering; 2) a verifica-
tion procedure, which is impossible without fast 
and high-quality optimization, to control the map 
quality based on re-sampling techniques; 3) an 
interactive algorithm of marker clustering in co- 
mplicated situations caused by significant de-
viation of recombination rates between markers 
of non-homologous chromosomes from the ex- 
pected 50% (referred to as quasi-linkage or pse- 
udo-linkage); and 4) an algorithm for detection 
and removing excessive markers to increase 
the stability of multilocus ordering. 

Keywords: Pseudo-Linkage; Skeleton Map; Map 
Verification; Map Stability; Traveling Salesperson 
Problem; Guided Evolution Strategy 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Genetic maps are an important tool in genomics and in 
numerous practical applications such as breeding, medi-
cal genetics, and gene cloning. Unfortunately, the avail-
able algorithms and software tools become less suitable 
with an increasing number of available markers. The 

objective of our study is to develop efficient methodol-
ogy for building multilocus genetic maps, providing the 
control of the quality of maps by detecting and removing 
the sources of map instability. Two major problems 
should be addressed in multilocus genetic mapping: 1) 
markers that belong to non-homologous chromosomes 
should not be assigned to the same linkage group; and 2) 
markers from the same chromosome should be placed on 
the genetic map in the same order as the corresponding 
DNA sequences that reside in the chromosome. 

In situations with significant deviations of the recom-
bination rates between non-synthetic markers from the 
expected level (50%), the problem of correct clustering 
cannot be solved by an arbitrary choice of a certain 
(constant) threshold value of recombination or LOD, 
albeit this is exactly how this problem is treated in many 
mapping packages [1,2]. Indeed, in experiments with the 
foregoing characteristics, the recombination values be-
tween groups of markers from different chromosomes 
may sometimes be smaller than the values between ad-
jacent markers within a chromosome. This phenomenon, 
referred to as “quasi-linkage” (or “pseudo-linkage”) can 
result from a combination of statistical and biological 
reasons and scoring errors. The statistical reasonsof 
pseudo-linkage are mainly caused by the sample size and 
number of chromosomes (n) in the genome: increased n 
is associated with higher chances to detect “significant” 
deviations from independent segregation. But the major 
source of pseudo-linkage is biology. Literature on this 
phenomenon in many species can be found in: [3-5] and 
references therein.  

Mapping algorithms tend to ignore pseudo-linkage. 
Consequently, some non-syntenic loci may appear in the 
same “linkage group”, which could result in contradic-
tions between mapping results for different mapping 
populations and between genetic and physical maps. 
Thus, up to 12% of cattle markers were assigned to 
wrong chromosomes and contradict the physical maps 
(H. Lewin, personal communication). In fish genetics, 
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pseudo-linkage is also a known phenomenon (see for 
review: [6]). To address this problem, we suggest a mod- 
ified approach of clustering markers into linkage groups. 
In our scheme, clustering is conducted concurrently with 
multilocus ordering that also includes verification of the 
order and removing unreliable markers. Instead of using 
one threshold recombination rate (or LOD value), we 
employ a series of increasing recombination thresholds 
(or decreasing LODs). At the first, most stringent thre- 
shold, we have a minimum of danger of mixing markers 
from different chromosomes into one linkage group, but 
the result is a high number of linkage groups. By relax-
ing the stringency at the next steps, we allow end-to-end 
merging of the ordered linkage groups, excluding those 
that display the strongest affinity to each other by their 
interior parts.  

In many practical cases, high-density mapping is as-
sociated with another difficult problem: a disproportion 
between a high number of scored markers and a rela-
tively small population size. The number of markers may, 
by orders of magnitude, exceed the resolution of recom-
bination for the given population size, so that only a mi-
nority of markers can be actually ordered. The question 
is how to choose the most informative markers to build a 
reliable “skeleton” map. If we consider a situation with, 
for example, k ~ 1000 markers, then for a sample size of 
N ~ 100, the minimum distance between markers that 
can be resolved in the map should be  1 cM; hence, the 
map length for a chromosome should be  1000 cM, 
which is unrealistic for the vast majority of organisms. 
How can the appearance of such 1000 cM maps be ex-
plained? We believe that the root is in the wrong as-
sumption that all markers are different (resolvable by 
recombination). In fact, for small sample sizes, many 
markers comprise groups of absolutely linked markers 
and should be replaced by their “delegates”. But even 
with this simplification, the number of resulting markers 
that differ may remain quite large, with the map length 
by far exceeding the expectations based on the estimates 
of chiasma frequencies at meiosis [7,8]. Clearly, marker 
scoring errors generate “false recombinants”: with per-
fect scoring most of these recombinants would not have 
appeared, but after excluding absolutely linked excessive 
markers (replacing them by delegates), it would be pos-
sible to build an “ideal” skeletonap. Another possible 
complicating factor is negative interference [4,5,9,10] 
violating the simple principle that “the entire entity is 
supposed to be larger than its parts” [11].  

Besides close linkage combined with a limited (small) 
sample size, the necessity for the selection of representa-
tive markers for the skeleton map derives from the vary-
ing information content of markers (co-dominant versus 
dominant, missing data, distorted segregation, and scor-

ing errors), “absolute” linkage between repulsion-phase 
dominant markers, and negative interference [5]. These 
(or some of these) criteria are employed by other authors 
also. Thus, before the analysis, the authors also chose 
bin markers, whereas after the analysis a decision is 
made about excluding double recombinants and recov-
ering missing data (usually, by assuming no recombina-
tion). The problem with the last correction aimed to re-
duce the map length, is that it does not affect the order of 
the markers. This after-ordering correction deals with 
maps that might have been affected by errors of marker 
scoring. This could cause erroneous ordering or, even 
worse, bringing together markers from non-homologous 
chromosomes. 

Our objective is to get an approximation as close as 
possible to the true multilocus order despite the forego-
ing complications. A specific feature of our approach is 
that the choice of candidates for the skeleton map is a 
part of the core ordering-verification procedure focused 
on detecting and removing markers causing local map 
instability and non-monotonic changes of recombination 
(i.e., deviation from the expected increase of rf between 
a marker and its subsequent neighbors). The verification 
process is based on multiple re-sampling runs from the 
scored mapping population using the so-called jackknife 
approach [12,13], namely, from the initial set of N 
genotypes, we sampled a subset of αN genotypes (e.g., 
with α = 0.8-0.9) scored for the same markers. The ob-
tained sub-sample is employed to order the map. This 
process is applied repeatedly (e.g., 100 times), resulting 
in corresponding map orders. The neighborhoods that do 
not change upon these jackknife runs can be referred to 
as stable.  

Clearly, such a formulation calls for massive repeated 
application of multilocus ordering procedures that may 
be computationally very challenging in case of moderate 
to high-density maps. Several genomic problems, in-
cluding multilocus genetic mapping, in building physical 
maps (contig assembling for overlapping clones and 
radiation hybrid mappings), assembling ESTs, and others, 
can be formulated as multipoint one-dimensional order-
ing. Despite variation among possible optimization cri-
teria, the one-dimensional genetic or genomic ordering 
problems are quite similar to the well known challenging 
Traveling Salesperson Problem (TSP). A powerful algo-
rithm developed for a wide class of TSP-like Vehicle 
Routing Problems and referred to as the Guided Evolu-
tion Strategy (GES) [14] was successfully adapted to 
genetic mapping [15]. High performance and high preci-
sion of GES algorithms make them very suitable to ad-
dress computation challenging multipoint ordering prob- 
lems, especially in the context of our methodology re-
quiring a verification analysis to ensure stability of the 
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constructed maps. The mapping of 3000 loci of a dataset 
generated in a maize project at the Center for Plant Ge-
nomics, Iowa State University, can be used as an exam-
ple of practical efficiency of this approach [16]. 

2. METHODS, ALGORITHMS, AND  
EMPLOYED DATASETS 

2.1. General Scheme 

The core procedure of our approach includes the fol-
lowing stages (Figure 1): 

Using marker orders rather than marker cM positions 
as the main map characteristic, with minimum total map 
length as an optimization criterion. Although map length 
is employed by many other authors, the stability of or-
dering rather than the confidence intervals of the marker 
positions or posterior marker positions [17,18] as a crite-
rion of the map quality, is central to our method. To eva- 
luate the stability of ordering, we employ re-sampling 
procedures [11,19]. 

The previously mentioned formulation was possible to 
implement as a mapping algorithm for many markers 
(i.e., hundreds per chromosome) because of a novel, hig- 
hly efficient method of discrete optimization developed 
in our lab [14]. A procedure for detecting and removing 
problematic markers causing local “map expansion” us- 
ing the instability of local neighborhoods across re-sam- 
pling runs and the deviation from the expected mono-
tonic change of recombination rates as criteria. A step-
wise procedure of merging clusters of linked markers 
based on the end-to-end principle in order to reduce the 
danger of combining markers of non-homologous chro-
mosomes in one map. This danger may derive from 
sampling deviations of corresponding recombination 
rates from the expected 50% or from the pseudo-linkage 
phenomenon [4,5,20]. 

2.2. Clustering 

The first step is calculating pairwise recombination frac- 

tions (rf ) for all pairs of markers using the maximum 
likelihood estimation procedure. Then, the number of 
clusters (linkage groups, LG) can be evaluated as a func-
tion of the threshold (maximal) value rf0, allowing the 
preliminary assignment of a marker to a certain LG, 
namely, marker mi may be assigned to an LGj if recom-
bination between mi and at least one marker from LGj is 
lower than the threshold rf0 and is the lowest compared 
to the distances to any other LG. Based on the obtained 
information, it is necessary to choose a sufficiently small 
value of rf0 to exclude the possibility of getting in one 
LG markers from non-homologous chromosomes due to 
pseudo-linkage (see [4,5,21,22]). But choosing an rf0 that 
is too small will result in a large number of clusters 
(linkage groups) that will considerably exceed the hap-
loid number of the species. Therefore, the next steps 
should include controlled merging of some of the clus-
ters by a gradual relaxing of the conditions on pseudo- 
linkage (by increasing rf ). The specific feature of our 
approach is that the building and ordering of the LGs are 
considered as interacting procedures (see Figure 1). If 
some markers of two LGs appeared closer than the re-
laxed rf, it would be reasonable to permit merging if the 
closest markers of the two candidate LGs are terminal or 
sub-terminal (“end-to-end” merging). Merging should be 
forbidden if the closest markers reside in the interior part 
of one or both candidates. 

To illustrate how this scheme works, we simulated an 
example with two chromosomes (A and B) with pseudo- 
linkage. The maximum deviation from independent seg-
regations of markers ai (chromosome A) and bj (chro-
mosome B) was for markers with i = 5 and j = 13 (the 
simulated value was rfa5-b13 = 0.2, whereas the value that 
“occurred” was 0.19). The recombination values for 
consecutive adjacent markers were 0.1, excluding r11-12 = 
0.285 on chromosome A and r8-9 = 0.33 on chromosome 
B. What happens when two different threshold values of 
recombination are chosen, e.g., rf0 = 0.3 (a usual choice 
in many publications) and rf0 = 0.15? With rf0 = 0.3, all 
markers of chromosome A and the 12 last markers of 

 

 

Figure 1. Stepwise clustering of markers in linkage groups coordinated with multilocus ordering. 
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chromosome B should be combined in one linkage group; 
the remainder of the markers of chromosome B com-
prised the second linkage group. The results obtained 
after ordering these groups followed by detecting and 
removing markers violating monotonic change of rf 
along the map are shown in Figure 2(a). Now, we start 
with a more stringent threshold, rf0=0.15. This choice 
resulted in four linkage groups (Figure 2(b)); upon re-
laxation of the threshold (0.15  0.30) linkage groups 
of the non-homologous chromosome would tend to 
merge, but not in the end-to-end manner (their internal 

 

parts proved to be the closest, rfa5-b13 = 0.19). Thus, this 
merging was not allowed. The next step of relaxation (rf0 
= 0.35) with the previously mentioned rule (allowing 
only end-to-end merging) resulted in the correct recov-
ery of the simulated chromosomes. The presented cycle 
can be repeated several times until further merging will 
cause an appearance of LGs with large internal gaps. 
Clearly, this procedure can be simplified if anchor 
markers are available. However, the choice and usage of 
anchors based on literature should be cautious because 
of the possibility of a relatively high level of errors in 
some published maps. 

 

(a) (b)

Chr 1 Chr 2 Chr 1 Chr 2  

Figure 2. Reducing the chances of wrong clustering by stepwise relaxation of the threshold recombination: 
(a) Wrong clustering of markers, caused by a high threshold value of recopmbination in situations of pseudo- 
linkage; (b) Preventing wrong clustering by using stringent threshold recombination. 
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2.3. Multilocus Ordering 

As noted above, the number of scored markers may, by 
orders of magnitude, exceed the number of those practi-
cally resolvable by recombination markers for the given 
population size. Only a small portion of markers (here 
referred to as delegate markers) can be included in the 
skeleton map, with the remaining markers being at-
tached to the delegates. Besides the non-resolvable 
linkage caused by small sample size, the necessity for 
selection of representative markers for the skeleton map 
derives from non-random (clustered) recombination dis-
tribution in the genome [4], varying information content 
of the markers (co-dominant versus dominant, missing 
data, distorted segregation, and scoring errors), biased 
recombination estimates between repulsion-phase 
dominant markers [19], and negative interference [5,10]. 
Using our approach (implemented in MultiPoint package, 
http://www.multiqtl.com), one may start from a linkage 
group with hundreds of markers and conduct several 
analytical steps in order to build a reliable map: 
 multilocus ordering;  
 binding together closely linked markers followed 

by selection of delegates (bin markers) with the 
highest information content and replacing the gro- 
ups of tightly linked markers by their “delegates”; 
repeated ordering and re-sampling verification of 
the reduced LG to detect regions of map instabil-
ity; 

 removing the markers causing unstable neighbor-
hoods and violating monotonic change of recom-
bination, followed by repeated ordering to obtain 
the skeleton map; 

 attaching the removed markers to their best inter-
vals on the skeleton map. 

Our mapping algorithm is based on the reduction of 
the multilocus ordering problem to TSP or TSP-like for- 
mulation. Its main features were described earlier [11, 
19]. Here we present only recent modifications and ex-
tensions of our ordering algorithm. One of the possibili-
ties in addressing the mapping problem is to recover the 
marker order from a known matrix dij of pair-wise 
marker distances based on estimates of the recombina-
tion rate. An important fact is that in genetic ordering 
problems the distances between the markers cannot be 
measured directly. For this reason, even an exact TSP 
solution does not guarantee that the obtained map will be 
robust to a small variation of the data, hence the impor-
tance of stability testing. Special formulations of the 
problem may include various restrictions (e.g., on a pre-
defined order of anchor markers), implying a reduction 
of genetic mapping to a more complex constrained dis-
crete optimization problem. 

In order to improve the efficiency of our multilocus 

ordering algorithms, we developed a new metaheuristic 
approach, referred to as the Guided Evolution Strategy 
(GES) that combines the strengths of the Guided Local 
Search (GLS – [33]) and Evolution Strategies [19] in the 
framework of one iterative two-stage procedure. GES 
combines the ES and GLS metaheuristics, and these two 
stages are iteratively repeated until no more improve-
ments can be found in the local search. Our experiments 
on 302 large-scale benchmark vehicle routing problems 
with constraints demonstrated that the proposed algo-
rithm is fast, cost-effective, and highly competitive, pro- 
ducing the best known solutions to 82% of the con-
strained benchmark problems [14]. We adapted this GES 
approach to TSP-like problems of genetic mapping, in-
cluding the Fast2Opt local search procedure and new 
variable (adaptive) neighborhood size. The new map-
ping-oriented algorithm works with small neighborhoods 
(25-50 neighbor markers) that allows significantly ac-
celerate the performance on large-scale problems. The 
algorithm was tested on standard TSPlib problems with 
50-2392 points. All known best solutions were achieved 
for these problems. 

2.4. Map Verification 

The objective of the verification procedure is detecting 
regions with unstable neighborhoods relative to the initial 
ordering (in the following example, explaining the method, 
we used 10 markers numbered from 1 to 10). This can be 
achieved by repeated re-sampling of the initial dataset 
(jackknife, bootstrap) followed by multilocus ordering for 
each such derivative sample (Figure 3(a)). Then, the 
identification of unstable regions can be conducted based 
on the frequency distribution of the right-side and left-side 
neighbors (Figures 3(b)-3(d)). The identification of such 
regions can be conducted by summing up corresponding 
neighborhood matrices (Figures 3(b)-3(c)) and calcu-
lating the neighborhood frequencies (Figure 3(d)). The 
higher the deviation from 1 (i.e., from the “diagonal” 
pattern) the less certain is local order. In the example, we 
show only two re-sampling runs. Based on this small- 
size re-sampling, we can indicate certain local neighbor- 
hoods, i.e., for marker pairs 1-2, 4-5, 7-8, and 9-10. In 
actual analysis the number of runs should be at least a 
few dozen or hundreds. 

Clearly, the unstable neighborhoods result from fluc-
tuations in the estimates of recombination rates across 
the repeated samples; the range of fluctuations depends 
on the sample size and the proportion of individuals 
taken at each jackknife run. In our framework, jackknife 
analysis is a modeling tool to quantify the diversity of 
map versions for the treated chromosome representing 
the sampling (stochastic) nature of the map. The results 
of such an evaluation can facilitate further decision 
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Figure 3. Graphical display of the verification process: (a) multilocus orders for each jackknife (the 
example includes only two jackknives); (b) and (c) neighborhood matrices for each jackknife run; (d) 
matrix of neighbourhood frequencies averaged over all runs. 

 
making about problematic markers. These markers can 
be removed from the map and then the map must be re-
built (Figure 3). 

2.4.1. Improving Map Stability and Building 
Skeleton Map 

After revealing the regions of map instability, we need to 
make a decision about the marker (or markers) responsi-
ble for local instability. For each region, there could be 
more than one candidate for removal from the dataset 
with the objective to stabilize the order. Our choice sho- 
uld depend on quality of the markers (anchor markers or 
genes vs. other markers; co-dominant vs. dominant; con- 
cordantly c-segregating with the neighbors or displaying 
unique segregation; fully scored or with many missing 
data, etc.). Taking these criteria into account, we can 
check the effect of removing any of the candidates using 
the trial-and-error approach, namely, after the removal 
of a candidate marker, we can re-build the map and 
again test its stability based on jackknife re-sampling. 
This computing of intensive methodology is affordable 
within the framework of our approach due to the very 
high performance of our multilocus ordering heuristic 
algorithm. As a result, we will come up with a stabilized 
(skeleton) map. 

Clearly, the skeleton map will include the most reli-
able (informative) markers. Likewise, any group of tig- 
htly linked markers un-resolved by recombination, due 
to tight linkage and small sample size, will be repre-
sented by one delegate marker, which is also selected on 
the basis of scoring quality or biological priority (say, 
gene vs. anonymous marker). The three main reasons for 
map instability can be mentioned here: 1) tightly linked 
markers (with one-two recombinants in the sample) that 
may produce varying local orders upon jackknife runs; 2) 
islands of moderately linked well ordered markers sepa-
rated from other neighbors by relatively large gaps that 

will appear in opposite orientation of the entire island 
(propeller effect); and 3) regions with non-mon- otonic 
change in recombination due to an excess of double re-
combinants caused by scoring errors, negative interfer-
ence, or gene conversion) [5,10,20,23,24]. 

2.4.2. Criteria for Comparing Different Map  
Versions 

To characterize the efficiency and advantages of the pro- 
posed methodology compared to other methods, we need 
to define some criteria used in comparisons. These in-
clude: 

Map length and number of markers presented in the 
resulting stable map: Even with correctly unraveled mar- 
ker order, the evaluated map length may be higher than 
the actual one, due to a certain amount of scoring errors. 
But deviation from the correct order will result in map 
length inflation even without marker scoring errors. 

Controlling monotony: Some of the scoring errors 
may generate situations in violation of the principle that 
“the entire entity is supposed to be larger than its parts” 
[11]. Normally, for three markers ordered as a-b-c, one 
would expect: rac > rab & rac > rbc. A violation of this 
condition indicates that something may be wrong with 
the local ordering. Alternatively, a violation may be 
caused by negative interference or gene conversion. 

Stability of local neighborhoods: With increased pro-
portions of scoring errors, the ordering may become very 
sensitive even to a small sampling variation upon jack-
knife re-sampling. To quantify such instability, we em-
ploy a simple measure: 


i

in 2)/1(  , 

where 2
i  is variance of ith marker neighborhood: 

 
j
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and pij is the proportion of jackknife runs where markers 
i and j were adjacent neighbors. The enumeration of 
markers is according to the multilocus order obtained on 
the entire sample or based on an external order (e.g., 
from the literature). Stable order will give  = 1. 

Concordance of segregation distortion within local 
neighborhoods: Segregation distortion is a known phen- 
omenon caused by various factors [4]. Upon correct or-
dering, one would expect a certain correspondence be-
tween segregation ratios of neighbor markers (segi and 
segi+1), namely, a correct order should give smaller val-
ues of the following criterion Si compared to a wrong 
order. If the frequency of one of the two classes at a 
marker locus in an RIL (dihaploid, or backcross) popula-
tion or one of the homozygotes in F2 is p1, then the 
normalized change of segregation ratio from marker i to 
i + 1 can be calculated as: 

1,/100  jiii DdsegS  

with dsegi = |p2i - p2i+1|, where p2i and p2i+1 are the fre-
quencies of the second marker class for loci i and i + 1 
normalized by p1i and p1i+1, and Di,i+1 is the distance (in 
cM) between the markers; for F2: 

},max{ 133122   iiiii ppppdseg  

where p2i and p3i are the normalized frequencies of the 
heterozygote and the second homozygote. 

2.4.3. Using Real Mapping Data for Illustration 
To illustrate the efficiency of the proposed mapping stra- 
tegy on real data we selected a few examples of diverse 
organisms: wheat, barley, oat, maize, Arabidopsis, mo- 
use, rat, and trout using the data available on the web. 
The published results for the same datasets were em-
ployed for comparisons with our map versions. 

3. RESULTS 

An empirical assessment of the proposed analytical fra- 
mework, in comparison with other procedures, can be 
conducted using both Monte-Carlo simulations and real 
data. The validation of the basic properties of our algo-
rithms was provided in our earlier publications using 
simulated data [11,19]. Here we demonstrate the advan-
tages of the extended analytical scheme using genome 
mapping data on several eukaryotic species: wheat, bar-
ley, oat, maize, Arabidopsis, mouse, rat, and trout. Ob-
viously, our intention is just to illustrate the proposed 
approach rather than to revise the published maps. We 
believe that a revision of a map, if needed, should be 
conducted by the research groups generating the data. 

Among the illustrations provided below, the example 
on wheat is presented in more detail. The results on the 
other examples are summarized in Table 1, using the 

case on maize to explain how we compare the published 
and de novo constructed maps. One more example, for 
the mouse, is summarized in a separate table (Table 2) 
due to the fact that besides chromosome 16, our results 
for all other chromosomes corresponded well with the 
published map. Like with the mouse, our map version 
corresponded well with the published version using a 
dataset on Arabidopsis. A slight difference was detected 
for chromosome 5 only due to the presence of two 
markers with high levels of missing data, which caused 
problems in the published map and were excluded from 
our version (see Table 1). 

3.1. Wheat Chromosome 1B 

Wheat data from the GrainGenes website (http://wheat. 
pw.usda.gov/GG2/quickquery.shtml) on chromosome 
1B for the RIL mapping population Synthetic  Opata 
with 81 markers were employed (72 markers remained 
after deleting absolutely linked markers). The first step 
was to check the marker ordering presented on the web. 
Using the re-calculated pair-wise rf values transformed 
“back” to F1 level, the length of the map (with Kosambi 
mapping function) was estimated as L = 444 cM. Based 
on re-sampling analysis, the neighborhood stability of 
this map was tested and found to be relatively low (Fig-
ure 4(a)-4(c)). 

A more stable ordering, at least for a sub-set of mark-
ers (comprising a skeleton map), can be achieved by re- 
moving the markers causing the observed instability and 
deviation from the (expected) monotonic growth of re-
combination rates along the map around each of the 
markers [11]. After such “cleaning”, a skeleton map with 
26 markers was obtained (Figure 5(a)). The first and the 
last markers proved to be the same, as they were in the 
initial map (Figure 5(b)); the map length was reduced 
from 444 cM to 138 cM (!), and this was achieved 
without deleting “double recombinants” and replacing 
missing scores by those that yield non-recombinants. 
The improved quality of our map was accomplished by 
detecting and removing problematic markers, mainly 
with high missing levels. Historically, these markers 
were placed onto the map as “second wave” and “third 
wave” markers that were characterized much later than 
the first groups of markers and for a much smaller sub- 
sample of the initial mapping population. Unlike the 
total set with 72 markers, the order of our skeleton map 
with a subset of 26 markers (see Figure 5(a)) corre-
sponded well with the published map: the relative or-
dering of the markers in Figure 5(b) has only one minor 
“inversion” (between markers Xbcd442 (#66) and 
Xbcd441 (#64). 

3.2. Maize Chromosome 1(IRIL5) 

We employed data on IBM302 intercross recombinant 
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Figure 4. Stability testing of wheat Synthetic  Opata standard map of 1B chromosome by using jack-
knife re-sampling. The published order was chosen as a reference (diagonal). The stable order should be 
the one where for each marker its left-side and right-side neighbors do not vary across the repeated runs 
(1-1 pair along the diagonal). Notes: the numbers in brackets near the marker names indicate the marker 
order in the map presented on the website. (a)-(c) represent the three (overlapping) parts of the map; 
analysis was conducted using MultiPoint software package (http://www.multiqtl.com).  
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Figure 5. Stabilizing the map by deriving the skeleton map. The graph represents our trial to stabilize 
the wheat 1B map by detecting and removing the markers that caused the local instability of the 
neighborhoods. (a) and (b) represent the new (stabilized) and the original (web) versions, respectively. 
The order of skeleton markers (which proved to be the “first wave” markers) in our version of the map 
displays a remarkable similarity to the order on the website map, excluding one locality. 

 
inbred line (IRIL) mapping population (http://www. 
maizegdb.org/cgi-bin/displaymaprecord.cgi?id=870745). 
To demonstrate the differences between the web version 
and our version of the maps the results on maize chro-

mosome 1 are presented (Table 1). The length of our 
version of skeleton map (LMP = 357 cM) is half of that 
built with MapMaker (LMM = 696 cM), probably reflect-
ing a better ordering and less discrepancy from the cy-
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togenetic map (see [7,8]). Note that the distal markers in 
the two maps coincide. The average interval size be-
tween the neighbor markers was 696:341 = 2.05 for MM 
and 357:182 = 1.96 for MP. 

Several examples demonstrating the problems that are 
typical of many published maps and are easily resolvable, 
via detecting and removing unreliable markers, are pre-

sented in the examples in Table 1 for the selected or-
ganisms, including maize. Thus, disconcordant segrega-
tions of maize markers 202-203-204 in the MM map 
(reflected in large values of 100dseg/D) indicate that 
marker 203 was erroneously placed between 202 and 
204. Indeed, segregation ratios for the consequent mark-
ers 202, 203, 204 in MM map are 0.78, 0.2, and 0.75,  

 
Table 1. Examples of comparing the quality characteristics of the revised multilocus maps with those of the original maps. 

D(ac)/D(ab or bc) 100dseg/D 
Map L, cM 

Number of markers Chr or LG Species 

MM 
D(6,8)/D(6,7) = 0.65 
D(6,8)/D(7,8) = 0.89 
D(8,10)/D(9,10) = 0.5 

MM                      MP
( 8,9)3.4          (8,10)1.2
(9,10)1.6 

MM          MP
83.3           52
10             7

MM   MP 
1.75   1.01 

MN2 Oat 

JM 
D(17,19)/D(17,18) = 0.67 

JM                      MP 
(17,18)5.0        (17,19)0.4
(18,19)8.0 

JM           MP
317          241
33            28

JM    MP 
2.51   1.05 Chr1H Barley 

JM 
D(15,18)/D(15,16) = 0.55 
D(15,18)/D(16,17) = 0.71 

JM                       MP
(15,16)20       (15,18)0.01
(16,18)5.9 

JM           MP
445          138
72            26

JM    MP 
4.05   1.04 Chr1B Wheat 

MM 
D(202,204)/D(202,203) = 0.45
D(202,204)/D(203,204) = 0.65
 
D(304,308)/D(304,305) = 0.28
D(304,308)/D(305,306) = 0.43
D(304,308)/D(306,307) = 0.52
D(304,308)/D(307,308) = 0.66

MM                      MP
(202,203)9.5    (202,204)1.2
(203,204)12.7 
 
(306,307)33    (304,308)5.5
(307,308)43 

MM          MP
696          357
341          182

MM   MP 
1.87   1.00 

Lg1 Maize 

JM 
D(9,11)/D(10,11) = 0.8 
 
D(23,25)/D(23,24) = 0.2 
D(23,25)/D(24,25) = 0.4 

JM                       MP
(9,10)37          (9,11)1.2
(10,11)6 

JM           MP
108           85
22(29)         17

JM    MP 
1.46   1.01 

Chr10 Rat 

MM 
D(8,12)/D(9,10) = 0.36 

MM                      MP
(10,11)9.4         (8,12)0.5

MM          MP
136           88
25            16

MM   MP 
1.95   1.06 ОА-1 Trout 

JM 
D(3,5)/D(4,5) = 0.52 
 
 
D(20,22)/D(20,21) = 0.28 

JM                       MP
(3,4) 46           (3.5) 5.8
(4,5) 25.5 
 
(20,21) 2.4       (20,22)0.7
(21,22) 10.4 

JM           MP
127.6       112.3
49            45

JM    MP 
1.0     1.0 

Chr5 
(Ler/Cvi) 

Arabidopsis 

Notes:  - score for neighbourhood instability (averaged for the chromosome); Map L - length of the linkage map; 100 dseg/D - relative score 
for concordance of segregation ratios (analogue of derivative for change of segregation ratios along the map); D(ac)/D(ab or bc) - ratio of the 
recombination distance (cM) between flanking markers of a segment to the length of one of its parts (ratio < 1 indicates wrong marker scoring, 
or wrong mapping of the internal marker, or strong negative interference); ММ, JM, MP denote that the map was constructed with Mapmaker, 
Joinmap, or MultiPoint, respectively. 
Coding marker names (bold denotes markers included to the skeleton map): 
Oat: 6 – p40m51n6, 7 – bcd1230, 8 – p48m58n4, 9 – bcd1414, 10 – p48m88n4; 
http://grain.jouy.inra.fr/cgi-bin/graingenes/report.cgi?class=mapdata;name=Oat%2C%20MxN%2C%20genetic%202005;show=locus;show=ma
p;print= 
Barley: 17-E35M58-468, 18-E37M32-209, 19-E39M48-281; 
http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/cgi-bin/cmap/map_set_info?map_set_aid=Barley_Cebada_Capa_x_SusPtrit 
Wheat:  15-XksuE19, 16-Xbcd340, 17-Xrz166, 18-Xbcd1124; 
http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/GG2/quickquery.shtml 
Maize: 202-umc2237, 203-umc2239, 204-umc2238, 303-phi265454, 304-AY110426,  305-ufg14, 306-mmp195g, 307-npi238; 
http://www.maizegdb.org/cgi-bin/displaymaprecord.cgi?id=870745 
Rat: 9-D10Wox26, 10-D10Mgh11, 11-D10Wox9, 23-D10Wox19, 24-D10Wox22, 25-D10Mit7; 
http://www.well.ox.ac.uk/~bihoreau/woxtable.html#Chromosome%201 
Trout:  8 – Eacaacg176o, 9 – Eaacctg201o, 10 – Eaagacc531o, 11 – Eacgatc250c, 12 – Eaccagt121a;  
http://www.wsu.edu/%7Ethorglab/OAmap/OA2002update.xls 
Arabidopsis: 3-A.292L, 4-nga158, 5-BH.144L, 20-CH121L_Col, 21-nga139,  22 – DF.154.C; 
ftp://ftp.arabidopsis.org/home/tair/Maps/Ler_Cvi_RIdata 
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respectively. In МР map, marker 203 is removed. Re-
moving a marker in a correct map usually results in an 
increased distance between the remaining markers. That 
was not the case in this example: D(202,203) = 6.13, 
D(203,204) = 4.31, and D(202,204) = 2.80. Thus, the 
presence of 203 expands the local region more than 
3-fold. An even higher discrepancy in segregation ratios 
was detected in the neighborhood flanked by markers 
304 and 308. Here three markers are problematic: 305, 
306, and 307. If all five markers, from 304 till 308, are 
retained, the total length of the segment is equal to the 
sum of distances D(304,305) = 8.2, D(305,306) = 5.4, 
D(306,307) = 4.4, and D(307,308) = 3.5, which is 21.5. 
In our version of the map markers 305, 306, and 307 are 
deleted, and the length of the segment becomes D(304, 
308) = 2.3, i.e., only ~1/10 of the original size of the 
interval flanked by 304 and 308. An additional argument 
in favor of our analysis is that unlike the removed mark-
ers, markers included on our skeleton map appear in the 
same order as in the original web map, excluding a few 
local discrepancies, namely, the revised local orders 2-1- 
4, 28-32-31-33, 47-49-48-50, 101-109-105-111, 289-295 
-293-292-296, and 324-331-329-334 (the numbers refl- 
ect the consequent relative positions of marker loci from 
1 to 341 in the original map). 

3.3. Mouse 

We employed data on the mapping population (C57BL/ 
6JxM.spretus)F1xC57BL/6J http://www.informatics.jax. 
org/searches/crossdata_form.shtml). The skeleton maps 
that we constructed for chromosomes 1-19 and X corres- 
ponded completely with the maps presented on the web-
site. The only difference was for chromosome 16: the 
web map seems to have a serious local mistake, unless 
the authors used some additional information. Still, kee- 
ping in mind the high quality of the data, it may be in-
structive to compare our results with the original maps. 
For comparison, we excluded absolutely linked markers 

from the original maps. The results are shown in Table 2. 
For chromosome 5, the difference between our map and 
the web version is small and was caused by two markers 
(Zp3 and Ccnb1-rs1) that violated the rule that the entity 
cannot be smaller than its parts [11]. The two versions of 
the map proved identical until the marker Gusb. In the 
web version, the interval Gusb-Zp3 was larger than the 
flanking interval Gusb-Gnb2; thus, deleting Zp3 seems a 
reasonable suggestion. Similarly, interval D5Fcr8-Brca2 
is shorter than its part Ccnb1-rs1-Brca2; thus Ccnb1-rs1 
was also deleted. For chromosome 16, the considerable 
difference between the two versions, is caused by the 
erroneous placement of marker D16Fcr1 at the upper di- 
stal point of the map, despite its tight linkage with Csta. 

4. DISCUSSION 

Building correct multilocus maps is usually considered a 
pre-requisite for diverse genomic/genetic applications, 
e.g., positional cloning, anchoring contigs in physical 
mapping, and marker-assisted selection. Dodds and co- 
authors [25] surprisingly found that map errors do not 
seem to have too much influence on QTL mapping re-
sults. Although this may be the case in some situations, 
in many other situations, map errors may lead to dra-
matic negative impacts. Purportedly, if the objective of 
QTL mapping was map-based cloning, then a lot of ef-
fort might be made with no results if the map order in 
the region of residence of the targeted QTL was wrong. 
This may happen even if the assignment of the QTL to 
the chromosome was correct. Moreover, with some typ- 
es of erroneous ordering, one could detect two QTLs in a 
chromosome that carried only one QTL for the consid-
ered trait, whereas under the correct ordering of markers 
only one QTL will be detected. Obviously, wrong or-
dering, even on a local scale, may also reduce the effi-
ciency of using marker positions on the map to facilitate 
physical mapping. 

 
Table 2. Comparing two versions of mouse maps. 

Chromosome 

16 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Method Parameter 

24 

20 

51 

41 

41 

104 

38 

35 

100 

41 

37 

123 

40 

34 

110 

40 

38 

102 

48 

42 

106 

42 

40 

89 

57 

54 

176 

57 

48 

110 

MMQTX 

MP 

nmar 

 

Nmar 

2.165 

1.003 

1.020 

1.020 

1.044 

1.023 

1.050 

1.058 

1.056 

1.018 

1.168 

1.073 

1.110 

1.044 

1.038 

1.009 

1.088 

1.032 

1.071 

1.024 

MMQTX 

MP 
 

67.3 

46.3 

72.7 

72.7 

66.7 

63.3 

63.8 

61.3 

60.5 

55.7 

80.0 

74.2 

77.6 

71.7 

85.9 

84.2 

88.4 

84.8 

91.4 

83.4 

MMQTX 

MP 
Lchr, cM 

Nmar – numebr of markers in the intial map version, nmar – number of delegate markers 

MMQTX – Map Manager QTX 
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Here we propose an analytical scheme for building 

multilocus genetic maps that allows reasonable map qua- 
lity even in complicated situations with very large num-
ber of markers, disproportionately small sample sizes, 
and a high level of reading errors. A high ratio of scored 
markers to population size has become typical in recent 
years due to the ever-increasing availability of high thr- 
oughput genomic technologies. This new situation has 
encountered a psychological barrier inherited from the 
previous generation of the mapping community, when 
the number of markers was very small, justifying an 
intention to put each marker onto the map, even if its 
position is poorly resolved from the neighbor(s) or if its 
quality is problematic. Even now, when the number of 
potential markers becomes rather high (and sometimes 
huge), there is still a tendency to follow this approach. 
Some authors suggest selecting a part of the markers as 
map bins and order the vast majority of the remaining 
markers relative to the bins. This is a more realistic task, 
but still the number of markers may by far exceed the 
map resolution caused by small sample sizes (see Intro-
duction section). Consequently, the resulting maps, carr- 
ying large number of markers, may be locally unreliable.  

Our approach of testing map stability includes a veri-
fication procedure based on jackknife re-sampling [11]. 
Its major difference from the usual way of addressing 
this problem is that, as a measure of map stability, we 
consider the marker local orders [11,19] rather than the 
length of confidence intervals of marker map positions 
[17]. This approach gives flexibility in detecting and 
removing markers causing map instability that would be 
less natural to implement if the cM position on the map 
is the measure. Moreover, it is a well known fact that 
recombination rates may display very high variability 
between different mapping populations of the same org- 
anism, due to the effects of genotype, age, and environ-
ment [4,20]. This variability may cause serious problems 
in combining data from different mapping populations to 
build consensus maps [9,26]. If marker order is the basis 
of map comparisons, this problem just does not exist.  

At each of the re-sampling iterations, the multilocus 
mapping problem is solved using TSP-like formulation. 
Several well known heuristic algorithms can be applied: 
Tabu Search, Simulated Annealing, Guided Local Sear- 
ch, Genetic Algorithm (with EAX crossover), Evolution 
Strategy, Guided Evolution Strategy, Ant Colony Be-
havior (ACB), and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) 
(for detailed references see [15]). Currently, the most 
advanced software for solving unconstrained TSP is the 
Concorde package (http://www.tsp.gatech.edu/index.ht- 
ml). Concorde TSP software was applied for solving 
genomic problems (e.g., [27,28]. The Concorde solver 
uses the cutting-plane algorithm [29,30], which is an 

alternative to branch and bound to solve integer pro-
gramming using the specific (one-dimensional) structure 
of the problem. This allows generating very good cuts 
helping to accelerate the optimization process, but only 
if the problem does not contain additional restrictions. 
There are examples of applying the cutting plane algo-
rithm to constrained discrete optimization problems [31, 
32]. In both cited studies, the authors employed a 
multi-processor system and parallel C++ language. In 
particular, using the 188 processors system, a Concorde 
team obtained the exact solution for a 120-point problem 
for 10 days. Our heuristic GES algorithm found exactly 
the same solution in just ten seconds using a standard PC 
Pentium IV (2.0 Ghz). This fact illustrates that heuristic 
approaches for constrained optimization problems are 
preferable, and GES manages with this challenge effec-
tively. We note that our mapping-oriented GES is based 
on hybrid technology and employs powerful properties 
of both Guided Local Search [33,34] and Evolution Stra- 
tegy algorithms [11,19]. 

Returning to the discussion about the importance of 
re-sampling for reliable mapping, we should stress again 
that one of the most frequent factors of instability in 
small sample sizes and in a large number of markers is 
errors in marker reading. As a rule, the number of such 
errors is rather small, just a few per marker per popula-
tion. But the result is that marker pairs that had to be 
non-resolvable (no true recombinants) or poorly resolv-
able (one recombinant) upon the small sample size, be-
come “resolvable” and are somehow ordered. Thus, if, 
on some position of the chromosome, there are several 
absolutely linked markers, the small rate of scoring er-
rors, approximately equal for all markers, should dis-
perse the markers in some multi-dimensional sphere 
(where they are equally distant from each other). In fact, 
during the mapping of these markers, they will be or-
dered in a one-dimensional space (as part of the map), 
resulting in map length inflation proportional to the 
number of such markers and the rate of errors. Local 
marker order in such a situation should be very unstable 
(non-reproducible) upon jackknife re-sampling, hence 
the proposed method of detecting such a region by our 
verification procedure. Removing a considerable propor-
tion of such markers should significantly improve the 
map reliability and reduce the map length. As was sho- 
wn in the previously mentioned example on wheat, 
missing data also may be an important contributor to the 
instability of marker neighborhoods, hence, markers 
with high missing levels should be considered among the 
first candidates for removal during the building of ske- 
leton maps.  

The discomfort that a researcher gets from a map that 
is too long, explains the intention of reducing the map 
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length, sometimes by rather artificial approaches. For 
example, such trials may include removing double re-
combinants and/or recovering the missing data by scores 
yielding non-recombinant genotypes after the marker 
ordering was finished. We found a good example for 
such a situation in re-analyzing the data on wheat chro-
mosome 1B (see the previously mentioned analysis on 
wheat chromosome 1B). In a trial to display the map len- 
gth for the multilocus order of 1B presented on the web-
site, we used “per meiosis” recombination rates con-
verted to Kosambi map distances. This resulted in a 1B 
map with L = 432 cM length, in contrast to the one pub-
lished on the website with L = 104 cM. How could this 
huge discrepancy (432 vs. 104 cM) be explained? We 
managed to “reproduce” the underlying procedure with 
very high precision. As with many other published maps, 
major efforts have been invested by several teams to enr- 
ich this population with molecular markers from other 
populations, thereby bridging these mapping resources 
together. Unfortunately, new waves of markers were 
scored only partially, so that the level of missing data for 
this population was often very high, up to 50-70%.  

It appeared that the problem of missing data was 
treated by the map constructors (or by the software they 
have employed) as follows. After ordering the markers, 
missing data were recovered by replacing the missing 
scores with those that resulted exclusively in non-re-
combinants. Clearly, the higher the level of missing data 
the stronger the effect of such correction will be, i.e., a 
reduction of the map length. Before transforming rf val-
ues for RIL to rf values for F1, double recombinants for 
any pair of adjacent intervals were also replaced by 
non-recombinants. This method of removing erroneous 
double recombinants seems reasonable for F2 or double 
haploids, but it is inappropriate given that in RIL map-
ping population, “double recombinants” are not neces-
sarily a result of scoring errors or real double recombi-
nation events. Indeed, a considerable portion of “double 
recombinants” have likely resulted from recombination 
in adjacent intervals that occurred in meiosis IN DIF-
FERENT generations of genotypes that remained het-
erozygous for those regions (in F2, F3, etc.). We consid-
ered several intervals, where our ordering was exactly 
the same as in the published map, but the distances were 
different (namely, our distances were higher than those 
published on the website). After conducting the previ-
ously mentioned “correction” steps, we obtained exac- 
tly the same distances as reported on the website map. 
The conducted revision analysis indicates that these dis-
tances may be irrelevant to the actual situation. Thus, the 
relatively small lengths of those maps are almost cer-
tainly an artifact introduced during the merging of dif-
ferent marker data sources, some of which contained 

high frequencies of missing data and inappropriate “er-
ror correction”. 

In genetic mapping, multilocus ordering is usually co- 
nsidered as a much more complicated problem compared 
to subdivision of the marker set into linkage groups. 
However, many examples indicate that markers from 
non-homologous chromosomes were assigned to the 
wrong chromosomes, presumably, due to pseudo-linkage. 
We have encountered these types of errors in analyzing 
cereal species (see [5]). Similarly, in cattle, such wrong 
assignments were found for 12% of markers/contigs (H. 
Lewin, personal communication). Thus, the pseudo-lin- 
kage phenomenon should be of special concern for 
large-scale genetic mapping. As indicated above, incor-
rect assignments can be caused by biological and statis-
tical reasons. The probability of sampling deviation from 
the random segregation of markers from non-homolog- 
ous chromosomes should grow with increased numbers 
of chromosomes, length of chromosomes, number of 
markers, and with small sample size. We propose in this 
paper that a considerable part of “wrong assignment” 
errors can be reduced by the algorithm of stepwise clus-
tering markers into linkage groups alternated by multi-
locus ordering.  

The possibility of re-sampling based on testing map 
stability by detecting and removing the markers that 
cause low map quality is the second major component of 
the proposed approach. Detection and removal of the 
markers responsible for local map instabilities and 
non-monotonic change in recombination rates allows 
building stable skeleton maps with minimal total length. 
Clearly, there is some degree of uncertainty in such 
choices; hence, there might be different versions of the 
skeleton map. In such situations, the high performance 
of our algorithms is an important advantage allowing 
further fast correction (complementing) of the skeleton 
map by using additional markers and/or some of the de-
leted markers. Further improvement of the mapping 
quality is achievable by joint analysis of mapping data 
from different mapping populations that can be referred 
to as consensus mapping [9,26]. 
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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this study was to determine the 
sources, accumulation rate and relationships 
between macronutrients in reclaimed mine soils 
(RMS) and aboveground plant biomass on exte- 
rnal slopes of lignite mines in central Poland. 
The study was conducted on two different types 
of sites with 10-year-old Scots (Pinus sylvestris 
L.) pine stands located on Quaternary loamy sa- 
nds (QLS) and on Tertiary acidic carboniferous 
sands following neutralisation (TCS). The con- 
trol plot was located in the same vicinity on an 
external slope in a natural pine ecosystem on a 
Haplic Podzol in a young mixed coniferous for- 
est habitat (NPE). The nutrient resources, apart 
from N, were higher in RMS than in comparable 
Haplic Podzols, however, N primarily accumul- 
ated in the mineral horizons. In forest soils, the 
main macronutrient resources were accumu- 
lated in organic horizons, which in natural soils 
of coniferous forest habitats constitute the main 
source of nutrients. The proportion of individual 
macronutrients accumulated in the biomass vs. 
pools in soil was much lower on the external 
slope RMS than in the natural site, which in view 
of the potential richness of RMS, indicated po- 
orer sorption and utilization of macronutrients 
in aboveground plant biomass than in natural 
habitats. Other important linear correlations (p 
= .05) were found between the sources of nutr- 
ients in RMS and elements accumulated in bio- 
mass (most clearly in case of K, Ca and Mg), wh- 
ich indicates important relationships between 
soil and vegetation in the first stages of ecosys- 
tem development as stimulated by reclamation. 

Keywords: Reclamation; Scots Pine; Ecosystem; 
Macronutrients 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As is true in many contemporary environmental prob- 
lems, the rehabilitation of a drastically disturbed terres- 
trial system, such as lands mined for coal and minerals, 
requires site-specific knowledge to ensure the reclama- 
tion strategies chosen will be sustainable [1-16]. In cen-
tral Europe, a large proportion of post-mining landscapes 
are reclaimed to forest. 

From an ecological point of view, reclamation is a pr- 
ocess of restoring the whole ecosystem [2]. The eco- 
system, according to the traditional definition by Tensley, 
A.G. [17], should consist of an integrated system of bi- 
otic and abiotic elements where all the trophy layers 
contain a complete set of species ensuring the circulation 
of matter and energy flow. A complete assessment of the 
reclamation processes should take into consideration 
many ecological factors [18]. It is therefore important to 
determine the soil development rate including the depth 
of organic horizons, nutrient accumulation rates, balance 
of elements [3,19-22] and plant community devel- op-
ment. Plant community parameters should include the 
number of species, biodiversity of communities, and the 
proportion of species characteristic of forest and non- 
forest communities [23-25]. 

Chemical compound pools (mineral and organic sub- 
strates) are the inanimate elements of the ecosystem (the 
biotope), whereas plant and animal communities are co- 
nsidered the animate elements of the ecosystem (bio- 
cenosis) [26]. In the course of reclamation treatment, all 
the factors which affect the functionality of the ecosys- 
tem are developed from essentially zero such as in pri- 
mary succession [14,15]. Creation of conditions for effi- 
cient circulation of matter and energy flow between the 
biotope and the biocenosis determines the success of the 

*This work was sponsored by the grant from Norway through the 
Norwegian Financial Mechanism 
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reclamation treatment which stimulates the process of 
ecosystem restoration [2]. However, the key question is 
when the restored biological systems cycle nutrients at 
rates that meet their demand without compromiseing 
their productivity [2,11,19,27,28]. 

The stand of trees is an element within animate forest 
ecosystems which most distinctly modifies their microc- 
limate, light and biochemical conditions for other organ- 
isms undergoing succession. The condition and growth 
of stands of trees introduced to reclaimed areas directly 
depend on the capacity of substrates (parent rock) and 
the developing soil to meet the nutrient requirements 
which gradually increase along with the growth of bio- 
mass. There are differences between ecosystems restored 
on post-mining sites and natural forest ecosystems [22, 
27] and they include a disturbed element circulation cy-
cle, and low percentage of organic matter developed in 
situ. These conditions can significantly limit the pool of 
available elements for nutrient cycling in tree stands [29], 
and these cycles are also occasionally limited by direct 
acid-metal phytotoxicity in reclaimed mine soils (RMS). 

The aim of this work was to 1) determine the sources 
of soil macronutrient elements: C; N; S; P; K; Ca; Mg; 
Na, and 2) to determine relationships between total and 
available forms in RMS and 3) their accumulation in the 
biomass of pine stands growing in the KWB ‘Beł-
chatów’ (in central Poland) reclaimed opencast lignite 
mine spoil heap. The study was conducted on stands of 
pine trees since the Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) is 
one of the main species introduced when reforesting 
post-mining sites in central Europe [30] due to its low 
habitat requirements and pioneering character [31]. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Study Site 

The study was conducted in the top portion of an ope- 
ncast lignite mine spoil heap, ‘Bełchatów’, in central Po- 
land (N 51 13.196; E 19 25.569). The spoil heap ranged 
in height from 120 to 180 m and covers an area of 1480 
ha; including slopes (embankments and shelves) of 1165 
ha, and a summit portion of 318 ha. Climate in the area 
is transitional and changeable due to clashes between po- 
lar maritime air masses and polar continental air masses. 
The average annual temperature is 7.6℃; the annual 
amplitude is 21℃; the growing period lasts 200-210 
days, and total precipitation is 580-600 mm [32]. The 
site is located mostly on a mixture of Quaternary loamy 
sands, and sand with gravel, which occasionally consists 
of loam, bouldery clay and clay. There are also areas of 
Tertiary sandy strata with loam and clay, frequently car- 
bonated and sulphurised, which are very acidic, display- 

ing phytotoxic properties [33,34]. The reclamation tre- 
atment on the top portion of the spoil heap consisted of 
NPK mineral fertilisation (N − 60, P − 70 and K − 60 
kg · ha-1), and sowing a mixture of grass and leguminous 
plants (60 kg · ha-1). The tertiary pyritic strata was earlier 
neutralised with bog lime incorporated into the surface 
horizon to a depth of 40 cm [34]. The area was later ref- 
orested mainly with 50% Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) 
and 30% common birch (Betula verrucosa Ehrh.). The 
predominantly 1-year-old seedlings were planted on a 
0.7 m length × 1.5 m width spacing [34]. 

2.2. Field Studies and Laboratory Analyses 

The study plots (10 × 10 m) were located in approxim- 
ately 12 to 17-year-old stands of pines on the top portion 
of the spoil heap (4 replications for each variant): one on 
the potentially fertile Quaternary loamy sand (QLS) and 
two on Tertiary carboniferous and pyritic sand following 
neutralisation (TCS). The control plot (NPE) was located 
in a forest in the vicinity of the spoil heap in a 17-year- 
old stand of pine trees, in a mixed coniferous forest 
habitat, ideal for this species. 

Dendrometric measurements of the tree stands were 
made including diameter of trees at the root collar, dia- 
meter at a height of 1.3 m (i.e., DBH) and their overall 
height (h0). Later, 35 study trees were selected propor- 
tionally to their diameter, and were cut down and weig- 
hed (the branches were weighed separately) and their 
foliage was tested. Foliage samples were taken to deter- 
mine water content and elemental composition in the 
laboratory. Next, 22 tree root systems were excavated; 
the diameter at the root collar was measured, as were 
the maximum horizontal and vertical range of the roots. 
Roots were weighed later. Woody tissue was sampled 
to determine water content and elemental composition. 
The measurements and the obtained data were used to 
develop empirical equations to determine the above-
ground tree biomass and root systems on the spoil heap 
(Mg · ha-1) [empirical equations by Socha, 2006; un-
published data]. Fine roots less than 2 mm in diameter 
were assessed using cylinders (250 cm3) for sampling 
in 3 replications at three depths (0-8 cm, 8-50 cm and 
50-110 cm) from one plot per each variant on the spoil 
heap. In the lab, the samples were rinsed, dried and the 
roots were weighed. The aboveground biomass of the 
herbaceous vegetation was determined using the har-
vest method at the peak of the vegetation period, from 
1 × 1 m squares in 3 replications located diagonally on 
each study plot. Next, herbaceous vegetation was sam-
pled to determine water content and elemental compo-
sition in the lab. 

In the course of the soil study, a 110-cm soil pit was 
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dug in the spoil heap and another 150 cm pit in the con- 
trol plot was dug, and soil morphology was described. 
To determine volumetric density, samples of intact 
structure were collected into 250 cm3 cylinders in 3 rep-
lications for each horizon. Apart from soil pits, 3 bore 
holes were made in each plot with soil drills [from Ei-
jkelkamp] and mixed samples were collected to deter-
mine the content of elements and other physical and 
chemical soil properties from depths of: 0-8 cm (organic 
mineral horizons displaying some features of parent rock 
AiC); from 8-50 cm, and from 50-110 cm (parent rock 
horizons C). Samples of the organic horizon (raw humus 
– OL/f) were collected in autumn after the vegetation 
period from 1 × 1 m plots in 3 replications from each 
plot; the mass was assayed on the spot and mixed sam-
ples were collected for lab tests. 

In the laboratory, soil samples were dried and screen- 
ed with a 2 mm screen, and samples from the OL/f hori- 
zon grounded after drying. The following factors were 
determined in the soil samples: particle size distribution 
using areometrical method, pH potentiometrically in H20 
and in 1M KCl (1:2.5 ratio); organic carbon (Corg) and 
total sulphur (St) content using the  infra-red absorption 
method, and total nitrogen (Nt) using the thermal cond- 
uctivity method with the “Leco CNS 2000” analyser; 
basic exchangeable cations Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+ in 1 M 
NH4Ac by AAS detection; the content of total elements: 
Na, Mg, Ca, K  after digestion in the mixture of HNO3, 
(d = 1.40) and 60% HClO4 acid in 4:1 ratio using the 
AAS method. Phosphorus (P) in a form assimilated by 
plants was assayed using the Egner-Riehm method in ca- 
lcium lactate extract ((CH3CHOHCOO)2Ca) acidified 
with hydrochloric acid to pH 3.6 and in total form using 
the molybdate blue colorimetry method from extracts in 
HClO4 [35,36]. Soil subtypes were defined according to 
FAO taxonomy [37]. 

In mixed samples of Scots pine needles and herbac- 
eous vegetation from the undergrowth (one sample for 
each study plot) the C, N, S content was assayed on the 
‘Leco CNS 2000’ analyser; Na, K, Ca, Mg after digest- 
ion in the mixture of HNO3 (d = 1.40) and 60% HClO4 
acid in a ratio of 4:1 using the AAS method and P using 
molybdate blue colorimetry from an extract in 60% 
HClO4 [35]. 

The results, i.e., the total pools of elements in soil, 
were statistically analyzed using the Statistica 6.1 prog- 
ramme. Differences between mean values of features 
from two independent groups (QLS and TCS) were te- 
sted. Distributions were compared to normality using the 
Shapiro-Wilks test. Next, to compare mean values of fe- 
atures in two variants, a t-student test was applied for 
independent variables (p = 0.05). Correlations between 
sources of elements in available and exchangeable forms 

in soil versus accumulation in aboveground community 
biomass (p = 0.05) were also tested. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Soil Characteristic on the Spoil Heap 

In the top portion of the spoil heap the soils were classif- 
ied as Urbic Anthrosols with initial development of org- 
anic OL/f horizons which produced semi-mor-type hum- 
us at the development stage with raw humus and a thin 
layer of initial transitional organic-mineral horizons ref- 
lecting the features of the parent rock (AiC). In both soil 
types (QLS and TCS), rock type was mixed due to non- 
selective dumping of the rock cap. In QLS, soils devel- 
oping from these strata exhibited predominantly sandy 
clay textures with an average of 28% silt and 4% clay. 
They were also sometimes interbedded with clay (43% 
silt fraction and 9% clay fraction) or sand. The soil bulk 
density averaged 1.67 g · cm-3. In the TCS soil profile, 
there were remains of bog lime which had been used as a 
neutraliser. Soils developing on these strata exhibited 
lighter and more varied sandy textures, sometimes gradi- 
ng to loamy sand. The bulk density of the strata avera- 
ged 1.68 g · cm-3. In the control plot in the neighboring 
forest ecosystem, the soil was a Haplic Podzol formed 
on fluvioglacial sandy strata with only up to 1% silt and 
up to 5% clay. 

In the reclaimed areas features such as texture, soil 
cohesion and the neutralisation depth of toxically acidic 
strata determined the depth to which root systems occ- 
urred [3,38,39]. The depth to which root systems occur 
controls the zone of influence of living organisms and 
organic compounds [40]. In QLS, roots ranged to 70 cm 
in depth and in TCS roots penetrated to 50 cm. In those 
habitats, a marked flattening and deformation of pine 
root systems was observed. In natural conditions pines 
develop a typical taproot system. In the natural Haplic 
Podzol, the roots reached a depth of 90 cm, and has been 
reported that roots of pine trees in natural conditions 
often reach a depth of several metres [41]. 

The spoil heap pH in quaternary strata was neutral or 
alkaline and pHKCl averaged 7.3 and pHH2O was 7.6. In 
organic OL/f horizons, the pH was clearly acidic (4.1 
pHKCl and pHH2O 4.4) which was due to the acidifying 
impact of organic litterfall under pine trees [41]. Soils on 
tertiary strata following neutralisation displayed differ- 
ent pH stratification in the soil profile. The highest pH 
occurred in the 0-8 cm layer of AiC horizon and avera- 
ged 5.7 pHH2O and 4.9 pHKCl. Deeper, there was a decre- 
ase in pH to as low as 3.0 pHH2O and 2.7 pHKCl. Some- 
times higher content of bog lime resulted in pHH2O of up 
to 7.8 and pHKCl up to 7.4. It indicated considerable mi-
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cro-habitat variability in this type of plot. In natural soil, 
the lowest pH (4.3 pHH2O and 3.5 pHKCl) occurred in 
organic-mineral horizons with podzol features (AEes). 

In the spoil heap, soil TEB (Total Exchangeable Bases) 
in QLS averaged from 26.5 to 27.6 cmol(+) · kg-1, and 
CEC (Cation Exchange Capacity) from 27.0 to 28.0 
cmol(+) · kg-1 (only in organic OL/f horizon did it incr- 
ease to 55.2 cmol(+) · kg-1). The highest TEB in mineral 
horizons (up to 35 cmol(+) · kg-1) was related to higher 
ratios of sandy clays with up to 9% clay. In TCS, TEB 
was much lower and ranged from 2.3 to 4.7 cmol(+) · kg-1, 
whereas CEC ranged from 5.0 to 5.8 cmol(+) · kg-1. Also 
in this variant, organic OL/f horizons exhibited the best 
exchange potential which is connected with excellent 
soil organic matter (SOM) exchange properties [42]. 

3.2. Community Biomass 

Terrestrial ecosystems consist of above- and belowgro- 
und components and their impact on one another is cruc- 
ial for circulation of matter and energy flow [43,44]. 
Accumulation of elements in soil in the course of soil 
development processes, and especially the SOC seques- 
tration potential in RMS, depends on the amount of bio- 
mass production and return to soil, and mechanisms of C 
protection [45]. 

The aboveground plant community biomass in QLS 
averaged 51.9 Mg · ha-1, and in TCS it averaged 11.3 Mg · 
ha-1. These differences mainly resulted from the age and 
stage of development of the pine trees and not from hab- 
itat conditions. However, a 19-year-old pine tree on loa- 
my quaternary sand in QLS had a 1.5 × larger biomass 
than a 17-year-old pine tree in the control plot (Table 1). 
 
Table 1. Biomass of individual components of the pine eco-
system on the top portion of ‘Bełchatów’ lignite mine spoil 
heap and in fresh mixed coniferous forest habitat. 

Biomass 
(dry biomass (Mg · ha -1)) 

Variant 
of site Total 

aboveground 
biomass 

Roots1 
Herbaceous 
and shrubs 

Trees Wood2 Foliage

QLS 
51.876 

(12.436) 
6.570 

(1.057) 
0.134 

(0.085) 
51.741 

(12.454) 
43.535

(10.693)
8.206

(1.770)

TCS 
11.275 
(2.998) 

2.790 
(0.298) 

0.033 
(0.008) 

11.242 
(3.005) 

9.072
(2.540)

2.170
(0.465)

Control 
NPE 

35.813 7.132 0.152 35.661 31.863 3.798

Explanations: 394 (156) - mean (SD); 1in natural stand (NPE) com-
munity root biomass assumed to be 0.2 of wood biomass (according to 
[46,47]); 2- wood: large timber and branches of trees with DBH > 7cm.

In the forest site and in the investigated spoil heap 
communities, stands of trees constituted the main comp- 
onent of aboveground biomass while the percentage of 
herbaceous vegetation did not exceed 0.3%-0.4%. Com- 
pared to the total aboveground tree stands biomass, the 
root biomass amounted to 13% in QLS, and 25% in TCS, 
whereas the foliage biomass was 15% and 19% respect- 
tively. Although the foliage comprised a small share of 
standing tree biomass, it made up a considerable part of 
annual icremental biomass production, frequently equal to 
that of woody tissue [48]. The typical aboveground tree 
biomass in forests of the temperate zone has been est- 
imated at 21 Mg · ha-1 (approx. 30-year-old stands of trees) 
and 170 Mg · ha-1 (50-year-old stands of trees) [49]. In 
natural conditions on the Polish lowlands, the reported 
biomass of age group 1 (up to 20 year-old) stands of pine 
trees on average amounted to 50 Mg · ha-1, but in the next 
age group it increased by nearly two-fold [50]. For four 
17-year-old stands of pine trees on a reclaimed sand pit (in 
southern Poland) the biomass amounted to 25 Mg · ha-1 
[51]. So far, the tree biomass on the spoil heap has 
reached values which were close to natural conditions, 
and in the case of QLS, the biomass of 19-year-old stands 
of pine trees was higher than the control plot biomass. 
Very dynamic growth of the aboveground pine tree bio-
mass on reclaimed soil was also reported in the Lusatian 
Mining District [8]. However, their data set refers to the 
first generation of stands of trees in age group 2 (i.e., not 
exceeding 40 years of age). It is currently difficult to pre-
dict whether the cycling of nutrient elements will be in-
tensive enough and whether a self-sustainable ecosystem 
will develop with such growth of aboveground tree bio-
mass in post-mining sites [28]. 

3.3. Macronutrient Accumulation in Soil 

Low content of organic matter and related low total nit- 
rogen and organic carbon accumulation are the common 
limiting features of reclaimed mine soils (RMS) [19]. 
Soil organic matter is especially important in determin-
ing other qualities of mine soils [16,21,38,42,52]. Total 
acc- umulation of organic carbon (Corg) in both types of 
soils was similar and averaged over 54.0 Mg·ha-1 (Table 
2). The values were nearly 2/3-fold lower than the natu-
ral soil in the control plot where Corg accumulation in the 
entire profile (up to 150 cm) exceeded 75.5 Mg · ha-1. In 
organic (O) and organic-mineral (AE) horizons of the 
podzol developed on fluvioglacial sands under forest, 
Corg accumulation ranged from 76.0 to 122.0 Mg · ha-1. 
Carbon translocated to the enrichment horizon (B) sh- 
ould be added to this amount (the calculations have been 
made for Polish lowland habitat conditions on the basis 
of the Atlas of Polish forest soils; [53]). 
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Table 2. Pool in the soil and accumulation of elements in the biomass in pine ecosystems on the top portion of ‘Bełchatów’ lignite 
mine spoil heap. 

In soil In biomass (aboveground dry biomass) 

Organic 
horizon (LO/f) 

Organic-mineral and 
mineral horizons 

(AiC and C) 
(up to 110 cm depth) 

Herbaceous and 
shrubs 

Wood1 Needles Total 2 
Element 
(Kg·ha-1) 

Variant: QLS 

C 1592.9 
(745.0) 

52709.2 
(42213.2) 

52.60 
(34.88) 

23700.7 
(4803.3) 

4492.0 
(710.2) 

28245.3 
(5497.3) 

N 19.1 
(8.5) 

5021.2 
(1247.2) 

2.61 
(2.19) 

26.6 
(5.4) 

87.5 
(17.1) 

116.7 
(21.4) 

P 1.8 
(1.0) 

27.4 
(17.6) 

0.24 
(0.16) 

6.2 
(1.3) 

9.5 
(1.6) 

15.9 
(2.8) 

K 3.9 
(2.2) 

883.6* 
(269.6) 

3.76 
(1.83) 

29.8 
(6.0) 

49.6 
(11.1) 

83.2 
(16.7) 

Mg 2.5 
(1.4) 

1288.9* 
(215.0) 

0.33 
(0.19) 

11.0 
(2.2) 

9.0 
(1.2) 

20.3 
(3.05) 

Ca 27.3 
(14.2) 

94899.9* 
(12721.1) 

2.99 
(2.23) 

42.2 
(8.5) 

19.4 
(2.7) 

64.6 
(10.3) 

Na 0.1 
(0.1) 

135.0* 
(24.0) < 0.00 0.82 

(0.17) 
0.25 

(0.28) 
1.1 

(0.42) 

S 1.5 
(0.9) 

4890.2 
(3069.5) 

0.74 
(0.72) 

1.6 
(0.4) 

35.3 
(7.7) 

37.6 
(8.5) 

 Variant: TCS 

C 1263.9 
(344.6) 

53479.6 
(27301.3) 

13.56 
(3.11) 

5925.3 
(2283.3) 

1411.2 
(438.3) 

7350.1 
(2717.7) 

N 15.0 
(3.2) 

3042.5 
(1226.0) 

0.29 
(0.05) 

6.7 
(2.6) 

31.9 
(10.3) 

38.9 
(12.5) 

P 1.8 
(0.1) 

27.6 
(4.7) 

0.02 
(0.00) 

1.6 
(0.6) 

3.2 
(1.1) 

4.8 
(1.7) 

K 2.7 
(0.6) 

329.1* 
(45.6) 

0.44 
(0.06) 

7.4 
(2.9) 

20.1 
(6.8) 

27.9 
(9.6) 

Mg 2.5 
(0.3) 

308.2* 
(140.9) 

0.03 
(0.01) 

2.8 
(1.1) 

2.4 
(0.8) 

5.2 
(1.9) 

Ca 29.6 
(7.4) 

9778.1* 
(3215.4) 

0.16 
(0.08) 

10.5 
(4.1) 

9.4 
(3.5) 

20.1 
(7.5) 

Na 0.12 
(0.03) 

95.04* 
(8.90) < 0.00 0.2 

(0.1) 
0.04 

(0.03) 
0.24 

(0.10) 

S 1.3 
(0.2) 

4914.0 
(2376.6) 

0.02 
(0.01) 

0.3 
(0.1) 

10.8 
(5.0) 

11.1 
(5.1) 

Explanations: 19.1 (8.5) - mean (SD); n = 4 (number of plots in variant); 1wood biomass of trees with DBH > 7 cm; 2total element’s accumulation 
in aboveground biomass (trees, herbaceous and shrubs biomass), *differences for soil element’s resource are significant at p = 0.05 level 
(T-student test). 

 
Nitrogen (and phosphorus) is one of the most deficient 

elements in reclaimed sites [5,54]. In the spoil heap soils 
of former lignite mines developing on tertiary carb- 
oniferous sands, geological carbon in the form of lignites 
often occurs and complicates soil C analysis. Therefore, 
the C and N accumulation rate in the deeper horizons of 
the spoil heap soils, especially in case of TCS, may act- 
ually be overestimated. Although total N accumulation 
increases in the course of soil development in mine soils, 
both in those undergoing reclamation treatment and 
those where natural succession is taking place [5,12, 
14,38], it has been found that the average annual accu-
mulation of N fluctuates and may change with the age of 
soil and vary by community type introduced in reclama-
tion seedings [38]. 

Moreover, N accumulation is much less dynamic than 
carbon accumulation [14]. Also, in soils where primary 

succession takes place, N is gradually mineralised [54] 
which may be deficient for rapidly growing young trees 
in reclaimed areas which require a lot of N over time [8]. 
Total accumulation of Nt in QLS soils was on average 
5.0 Mg · ha-1, and therefore 2/3-fold higher than in TCS 
soils where it amounted to 3.0 Mg · ha-1. In comparable 
natural soils, N accumulation was much higher at 11.0 
Mg · ha-1. 

The highest accumulation of exchangeable Ca2+, Mg2+, 
K+, Na+, and available P in mineral horizons took place 
in QLS on Quaternary strata, and in all cases (except for 
sulphur) it was considerably higher (p = 0.05) than in 
TCS (Table 2). High sulphur accumulation (St), reach- 
ing 4.9 Mg · ha-1, was related to the properties and origin 
of spoil heap strata. Soils developing on Tertiary carb- 
oniferous and pyritic strata may contain more than 1% 
sulphur and are referred to as “sulphurous mine soils” 
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[33]. The nutrient resources accumulated in mineral hor- 
izons of a comparable natural podzol were much lower 
than in QLS with Ca2+ = 132; Mg2+ = 42; K+ = 16; P = 
1.4; and Na+ = 2.5-fold lower, respectively, than in TCS 
with 13; 10; 6; 1.3; and 1.7-fold respectively. According 
to a habitat classification based on the Soil Quality Index 
used in forestry in Poland [53], QLS soils could be even 
classified higher than natural deciduous forest sites (eu- 
trophic). The accumulation ratio of individual elements 
in mineral horizons (up to 110 cm depth) and in organic 
horizons - raw humus layer OL/f in RMS and Ol + Olf 
in Haplic Podzol (MHBA:OHBA) (Table 3) constituted a 
major difference in the distribution of elements accumu- 
lated in RMS on the spoil heap and in the comparable 
Haplic Podzol. In initial mine soils, the OL/f horizons 
were still insufficiently developed and did not have a su- 
fficient pool of macronutrients. 

Furthermore, SOM accumulation, decomposition, and 
mineralization were probably not well established enou- 
gh to meet the nutrient supply needs for vegetation as in 
natural forest habitats [29,55]. In the oligotrophic Haplic 
Podzol, the resources of elements in mineral horizons 
were the same (in case of C and Na), and nearly the 
same (Ca, Mg and K) or even lower (P), and only in ex- 
ceptional cases such as nitrogen (MHBA:OHBA accumu- 
lation was 4.6) and sulphur (MHBA:OHBA was 558) was 
it many times higher in comparison to resources in the 
organic horizons (Table 3). 
 
Table 3. The ratio of the accumulation of macronutrient res- 
ources in soil mineral horizons to accumulation in organic soil 
horizon (MHBA:OH BA) and of biomass to soils (BBA : S BA) on 
the spoil heap of KWB ‘Bełchatów’ in Quaternary loamy sand 
strata (QLS variant) and in Tertiary carboniferous and pyritic 
sands following neutralisation (TCS variant) and in a natural 
pine ecosystem on Haplic Podzol in fresh mixed coniferous 
forest habitat (NPE). 

MHBA:OHBA Variant of 
site/ 

element C Ca Mg K P S Na N 

QLS 33.09 3471.73 515.56 226.60 15.54 3343.72 964.04 263.03

TCS 42.34 330.26 192.30 120.88 19.33 3780.00 826.40 203.14

NPE 0.99 1.24 0.64 0.62 0.34 558.20 0.96 4.64

 BBA:SBA 

QLS 0.54 0.001 0.02 0.09 0.58 0.008 0.008 0.023

TCS 0.14 0.002 0.02 0.08 0.19 0.002 0.003 0.013

NPE 0.63 0.45 15.42 4.70 4.05 0.023 0.072 0.266

Explanation: values calculated based on mean for variants; MH – soil 
mineral horizons up to 110 cm depth; BA – element accumulation or 
source in (Mg · ha-1); OH – organic horizons (row humus layer OL/f in 
reclaimed soil and Ol + Olf in Haplic Podzol); B – aboveground bio-
mass; S – soil; variant’s abbreviation and element’s form in soil - see 
methodology chapter 

3.4. Relationships between Elements in Soil 

The (C:N ratio) may be regarded as an indicator of cha- 
nges in soils including intensification of organic matter 
mineralisation processes and related N-availability to 
plants during the decomposition of organic matter in soil 
[29]. In the investigated spoil heap, the soil C:N ratio in 
the OL/f horizon exceeded 80, whereas in QLS variant 
in the AiC horizon was 11 and in TCS variant it was 16. 
In the control podzol the C:N ratio in organic horizons 
was lower and was 51, and in the organic-mineral hori- 
zon (AEes) it was 17. For mor type humus characteristic 
of podzols in temperate climatic zones, the C:N ratio in 
organic and organic-mineral horizons oscillates between 
30 and 40 and sometimes reached higher values [29]. 
Scots pine as a species characteristic of coniferous for- 
ests produces organic litterfall which decomposes with 
difficulty and the C:N ratio usually exceeded 70 [41]. It 
was assumed that for initial soils on post-mining sites, 
the C:N ratio in organic-mineral horizons below 25 
would indicate regular mineralization processing of org- 
anic matter [56]. 

The potential of the developing mine soils to meet 
plant nutrient requirements depended on the percentage 
of elements in forms available for plants (for this study: 
Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+ in exchangeable form and available 
P). In the organic horizons, these forms depended dir- 
ectly on the decomposition rate and mineralization of 
organic matter developed in situ. In mineral horizons, 
they largely depended on the weathering rate of minerals 
in the substrate. In natural habitats and especially in 
oligotrophic podzols, nutrients were mainly stored in the 
organic horizons and they were gradually released via 
mineralization processes [29]. This was of key impor-
tance in providing nutrients to trees as a limited amount 
of nutrients in soil could be compensated for by quick 
biological cycling of elements [55]. Soil organic matter 
(SOM), even though in its initial phase of accumulation, 
plays an important role in the tree nutrition balance in 
reclaimed areas [42,52,57]. In the investigated podzol, 
the highest percentage of exchangeable Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+ 
and P (in available form) compared to total forms occ- 
urred in organic horizons (Ol and Ofh; 0-9 cm) and 
amounted to 43, 49, 35 and 18%, respectively of the 
total elemental pool. In the case of K+, the highest perc- 
entage of exchangeable forms in the total pool of elem- 
ents occurred in the enrichment horizon (Bfe, 50-94 cm) 
and amounted to 6% (Figure 1). In RMS (QLS), the 
most favourable relationship in this respect also occurred 
in organic horizons OL/f (0-2 cm), where Mg2+ amoun- 
ted to 41% (of total Mg) whereas Ca2+ was 24%; K+ = 
43%; Na+ = 24% and P was = 19% of the total elemental 
pool (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. The share of exchangeable and available forms of 
the total macronutrient elemental pool in spoil heap soils of 
KWB ‘Bełchatów’ in Quaternary loamy sand strata (QLS 
variant) and in Tertiary carboniferous and pyritic sands fol-
lowing neutralisation (TCS variant) and in a natural pine eco-
system on Haplic Podzol in fresh mixed coniferous forest 
habitat (NPE). 

 
In mineral horizons, the percentage of exchangeable 

and available forms decreased. However, in comparison 
to natural soils, the percentage of exchangeable forms in 
the entire pool of macronutrient elements was consid- 
erably higher. In the deeper mineral horizons, nutrients 
were mainly supplied due to weathering of minerals. In 
the more shallow horizons, what was also important was 
the enrichment process occurring via soil development 
where organic matter, colloidal fractions and sesquiox- 
ides were being supplied from the organic layers [58]. In 
QLS soils in the OL/f horizon (0-2 cm), similar rela-
tionships were noted for Mg2+, K+, and Na+. Exchange- 
able forms of these elements constituted approximately 
40 % of the total elemental pool in total form. However 
in the case of Ca2+ and P, the largest percentage of forms 
available to plants occurred in mineral layers: P at 17% 
from 10 to 50 cm, and Ca2+ at 46% from 50 to 110 (Fig- 
ure 1). This was clearly connected with the bog lime 
neutralization treatment which was incorporated to a 
depth of at least 30 cm. 

3.5. Relationships between Element     
AccuMulation in Soils and        
Aboveground Biomass 

Relations between soils and vegetation under natural 
conditions have long been studied and soil development 
and ecological succession of communities are closely 
linked [26,47,59]. In reclaimed post-mining sites these 

relationships are not yet stable and may be frequently 
disturbed. Clear links between the trophism of mine soils 
(as expressed by Soil Trophy Index (according to Brożek 
and Zwydak [53]), and ecological indicators based on 
Ecological Indicator Values of Vascular Plants (accord- 
ing to Ellenberg, [60]) have been documented in sand 
pits where natural succession was allowed to occur (‘Sz- 
czakowa’ sand mine pit in southern w Poland; Pietrzy- 
kowski and Krzaklewski [61]). Relationships between 
community features and abundance of soils developing 
on former mining sites under succession were also de- 
scribed by Wali [14] on the bases of studies of aban- 
doned coal-mine spoil materials in a mixed grass prairie 
region (in western North Dakota, USA). 

For this spoil heap, the ratio of elements accumulated 
in the aboveground biomass to the resources in soil min- 
eral horizons (BBA:SBA) differed largely from the control 
plot in the mixed coniferous forest, especially for Ca, 
Mg, K and P. Communities in reclaimed areas accumu- 
lated considerably less of those elements in relation to 
the potential resources (Table 3). For biomass in the 
forest habitat, the BBA:SBA ratio was much higher, which 
indicates that the elements available in soil were much 
better utilized by those communities. On this basis, it 
may also be claimed that the element exchange mecha-
nism by pine communities on the spoil heap has differ-
ent dynamics than in natural habitats. A dependence 
analysis between the accumulation of nutrients (in ex-
changeable and available forms expressed in Mg · ha-1 to 
a depth of 110 cm) and elements accumulated in com-
munity biomass showed a significant linear correlation 
(p = 0.05) for K, Ca and Mg (Table 4). This indicates 
the existence of marked relationships between the abun-
dance of soil nutrients available to plants and the level of 
elements accumulated in community biomass develop-
ing on the spoil heap. Under natural conditions, such 
obvious dependence occurs in the first stages of primary 
succession where plant communities depend directly 
upon elements from the parent rock transformed into soil 
[26,49]. In the more complex conditions of natural forest 
ecosystems there are many other variables which modify 
these factors, including organic matter decomposition 
rate, individual biochemical cycles of elements, and the 
soil volume used by tree root systems which was diffi-
cult to determine in this study. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The highest aboveground pine stand biomass occurred in 
QLS on quaternary strata, However when compared to 
TCS on less abundant tertiary sands following neutral- 
lization, lower biomass resulted from age differences (19 
and 12 years), and not just from differences in habitat 
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Table 4. A table of correlations between resources of macronutrient elements (Mg · ha-1) in mineral soil horizons to 110 cm depth 
versus those in aboveground pine tree stand biomass on the upper portion of “Bełchatów” lignite mine spoil heap. 

In biomass (aboveground biomass: trees and herbaceous vegetation) Element's 
accumulation 

(Mg · ha-1) C-biom N-biom S-biom P-biom K-biom Ca-biom Mg-biom Na-biom 

C-soil 0.18 0.11 0.30 0.17 0.31 0.22 0.11 0.09 

Nt-soil 0.55 0.59 0.55 0.57 0.52 0.58 0.61 0.44 

St-soil 0.03 -0.01 -0.10 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.02 -0.06 

P-soil -0.05 0.04 -0.17 -0.03 -0.18 -0.07 0.03 0.06 

K+-soil 0.80* 0.74 0.84 0.78 0.85 0.82 0.78 0.61 

Ca2+-soil 0.92 0.90 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.79 

Mg2+-soil 0.82 0.80 0.81 0.82 0.82 0.83 0.85 0.67 

In
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Na+-soil 0.62 0.56 0.59 0.61 0.64 0.62 0.62 0.37 

*marked differences are significant at p = 0.05; n =8; Nt - total nitrogen; St - total sulphar; K+ - exchangeable cation forms – see methodology chap-
ter. 

 
conditions between the plots. The higher community 
biomass in QLS (2/3-fold) on the spoil heap compared to 
pine tree stand biomass in the control plot in natural 
habitat indicated that quaternary loamy sand strata was 
potentially a good soil substrate for this species. Total 
accumulation of organic carbon (Corg) in both soil vari- 
ants was 2/3-fold lower, and in case of total Nt , more 
than 3 -fold lower when compared to natural soil in the 
control plot. Nitrogen was the most deficient element in 
those conditions. The accumulation and the biogeo- 
chemical cycling of carbon and nitrogen were closely 
linked with the processes of soil development and com- 
munity development on the spoil heap. The accumula- 
tion of these elements was a good indicator of the rate of 
these processes. In case of the exchangeable cations 
(Ca2+, Mg2+, K+, Na+) in the mineral RMS horizons, their 
accumulation was mostly connected with the potential 
abundance of rock strata and weathering processes dur-
ing the development of soil. This was why the resources 
of these elements were considerably higher in the spoil 
heap soil than in the Haplic Podzol which formed on 
oligotrophic fluvioglacial sands. The higher (statistically 
significant) resources of macronutrients in QLS soils on 
quaternary strata compared to TCS soils on tertiary 
sands were also related to the origin and properties of 
parent rocks of the developing soil. Since this feature 
clearly differentiated the degrees of soil nutrient abun-
dance on the spoil heap, it may be used to develop a 
habitat condition indicator for these materials. 

A significant difference between RMS soils and natur- 
al Haplic Podzols were the accumulation ratios of indi- 
vidual elements in mineral and organic horizons (MHBA: 
OHBA). In the case of mine soils, the initial organic ho- 
rizons did not yet constitute a significant source of nu- 
trients and SOM accumulation and decomposition were 
not the basic mechanism for supplying plants with nu- 
trients as is the case in natural forest habitats. There 

were also differences in the ratio of elements accumu- 
lated in aboveground biomass to the potential sources in 
soil (BBA:SBA) on the spoil heap and in the control plot, 
particularly for Ca, Mg, K and P. Plant communities in 
reclaimed area accumulated much fewer elements com- 
pared to potential sources in soil. However, for plant 
biomass in forest habitats of the oligotrophic Haplic Po- 
dzol, the ratio was much higher and indicated that 
macronutrient resources in soil were optimally utilized 
by the plant community. On this basis it may be assumed 
that the exchange mechanism of elements by plant 
communities dominated with pine on the spoil heap had 
different dynamics than in natural habitats. Moreover, 
the reported correlations between the accumulation of 
nutrients in soil and elements accumulated in plant 
community biomass (most clearly in the case of K, Ca 
and Mg), indicates the existence of marked links be- 
tween soil and vegetation in the process of ecosystem 
development on a former mining spoil heap as stimu- 
lated by reclamation treatments. 
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ABSTRACT 
A primary soil-forming process can take place 
on the concentration waste of apatite-nepheline 
ores, whose biological recultivation was carried 
out more than 40 years ago. This process is 
characterized by the following features: forming 
of a thin litter with the content of organic carbon 
at the level of 8-12%, accumulation of humic 
substances in the sub-litter layer and the cha- 
nge of рН values. Microorganisms are biocata-
lysts of primary soil formation processes and 
one of the main factors that determine the spe- 
cificity of this process. The prokaryotic complex 
of the newly formed soils, generated from neph- 
eline sands, is considerably different from that 
of zonal soils on moraine sediments. The former 
ones are dominated by gram-positive bacteria, 
mainly actinobacteria, as well as by their filam- 
entous forms (actinomycetes), whereas the lat-
ter ones are dominated by gram-negative bac-
teria. A common feature of invertebrate’s com-
plexes in nepheline sands is the low species 
diversity, small-size and quickly development of 
microfauna and mesofauna representatives and 
the dependence of succession of microarthro-
pods pioneer groups on the succession of bac-
teria and fungi. 

Keywords: Soil-Forming Process; Nepheline 
Sands; Organic Matter; Soil Biota 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The mining and processing industry, which in the Mur-
mansk region comprises several large enterprises, dam-
ages natural landscapes both as a result of open mining 

operations and due to the generation of overburden and 
mineral concentration waste dumps. As a result of activ-
ity of large concentration mills a large number of ore 
processing wastes are generated and stored in tailing 
dumps. The total area of territories covered by the tailing 
dumps in the Murmansk region at present makes about 5 
thousand hectares. The operating and dormant tailing 
dumps represent a source of significant dusting of adja-
cent areas, since erosion processes are much developed 
on them as well as in natural and man-induced deserts. 
On the other hand tailing dumps can be considered as 
man-induced deposits that can be used in the future for 
recovery of valuable elements as soon as new techniques 
are introduced. 

The investigation of primary soil formation processes, 
which take place on nepheline sands, was carried out 
from May to October 2005-2008 every years on tailing 
dumps with different duration of waste storage: 0, 10, 20, 
30, 40 years. As a whole 180 sand samples have been 
taken for chemical and microbiological analyses and 300 
samples for the zoological one. 

2. NEPHELINE SANDS AS OBJECT OF 
BIOLOGICAL RECULTIVATION 

Nepheline sands, as wastes of apatite-nepheline ores 
concentration, represent a soil-forming rock which is 
untypical for cold damp conditions. Nepheline sands are 
similar to the widespread in the region moraine, sea and 
fluvioglacial sands, on which dominating Al-Fe-humus 
podzols were formed, only by their granulometric com-
position. As well as in other soil-forming rocks, the 
mineral bulk of nepheline wastes comprise of fine sand 
fractions (0.25-0.05 mm – 29-31% in a layer of 0-15 sm) 
and coarse dust (0.05-0.01mm – 56-59%) with insig-
nificant content of slime particles (< 0.001 mm – 
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2.4-3.0%). 
A peculiarity of granulometric composition of neph- 

eline sands is its heterogeneity with depths which is a 
consequence of influence of different conditions of de-
posit accumulation in the course of tailing dump filling. 

By their bulk chemical composition nepheline sands 
significant differ from natural quaternary deposits (Ta-
ble 1). The content of SiO2 in them can be an indicator 
of high-, or low-grade soil-forming rocks. It is natural 
that the less the content of this element in rock, the 
higher the content of other elements including the bio-
genic ones, which determine the direction and intensity 
of biogeochemical processes in ecosystems. Sandy rocks 
with content of SiO2 of 80-85% belong to high grade 
rocks.  

In the Murmansk region the most widespread sea and 
continental rocks represented mainly by sands and sandy 
loams, differ from similar rocks of other northern re-
gions by higher grade of chemical composition with the 
SiO2 content of 65-67%. Eluvium of nepheline syenites 
on which the soils of tundra belt of the Khibiny were 
generated is characterized by even higher grade compo-
sition (SiO2 < 60%). The composition of nepheline sands 
usually includes about 40% of SiO2. They belong to very 
high grade rocks in their chemical composition. It con-
tains considerable stocks of biogenic elements— phos-
phorus and potassium. Since apatite-nepheline ore does 
not contain any quartz, Si in them is represented by sili-
cates, by basically nepheline (NaAlSiO4). In the course 
of ore concentration the share of nepheline increases 
from 32 to 57%. 

The content of Р in nepheline sand is an order of mag- 
nitude higher than in moraine rocks since they contain 
apatite, not completely recovered in the process of ore 
concentration. Nepheline sands in terms of their supply 
with phosphorus also differ from cultivated soils both 
quantitatively, and qualitatively. They contain significa- 
ntly more total phosphorus, but phosphorus is repre-
sented in them only by one composition—tricalcium 
phosphate (apatite).  
 
Table 1. Total chemical composition of nepheline and moraine 
sand, percentage on ignited sample. 

Rock SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO 
Nepheline 

sands 41.0 ± 0.6 21.0 ± 0.4 8.5 ± 0.3 6.5 ± 0.6 1.3 ± 0.1 

Moraine 
sands 65.7 ± 1.3 13.8 ± 0.5 5.4 ± 0.3 4.1 ± 0.3 2.1 ± 0.2 

 
Rock TiO2 P2O5 MnO K2O Na2O 

Nepheline 
sands 2.6 ± 0.1 3.6 ± 0.6 0.18 ± 0.01 4.9 ± 0.1 10.7 ± 0.4 

Moraine 
sands 0.9 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 0.12 ± 0.01 2.2 ± 0.3 3.7 ± 0.1 

In soil, however, besides apatite, numerous other min- 
eral compositions of phosphorus are present and, besides, 
some part of phosphates is a part of organic composi-
tions [1,2]. Apatite is weakly soluble at the impact of 
soil solutions, therefore, despite the considerable content 
of phosphorus in nepheline sands, the cultivation of 
perennial grasses on them is impossible without intro-
ducing phosphoric mineral fertilizers. 

The amount of potassium in tailings also exceeds that 
in moraine. On the average it makes 5%, which exceeds 
2 times the content of this element in the cultivated 
podzolic soils [3].  

Nepheline sands as a оbject of biological recultivation 
differ from zonal soils in the condition cation exchange 
capacity and the acid-base characteristics. If all soils 
generated on quaternary sediments are characterized by 
an acid medium, the nepheline sands have рН values in 
the alkaline range both in water, and salt suspensions 
(Table 2). In the course of long interaction of sands with 
the vegetative cover in the top part of mineral profile (to 
the depth of 20 sm) the reaction of medium in salt sus-
pension changes into the acid range. While in deeper 
layers it remained alkaline. In water suspension the reac-
tion of medium was alkaline at all depths. Other forms 
of acidity—the hydrolytic and the exchange ones—are 
also characterized by low indices not typical for zonal 
soils. 

Thus, the reaction of nepheline sands fundamentally 
differs from that of zonal soils. At the same time the 
distribution of рН values both in sands and in soils, 
which follows the general law—with depth the reaction 
of medium shifts towards neutral or alkaline values. It is 
in that the influence of eluvial processes tells on the 
mineral profile. 

Initial nepheline sands are devoid of organic sub-
stance of biological origin. Presence of organic carbon in 
them is due to the remains of flotation reagents—a mix-
ture of resin and fatty acids used in the technological 
process during that period. They are rather stable in time, 
which is confirmed by the presence of organic carbon in 
nepheline sands of 20-30-years “age”. The content of 
organic carbon of technogenic origin in sands makes 
0.2-0.3%. 
 
Table 2. Average рН values in nepheline sands and podzols. 

рН (Н2О) рН (KСl) 
Depth, sm 

Soil on sands Podzol Soil on sands Podzol 

0-1 7.1 4.3 5.8 3.5 

1-5 7.5 4.7 6.2 3.8 

5-10 7.6 5.1 6.4 4.6 

20-60 8.2 5.5 7.1 5.0 
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Thus, nepheline, being the basis of mineral bulk of 
sands, is an unstable mineral which is exposed to inten-
sive weathering under the impact of acid solutions, in-
cluding humus acids. The extremely high mobility of 
biogenous elements which are a part of nepheline sands 
is connected with this [4]. The soil-forming rocks on 
which zonal soils of the Murmansk region were formed 
do not have similar properties in such pronounced form. 
On the other hand, the absence of organic substance and 
fixed nitrogen in nepheline sands, as well as the inacces-
sibility of large reserves of phosphorus to plants requires 
solution of problems of optimization of the nutritive sta- 
tus of sands when growing on them plants for the nature 
protection and eventual economic purposes. Nepheline 
sands are suitable for cultivation of plants not only with 
a view of their fixation from wind erosion, but also for 
creation of productive agricultural lands, which proved 
true when carrying out field pilot works after growing 
meadow grasses on a fixed tailing dump [5]. 

3. NEWLY FORMED SOILS ON 
NEPHELINE SANDS 

The studies of the structure and properties of soils for- 
med on vegetation fixed nepheline sands ware carried 
out on dormant tailing dump. Recultivation took place 
from 1964 to 1984 by sowing perenial grasses. Over a 
part of the tailing dump, recultivated in 1964-1968, a 
vegetative cover of various structures was generated de- 
pending on edaphic conditions, first of all, apparently, 
on the character of substrate humidification. Along with 
cereal grasses, some shrubs and subshrubs, motley gras- 
ses, in particular, red clover, participate in the formation 
of the ground cover, as well as mosses and lichens, typi-
cal for zonal phytocenoses. The wood canopy is repre-
sented by rare specimens of pine and spruce, planted in 
1978 in the course of biological recultivation [6], and 
heavy birch thicket of 20-30-years age, which penetrated 
in the phytocenosis by natural seeding after the tailing 
dump surface fixation using perennial grasses. Some rare 
specimens of alder and juniper are found. Glades, devoid 
of tree and shrubs and herbaceous layer have a moss- 
lichen cover continuum. 

The soils inherited their total chemical composition 
from soil-forming rocks. The newly cultivated soils wh- 
ich age is estimated at several decades, can not essen-
tially differ by their chemical composition from rocks on 
which they are formed. The rich chemical composition 
peculiar to rock is also characteristic for newly formed 
soils. The average for all sections content of SiO2 in 
soils on nepheline sands is 41% on ignited soil while in 
the arable layer of cultivated podzols it exceeds to 65%.  

The total content of Fe2O3 and Al2O3 reaches almost 

30%, alkaline-earth bases—7.8%, alkaline metals— 
15.6%, of them the share of Na2О is 10.7%. As said 
above, nepheline sands contain a lot of phosphorus as a 
part of apatite, which remained in tailings after the ore 
concentration. The reserves of phosphorus in soil, natu-
rally, have been preserved. In nepheline sands and in 
soils generated on them, a high enough content (0.34% 
on average) of fluorine had been registered. In zonal 
podzols the content of this element usually made no 
more than 0.01-0.2% [7]. Fluorine is a part of apatite 
composition (a variety—fluorine-apatite) which is the 
reason of enrichment of nepheline sands with it. Thus 
the initial soil formation on nepheline sands proceeds in 
conditions of very rich chemical composition of soil- 
forming rocks. 

3.1. Organic Matter of Newly Formed Soils 
Formation humus substances, specific organic com-
pounds that are peculiar to soils, are the initial stage of 
soil profile formation. As a result of transformation by 
microorganisms of the vegetative litter on the surface of 
nepheline sands an organic horizon was generated. In 
connection with low power (0.5-1.5 sm) it was enriched 
by mineral particles. Therefore the content of organic 
carbon in it is relatively small—8-11%. 

The average data of the content of organic carbon 
based on all investigated ecotopes are presented in Table 
3. The greatest spatial variability of organic carbon value 
in organic horizon is noted (the variation coefficient 
makes 46%). In the top layers of mineral mass (in cespi-
tose horizon and at the depth of 5-10 sm) the variability 
is insignificant (< 10%) and mean (10-20%) [8]. By this 
reason the difference in the content of organic carbon in 
these horizons is reliable. The difference of mean values 
was 0.2%, the error of difference was 0.031% and the 
Student criterion was 6.5 (t05 = 2.31). Hence, we can 
assert with sufficient reliability that under the influence 
of biota, which transforms plant residues, in the formed 
cespitose horizon an accumulation of organic substance 
took place in amounts exceeding its content in the initial 
nepheline sands. 
 
Table 3. The average content of organic carbon. 

Horizon 
(Depth, sm) Organic C, % Coefficient of 

variation, % 

АO (mulch) 7.66 ± 1.445 46 

АY (cespitose) 0.54 ± 0.025 9 

5-10 0.34 ± 0.019 13 

10-20 0.31 ± 0.029 23 

20-30 0.28 ± 0.025 22 

30-40 0.28 ± 0.027 23 
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The content of water-soluble compounds of carbon, 
which is a part of organic substance of soils as a whole, 
is closely connected with the content of total carbon. To 
a greater extent, it concerns the organic horizon of soils, 
where rather a close correlation dependence of amount 
of water-soluble and total carbon (r = 0.728 ± 0.278 t = 
2.81; t05 = 2.18) is found. In mineral layers of soils this 
connection is lesser significant (r = 0.384 ± 0.161; t = 
2.38; t05 = 2.00). Probably, it is connected with the fact 
that in the mineral mass of sands the organic substance is 
represented both by compounds of biological nature and 
by nonspecific compounds—the remains of flotoreag- 
ents.  

In profile distribution of indices of water-soluble car-
bon the same regularities, as in distribution of the total 
carbon are manifested (Table 4). It is natural, that the 
most of all water-soluble organic substance is found in 
organic horizon. In mineral horizons its amount de-
creases rapidly, but in the cespitose layer (up to 5 sm) 
the content of water-soluble carbon is higher, than in the 
underlaying layers. 

Figure 1 presents the average data on all ecotopes, il-
lustrating the regularities of profile distribution of the 
total and water-soluble carbon. 

Their absolute content follows the general regularity: 
rapidly decrease in direction from organic horizon to the 
cespitose one and the further gradual decrease with de- 
pth. Concerning the values of the degree of mobility of 
organic substance (of the content of water-soluble car-
bon in percents of the total) the pattern is reverse. In 
direction from organic horizon to the cespitose one this 
value increases and continues to increase in the deeper 
layers. Hence, in the process of decrease in the content 
of organic substance with depth its relative mobility in-
creases. The registered regularities are well described by 
exponential curves with rather a high approximation 
reliability (R2 = 0.88-0.90).  

By the fractional structure of humus acids soils on 
nepheline sands differ from zonal soils: in the composi-
tion of humic and fulvic acids the fractions connected 
with calcium is played an appreciable role. It is caused 
by abundance of bases in nepheline sands, including the 

ones in mobile condition. 

3.2. Acid-base Properties of Newly Formed 
Soils 

Acidity is an important indicator of soils fertility, formed 
as a result of interaction of plants with soil-forming rock, 
which in our case is represented by nepheline sands. 
Initial sands have alkaline reaction both in water (рН 
8.0-8.3) and in salt (рН 7.3-7.8) suspensions. 

In the prosess of primary soil formation on the surface 
of nepheline sands covered with plants, a thin organic 
horizon there was generated, in which processes of 
transformation of plant litter take place, resulting in the 
formation of organic acids which interact with mineral 
mass of sands. The result of such interaction is accumu-
lation of newly formed soil of organic mineral com-
pounds being of acid nature in the top part of a mineral 
profile. The results of рН determination in water suspen-
sion show, that an organic horizon has, as a rule, neutral 
reaction, and in a salt suspension the reaction of this 
horizon becomes subacidic (Table 5). 
 
Table 4. The average content of water-soluble carbon. 

Horizon 
(Depth, sm) 

Water-soluble C, 
mg/100 g 

Coefficient of 
variation, % 

AO 99 ± 10.8 26.9 
АY (cespitose) 18 ± 0.9 9.4 

5-10 11 ± 2.2 49.8 
10-20 9 ± 2.1 57.9 
20-30 11 ± 1.9 43.5 
30-40 11 ± 2.7 59.4 

 
Table 5. Average рН values in nepheline sand and podzols. 

рН (Н2О) рН (КСl) 
Depth, sm 

Soil on sands Podzol Soil on sands Podzol 

0-1 7.1 4.3 5.8 3.5 

1-5 7.5 4.7 6.2 3.8 

5-10 7.6 5.1 6.4 4.6 

20-60 8.2 5.5 7.1 5.0 
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Figure 1. Distribution of total carbon over soil profile (A); % of water-soluble carbon, mg/100 g (B); wa-
ter-soluble carbon, % of total carbon (C). Average data. 
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In a profile of nepheline sands the medium response 
changes with depth from neutral to alkaline in water 
suspension and from subacidic to neutral in salt suspen-
sion. In zonal Al-Fe-humus podzols on sandy sediments 
along the entire profile acid response both in salt and in 
water suspensions is observed. The distribution of рН 
values in sand and soils follows the general regularity— 
with the depth the medium response shifts towards neu-
tral or alkaline values. It is through this that the influ-
ence of eluvial processes affects the mineral profile. 

Thus, the newly formed soils, generated on nepheline 
sands, differ considerably by the content and distribution 
of organic substance from zonal soils—Al-Fe-humus 
podzols. The presence of organic horizon, which is less 
mineralized in podzols, even in case of small thickness is 
a common feature. Differences in the content in this ho-
rizon of general and water-soluble carbon are connected 
with it: there is 4 times more total carbon in zonal soils 
than in soils on nepheline sands, and 10 times more of 
water-soluble carbon. By the content of the total carbon 
the cespitose horizon of newly formed soils is similar to 
podzolic horizon of podzols. These horizons, along with 
litter, in the both soils are horizons with greatest concen-
tration of root systems of plants. No illuvial accumula-
tion of organic substance, which is characteristic for 
podzols, is taking place in soils on nepheline sands, pos-
sibly, owing to their youth. 

A long (30-40-years) influence of vegetation on the 
nepheline sands has neither caused any appreciable 
change in the total content of macroelements nor has it 
led to their differentiation within a mineral profile. 

4. SOIL BIOTA 

Soil biota is a biocatalyst of processes of primary soil 
formation. It participates directly in the mineralization 
and humification of plant residues, affecting them by its 
hydrolytic and oxidation-reduction exoenzymes, mineral 
and organic acids and other metabolites. The investiga-
tion of biological characteristics was carried out in sands 
of different duration of storage in tailing dumps apa-
tite-nepheline processing plants. 

4.1. The Number and Biomass of Bacteria 
The tailings of apatite-nepheline ore concentration leav-
ing the plant are not sterile and contain up to n × 107 of 
bacteria in 1 ml of discharge [9]. Their amount decreases 
up to n × 106 of cells in 1 g of sand at their ingress into 
the tailing dump, which is most often connected with the 
low humidity of the habitat and a decrease in concentra-
tion of nutritious elements (Table 6, Figure 2). The in-
tensity of microbiological processes increases in the 
process of planting higher plants on sands. 

 
Table 6. Number of bacteria of various trophic groups (× 103 cell/g) in nepheline sands. 

Sample, plant group “Age” of sand, years Saprotrophic bacteria Using mineral N Oligotrophic bacteria 

0 130 3310
1394 213

−
±

 10 6200
1386 319

−
±

 0 2630
720 162

−
±

 

10 480 9980
1875 464

−
±

 170 7320
2000 382

−
±

 120 5910
1440 286

−
±

 

20 120 1580
741 97

−
±

 20 1660
594 109

−
±

 10 2130
680 116

−
±

 
Pure sand 

30 
0.7 169

40 8
−
±

 0 360
55 20

−
±

 0 280
78 19

−
±

 

10 970 16100
4495 760

−
±

 310 10860
3776 664

−
±

 10 20500
5551 1279

−
±

 

20 680 9060
3163 452

−
±

 100 21300
3334 991

−
±

 300 19800
3126 1032

−
±

 Grass 

30 790 17700
5752 953

−
±

 0 20200
5664 1299

−
±

 300 17900
4966 1070

−
±

 

Moss 40 1860 15200
5491 812

−
±

 300 14400
5439 1108

−
±

 300 16600
6417 1214

−
±

 

Lichenous 40 
2300 17600
6176 692

−
±

 500 18700
5394 1067

−
±

 720 15200
3913 741

−
±

 

Motley-grass 40 2480 25000
10382 1388

−
±

 400 67700
17714 3828

−
±

 900 82700
18920 5258

−
±

 

Shrub 40 1280 19200
5328 903

−
±

 700 11100
3782 611

−
±

 1100 12300
4734 612

−
±

 

Note. Above line – lim (min-max), under line - M ± m; n = 25-28. 
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Figure 2. The number of bacteria in non-recultivated nepheline sands of different storage duration and in sand under cereals. 

 
The highest number of all the trophic bacterial groups 

was reached under grass parcels. 
So, in a microbocenos developed in the thin organic 

horizon, generated at a nepheline tailing dump revege-
tated 40 years ago, the leading position in which was 
occupied by oligotrophic bacteria and bacteria trans-
forming complex organic nonnitrogenous substances, in 
particular, representatives of amylolytic community. The 
number of all trophic groups of bacteria was the greatest 
under of grass parcel.  

More complete data about the number of microorgan-
isms in soils can be obtained using microscopic counts 
methods, in particular, the method of fluorescent mi-
croscopy. Based on the data of the total content of bacte-
ria in the substrate, it is possible to calculate their bio-
mass. 

The total number of bacteria in pure sand using the 
method of fluorescent microscopy, which considers both 
viable and unviable cells, varied within 0.34-0.60 billion 
cell/g, and in the recultivated one under various plant 
gropes—from 5.8 to 7.2 billion cell/g (Table 7). The 
“age” of pure, unrecultivated sand practically did not 
exert any influence on the total number of bacteria and 
their biomass. In sands under grass plants the bacterial 
biomass increased on the average 4 times compared to 
the sand which was not covered with plants. At that, no 
reliable changes in the amount of bacteria biomass occur 
as the age of the sand increases. The greatest number 
and biomass of bacteria was under motley grasses, 
dominating in which was clover, capable to symbiotic 
fixation of nitrogen.  

Thus, in the recultivated sands the bacterial biomass 
has increased on the average 14 times in comparison 

with the sands not covered with vegetation, and changed 
under various plants groups within 0.11-0.29 mg/g. 

4.2. Peculiarities of the Prokaryotic    
Complex of Newly Formed Soils 

The prokaryotic complex of newly formed soils on nep- 
heline sands essentially differs from the prokaryotic 
complex of zonal soils on moraine. In the prokaryotic 
complex of the studied substrate gram-positive bacteria 
dominate, whereas in zonal soils gram-negative bacteria 
prevail which testifies to differences in the species 
composition of the bacterial community. In non-recul- 
tivated sands the share of gram-negative bacteria 
changed from 4 to 10% of the total number of organo-
trophic bacteria. In the recultivated sands their share 
 
Table 7. The total number of bacteria (× 109 cells/g) and their 
biomass (× 10-5 g/g) in nepheline sands. 

Sample, 
plant group 

“Age” of 
sand, years Number Biomass 

0 0.60 ± 0.04 2.4 ± 0.2 

10 0.53 ± 0.06 2.1 ± 0.3 

20 0.34 ± 0.11 1.4 ±0. 4 
Pure sand 

30 0.59 ± 0.10 2.4 ± 0.4 

10 1.47 ± 0.37 5.9 ± 0.9 

20 2.23 ± 1.04 8.9 ± 0.7 Grass 

30 2.02 ± 0.19 8.1 ± 0.6 

Moss 40 7.22 ± 0.37 28.9 ± 1.5 

Lichenous 40 5.79 ± 0.64 23.2 ± 2.5 

Motley-grass 40 6.20 ± 0.27 24.8 ± 1.1 

Shrub 40 2.62 ± 1.64 10.5 ± 6.6 
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increased to 30-50% (Table 8). 

A distinctive feature of a microbic component of the 
newly formed soils, generated on nepheline sands, from 
acid soils of the region on moraine sediments, was the 
high number of actinomycetes of genus Streptomyces, 
class Actinobacteria. In forest podzols their amount does 
not exceed 3.5% of the total number of saprotrophic 
bacterial block, while in the recultivated tailing dump 
streptomycetes reach up 25% of the total number of cul-
tivated bacteria. The representatives of genus Nocardia 
of the same class s were found much less often. 

Actinomycetes are neutrophils, while water suspen-
sions of nepheline sands possess neutral or alkaline reac-
tion, at the same time for Al-Fe-humus podzols domi-
nating in the Kola Peninsula, acid reaction of the me-
dium is characteristic. Actinomycetes produce extracel-
lular hydrolases, capable of decomposing complex or-
ganic compounds: cellulose, xylogen, chitin, humus sub-
stances. 

As a whole the prokaryotic complex of newly formed 
soils on nepheline-bearing industrial wastes is presented 
in Table 9. 

Its composition includes mainly actinobacteria of gen- 
era Arthrobacter, Rhodococcus, Micrococcus and Strep-
tomyces, adapted for life in oligotrophic media as a res- 
ult of economical consumption of both exogenous and 
endogenous substrates. The composition of prokaryotic 
complex of pure non-recultivated sand and the sand prior 
to 30-years old, which has overgrown with grasses and 
mosses, includes mainly actinobacteria of genera Arthr- 
obacter and Micrococcus, often forming associative col- 
onies on nutrient media (therefore, their share in the total 
complex of saprotrophic bacteria could exceed 100%). 

 
Table 8. The share of gram-negative bacteria in nepheline sa- 
nds (% of the total number of saprotrophic bacteria). 

Sample, plant 
group 

“Age” of 
sand, years 

Share of Gr - 
bacteria 

0 4 

10 5 

20 10 
Pure sand 

30 4 

10 21 

20 12 Grass 

30 11 

Moss 40 41 

Lichen 40 31 

Motley-grass 40 52 

Shrub 40 39 

Table 9. Prokariotic complex of nepheline sands of different 
period exposition (% from organotrophic bacterial block). 

Sample, 
plant group 

To
ta

l n
um

be
r, 

×1
06  c

el
ls

/g
 

Ar
th

to
ba

ct
er

 

C
hr

ys
eo

ba
ct

er
iu

m
 

Rh
od

oc
oc

cu
s 

M
ic

ro
co

cc
us

 

St
re

pt
om

yc
es

 

Ba
ci

llu
s 

Pure sand 1.0 59.6 0.2 12.0 46.8 3.7 0.7 

Grass (10–30 years) 4.5 63.8 0.9 0 32.8 8.4 1.1 

Moss (10–30 years) 2.2 69.9 0 0 31.7 4.8 0.9 

Moss (40 years) 5.5 20.1 0.8 0 0 25.8 7.4 

Lichen (40 years) 6.2 18.0 1.0 0 0 25.8 2.0 

Motley-grass (40 years) 10.4 10.0 0.8 0 0 13.5 3.8 

Shrubs (40 years) 5.3 10.8 2.4 0 3.4 17.6 2.3 

 
In nepheline sands 5 strains of dominating species of 

bacteria have been secured with more than 60% of spa-
tial frequency of occurrence. Their identification has 
been carried out using the method of comparative analy-
sis of nucleotide sequences of genes, coding 16S rRNA, 
and their phylogenetic position (“Bioengineering” centre, 
Moscow) has been determined. Four strains of the iden-
tified bacteria have been referred to Actinobacteria class. 
These are strains of species: Arthrobacter boritoleran, A. 
ramosus, Rhodococcus fascian, Micrococcus luteus.  

Actinobacteria are typical dwellers of soils, water, air 
and are characterized by non-specificity to nutrient sour- 
ces and can develop in media with the small content of 
nutrients, thanks to economical consumption of exoge-
nous substrates, i.e., they belong to the trophic group of 
oligotrophic bacteria. Some of them, in particular, actin- 
omycetes are capable of producing extracellular hydrol- 
ases and of decomposing complex polymeric compounds. 
Besides, actinobacteria can develop at very low humidity 
of substrate and have high adaptive capacities to adverse 
conditions of the environment in particular they form 
carotinoids, protecting cells from UV rays.  

During long-time exposition in the process of forma-
tion of newly formed soils on nepheline-bearing indus-
trial wastes the structure of prokaryotic complex of mi-
crobial communities was changes. The share of gram-ne- 
gative bacteria increases in them from 4-10% to 30-50%, 
while the share of actinobacteria, belonging to gram- 
positive bacteria, including streptomycetes decreases. 
The domination of gram-negative bacteria in prokaryotic 
complex and exclusively small content of actinomycetes 
is characteristic of acid soils of the region on moraine 
sediments [10]. Based on this we can assume, that evo-
lution of microbic community of nepheline sands in 
process of their recultivation and revegetation follows 
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the way of rapprochement with microbial communities 
of zonal soils. 

4.3. The Number and Biomass of Fungi 
The number of microscopic fungi—the basic decompos-
ers of organic substance in the recently filled sands from 
apatite-nepheline manufacture was very small and did 
not exceed tens of CFU per 1 gram (Figure 3). In the 
process of increase of the storage period of sands and 
their revegetation the number of fungi increased to hun-
dreds of CFU per gram of substrate. 

More complete data about the abundance of fungi in 
soils can be obtained using microscopic counts methods, 
in particular, the method of fluorescent microscopy. The 
length of fungal mycelium in nepheline sands, which 
had been object to recultivation 40 years ago, under lic- 
hen and motley grass group reached 1000 m/g, and its 
biomass made 1.3 mg in 1 g of substrate (Table 10). 
These values are quite comparable to those in soils of 
taiga forests of the Kola Peninsula [10]. At that, the fu- 
ngi biomass in the 40-year sands exceeded the bacterial 
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Figure 3. Number of microscopical fungi 
in nepheline sands in the time gradient. 

 
Table 10. The length of fungal mycelium (m/g) and the bio-
mass of fungi and bacteria (× 10-5 g/g) in nepheline sands. 

Sample, 
plant group 

“Age” of 
sand, years 

Length 
of fungal 
mycelium 

Fungal 
biomass 

Total biomass 
of fungi and 

bacteria 

0 12 ± 5 1.3 ± 0.6 3.7 ± 0.4 

10 32 ± 2 3.5 ± 0.2 5.6 ± 0.2 

20 43 ± 13 4.7 ± 1.5 6.1 ± 0.9 
Pure sand 

30 26 ± 5 2.9 ± 0.5 5.3 ± 0.4 

10 59 ± 8 6.4 ± 0.9 12.3 ± 0.7 

20 62 ± 8 6.9 ± 0.8 15.8 ± 0.7 Grass 

30 112 ± 35 12.4 ± 3.9 20.5 ± 2.2 

Moss 40 710 ± 145 78.1 ± 16.0 107.0 ± 8.7 

Lichen 40 1156 ± 192 127.2 ± 21.1 150.4 ± 11.8 

Motley-grass 40 1064 ± 74 117.0 ± 8.1 141.8 ± 4.6 

Shrub 40 434 ± 159 47.8 ± 1.7 58.3 ± 4.1 

one 3-5 times which is characteristic of organic horizons 
of the zone of spruce forests of the Kola North. In the 
recently filled sands the indices of mycelium length and 
its biomass were much lower and did not exceed 12 m 
and 0.013 mg/g respectively. 

It should be noted, that in sands without vegetation the 
contribution of bacteria and fungi to the total microbic 
biomass is equivalent, and in the sands subjected to 
phytomelioration, the fungi biomass exceeds 10 times 
that of bacteria. 

4.4. Fungi Species Diversity 
At present we have identified in the sands of the tailing 
dump, reclaimed over 40 years ago, —26 species related 
to 10 genera, 7 orders, 4 classes and 2 divisions; in rece- 
ntly filled sands—only 12 species related to 8 genera, 5 
orders, 4 classes and 2 divisions. Most widely represent- 
ted in the complex of micromycetes of the reclaimed 
nepheline tailing dump have been fungi of Penicillium 
genus. They made over 50% of all species diversity of 
the identified fungi. In recently filled sands the given 
genus was represented by 4 species, in the recultivation 
one – by 15 species. 

In nepheline sands recultvated over 40 years ago, the 
group of often found fungi included the species: Morti- 
erella longicollis, Phoma eupyrena, Penicillium daleae. 
Fungi Acremonium rutilum, Fusarium solani, Mucor 
hiemalis, M. plumbeus, Penicillium variabile have been 
identified only in recently filled nepheline sands. These 
species of fungi have been also found in apatite-nep- 
heline underground mining workings [11] and in produ- 
cts of technological conversion at apatite-nepheline con- 
centrating mills [9], whence they could go to the tailing 
dump.  

No dominating species were found in recently filled 
sands, which are also confirmed by the decrease of the 
value of Simpson domination index and, respectively, 
the increase of the value of Pielou evenness index (Ta-
ble 11). 

In recultivated sands Simpson index was equal to 0.26, 
Pielou—0.53; in recently filled sands to 0.15 and 0.96 

 
Table 11. Some indices of species structure of nepheline sand 
fungi community. 

“Age” of 
sand 

Shannon total 
diversity 

Simpson 
domination 

Pielou 
evenness 

0 1.99 0.15 0.96 

10 1.31 0.4 0.46 

20 1.63 0.37 0.53 

30 1.57 0.29 0.55 

40 1.7 0.26 0.53 
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respectively. Penicillium thomii belonged to the fre-
quently found species in recently filled sands, other spe-
cies by the values of spatial and temporal frequency of 
species occurrence, to rare and casual ones have been 
referred. The registered low species diversity of micro-
mycetes in recently filled sands and the absence of spe-
cies—dominants in the structure of their complexes are 
characteristic for young ecosystems in unstable condi-
tion and they are fewer, where physical and chemical 
factors of the medium are extreme. 

The degree of similarity of the species composition of 
complexes of microscopic fungi of recently filled and 
reclaimed nepheline sands, expressed by Sørensen index, 
has made only 25%. Such low degree of similarity is 
explained by the extremely small value of the number 
and poor fungi species diversity in the concentration 
wastes leaving the mill. For recultivated nepheline sands 
the value of Sørensen index is above 40%.  

The similarity of species composition of complexes of 
micromycetes of recultivated nepheline sands and typi-
cal podzolic soils of the Kola Peninsula increases—the 
Sørensen index reached 45%. 

Thus, the recultivation of nepheline sands, carried out 
40 years ago, provided preconditions for formation of 
complexes of bacteria and micromycetes, typical for 
regional podzolic soils. In the formation of pioneer com-
plexes of micromycetes of nepheline sands the process 
of restoration of vegetative cover determining their 
number and diversity is the most essential, while differ-
ences in mineralogical and chemical composition of 
sands, which are parent rock are not so significant. 

4.5. Zoocenoses 
Along with phyto- and microbocenoses, zoocenoses are 
an obligate component of a soil ecosystem. In soils, dis-
turbed as a result of agrotechnical activity or industrial 
impact, microarthropods—mites and collembolans ap-
pear to be the main and often the only groups of fauna. 
Small sizes, high number, diversity of species and life 
forms, wide ranges of food resources determine the uni-
versal spread of microarthropods. As a rule, they are the 
first of animals which colonize technogenic substrates 
after microorganisms. 

4.5.1. Diversity of Invertebrate Animals 
Zoological analysis of nepheline sands has shown that 
invertebrates-colonizers of this man-induced substrate 
are collembolans (Insecta, Collembola). Colonization of 
sands by these microbophagous insects is explained by 
the presence of living bacterial cells in the mineral conc- 
entration waste of apatite-nepheline ore arriving to stor-
age sites from mills. Accumulation of humus substances 
and succession of bacteria and fungi components of 
sands microbiota have determined the change of micro- 

arthropod´s dominating groups. In newly formed soils at 
the recultivated storage site the saprotrophic oribatid 
mites (Acari, Oribatei) as indicator of humification 
processes of organic substance were absolute dominants 
of fauna. 

The storage site, recultivated over 40 years ago, was 
characterized by the greatest taxonomic and trophic div- 
ersity of invertebrates. The newly formed organic hori-
zon was occupied by litter-dwelling animals with many- 
years generations and ecological strategy of K-type: de-
tritophagous earthworms of the species Lumbricus ru-
bellus (Lumbricidae), carnivorous millipedes of the spe-
cies Monotarsobius curtipes (Lithobiidae) and hydro-
philic larvae of leather-winged beetles (Cantharidae). In 
connection with plants diversity the complex of phyto-
phagous insects has extended (Table 12). 

 
Table 12. Diversity of trophic groups of invertebrates in neph- 
eline sands with different period of exposition. 

Period of exposition, years 

10 20 30 40 

Microbophagous 

Collembola Collembola Collembola Collembola 

Oribatei Oribatei Oribatei Oribatei 

  Nematoda Nematoda 

  Tartigrada Tartigrada 

Saprophagous 

Diptera Diptera Diptera Diptera 
Byrridae Byrridae   

 Enchytraeidae  Enchytraeidae 
   Lumbricidae 

Phytophagous 

 Cicadellidae Cicadellidae  

 Elateridae Elateridae Elateridae 

 Thysanoptera  Thysanoptera 

  Aphididae Aphididae 

   Lepidoptera 

   Hemiptera 

Carnivorous 

Mesostigmata Mesostigmata Mesostigmata Mesostigmata 

Aranea Aranea Aranea Aranea 

Staphylinidae Staphylinidae Staphylinidae Staphylinidae 

 Carabidae Carabidae Carabidae 

 Cantharidae  Cantharidae 

  Formicidae Formicidae 

   Lithobiidae 
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Representatives of the majority of taxa, typical for 
taiga soils (nematodes, pot worms, spiders, road beetles, 
carabid beetles, leather-winged beetles and dipterans 
larvae) preferred plant associations of the forest type— 
mosses, lichens, shrubs and lived under them throughout 
the period of vegetation. Phytophagous insects (aphid, 
lemipterans, thunder flies, caterpillars of lepidopterans) 
were various under lichens. For certain plant associa-
tions the obligate groups of invertebrates there have been 
identified, which were found under them during all 
vegetative season. Under mosses, lichens, shrubs and 
clover these were nematodes and pot worms, under red 
whortleberries and crowberries—larvae of dipterans and 
road beetles. 

4.5.2. Number of Invertebrate Animals 
In the sands of operating tailing dump the total number 
of invertebrates varied from 0.5 to 17 thous. spm/m2 

(Figure 4). The mean by 6 months number of fauna 
without taking into account of microarthropods has not 
exceeded 30 spm/m2 in pure sand of different period of 
exposition and 200-400 spm/m2 under grasses and mos- 
ses. At the dormant tailing dump in newly formed soils 
the number of microarthropods has increased up to 47 
thous. spm/m2 and other groups of fauna up to 740 
spm/m2. 

In the “young” sands, both self-growing with mosses 
and fixed by sowing grasses 10-30 years ago, the pioneer 
complexes of invertebrates are connected with the moss 
cover, rhizosphere and the overground biomass of 
grasses. In sands under mosses the tundra variant of in-
vertebrates community was formed and under mot-
ley-grass—the meadow one. The greatest number and 
diversity of species and life forms of invertebrates is 
confined to grasses, which testifies to an important me-
dium-forming activity of these plants. 

The character of the change of number of microbo-
phagous—collembolans and oribatid mites in sands of  
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Figure 4. Quantity of taxa, number and biomass of inverte-
brates without microarthropods in the nepheline sands (mean 
on 6 season of sampling). 1—pure sand, 2—grasses, 3— 
mosses, 4—lichens, 5—crowberry, 6—red whortleberries, 7— 
clover. 
 
different age under all plant associations correspondents 
with dynamic of the number of microorganisms – bacte-
ria and mycelial fungi (Figures 5, 6). 

It follows from figures, that the succession of pioneer 
groups of microarthropods—collembolans and mites in 
the studied technogenic substrate is determined by the 
succession of microorganisms. A similar conclusion has 
been made at the analysis of zoo-microbial interactions 
during experimental field on biotransformation of plant 
residues in soils polluted by aluminium and copper- 
nickel smelters emissions in the Murmansk region [7, 
12-14].  
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Figure 5. The number of bacteria (106 cells/g) and microarthropods (103 spm/m2) in the sand with different pe-
riod of exposition under the main types of vegetation. Legend 1-7 as well as on Figure 4. 
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Figure 6. The number of microfungi (103 CFU/g) and microarthropods (103 spm/m2) in the sands with different 
period of exposition. Legend 1-7 as well as on Figure 4. 

 
Phytomelioration of nepheline sands has positively 

affected the growth of the number of fauna compared 
with the sands without vegetation or self-growing with 
mosses. As a whole, biotic factors have determinant in-
fluence on the colonization of this technogenic substrate 
by various groups of invertebrate animals in comparison 
with abiotic factors. The bacterial biomass in the newly 
formed soils on nepheline sands, recultivated over 40 
years ago, has increased compared to the pure sand 14 
times on the average. 

The invertebrate’s complex of sands, recultivated over 
40 years ago a poor variant of mesofauna of taiga pod-
zols of the Kola North with lower taxonomic and trophic 
diversity and zoomass was represent. Half a century af-
ter the carrying out of recultivation of the dormant tail-
ing dump, in newly formed soils there was no formation 
of zoocenoses, characteristic for zonal podzols of the 
Kola North. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

A primary soil-forming process is taking place on ore 
concentration wastes of apatite-nepheline industry, wh- 
ose biological recultivation was carried out 40 years ago. 
The manifestation of the soil-forming process in nephe- 
line sands can be characterized by the following indicat- 
ions: 1) formation of a thin litter with the content of org- 
anic carbon at the level of 8-12%; 2) accumulation of 
humus substances in the mineral sub-litter horizon to the 
depth of 5 sm as a result of humification of root litter; 3) 
a distinct change of the response of the medium of the 
top part (to the depth of 20 sm) of mineral thickness of 
sands. 

Microorganisms are biocatalysts of processes of prim- 
ary soil formation and one of the primary factors, which 
determine the specificity of this process. In the process 
of formation of newly formed soils on nepheline-bearing 
industrial wastes, there occurs a change in the structure 

of prokaryotic complex of microbial communities, wh- 
ich originally essentially differed from the prokaryotic 
complex of zonal soils on moraine sediments. The share 
of gram-negative bacteria increases in them, while the 
share of actinobacteria decreases, including streptomy-
cetes. In the formation of pioneer complexes of micro-
mycetes the process of restoration of the vegetation 
cover, determining their number and diversity, is the 
most essential, while distinctions in mineralogical and 
chemical composition of sands, which are parent rock, 
are not so significant. The recultivation of nepheline 
sands, carried out 40 years ago, provided prerequisites 
for the formation of complexes of bacteria and micro-
mycetes, typical for regional podzolic soils. 

Common features of invertebrate’s complexes in 
nepheline sands with different period of exposition were 
the low species diversity and the high level of the num-
ber of invertebrates; their colonization by small-size and 
short-living representatives of micro- and mesofauna; 
dependence of the succession of pioneer groups of mi-
croarthropods on the succession of bacteria and fungi.  

The generated ecosystem as a result of biological re-
cultivation and development of the vegetation cover on 
the surface of nepheline sands represents a natural model 
of a man-induced formation that underwent a long evo-
lution from barren sands, scarcely occupied only by mi-
croorganisms, to complex biogeocenoses, which include 
the vegetation cover of various structures and the newly 
formed soil. According to modern classification, soils, 
generated on reclaimed tailings of apatite industry, can 
be referred to the grey- humus (cespitose) type with 
AY-C profile of department of organo-accumulative 
soils of the post-lithogenic soils’s stem [15]. 
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ABSTRACT 

The nonlinear coupled system of diffusion equ- 
ations are solved analytically for the transport 
and kinetics of electrons and reactant in the 
layer of a modified electrode. Analytical expres-
sions of concentrations of substrate and me-
diator are presented using He’s variational itera- 
tion method. The approximate expression of cu- 
rrent for microheterogeneous catalysis at iso-
nomer or redox polymer modified electrodes is 
also obtained. The results of the available limit-
ing cases are compared with our results and are 
found to be in good agreement. 

Keywords: Variational Methods; Nonlinear  
Boundary Value Problems; Simulation;         
Reaction-Diffusion Equations; Mathematical   
Modeling 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently the electrocatalytic activity of polymer modi-
fied electrodes has been the subject of considerable 
study of many researchers. Generally most systems are 
used to require an efficient electron transfer mediator in 
addition to displaying good electrocatalytic activity. We 
can find many features for electrocatalysis in the use of 
microscopic particles of metals or metal oxides disp- 
ersed within polymeric films deposited on electrode sur-
faces. This dispersion of catalytic materials offers im-
portant catalytic advantages. We are interested in the 
design of such microheterogeneous systems for efficient 
electrocatalysis. 

A modified electrode differs from an ordinary electr- 
ode by having a thin film of some coated material which 
prevent direct contact between the metal surface and the 
bulk electrolyte. Electrochemical reactions of species in 
solution take place through that thin film. Instead of a 

direct electron transfer between the Fermi level of the 
metal and the ion in solution, the electron transfer is 
‘mediated’ by the redox groups present in the thin layer. 
A large number of different modified electrodes have 
been made and certain systems have received more at-
tention than others. 

Lyons, McCormack, and Bartlett [1] presented an 
analytical model which quantified the transport and ki-
netics in conducting polymer modified electrodes con-
taining a homogeneous distribution of spherical mi-
croparticulate catalysts. In their paper Lyons, McCor-
mack, and Bartlett [1] obtained the analytical expres-
sions of the substrate and mediator concentrations for the 
different values of parameters. Lyons and Bartlett [2] 
also presented the analytical expressions of substrate and 
mediator concentrations only for limiting values of di-
mensionless parameters. The transport  and kinetics of 
reactions in chemically modified electrodes have been 
analyzed previously by Lyons and co-workers and ap-
proximate analytical solutions are available [3-7] . 

In this paper we analyze application of catalyst com-
posites in modified electrodes. To date many researches 
have been done on the application of modified electrodes. 
To my knowledge no rigorous analytical solutions for 
substrate and mediator concentrations have been re-
ported in that application. Hence the main objective of 
this paper is to derive the analytical expressions of con-
centrations of substrate and mediator for all values of 
parameters using variational iteration method. The ap-
proximate expression of current for microheterogeneous 
catalysis at isonomer or redox polymer modified elec-
trodes is also obtained for all values of dimensionless 
parameters   and   (these parameters are defined in 
the (7)). 

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF 
THE PROBLEM AND ANALYSIS 

Steady state boundary value problems described the tra- 
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nsport and kinetics within the film can be written in di-
mensionless form as follows [2]: 
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where ''
SA k   and   k  are electrochemical rate constant, 

0r  is the radius of an electrode, SD  is the diffusion 
co-efficient for the substrate concentration, AD  is the 
diffusion co-efficient for the mediator, N is the number 
of particles per unit volume, a  is the concentration of 
the mediator and s  is the concentration of the substrate. 
These coupled non-linear differential equations have to 
be solved by applying the following boundary condi-
tions: 

 aa    and  xdsd  x 0/,0         (3) 

and 

,       and d /d  0 x L s s a x          (4) 

The following dimensionless parameters for substrate 
concentration ,u  mediator concentration ,v and dis-
tance X  are introduced: 

KXxXaavssu /,/,/            (5) 

where kX  denotes a reaction layer thickness defined by 
the relation: 
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We also introduce the dimensionless parameters   
and   defined according to the following relations: 
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for the substrate, and 
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for the mediator respectively. Here we can assume that 
the reaction layer thickness LX K  . Now the boundary 
conditions may be expressed as follows: 

 xdud  and  1v    ,x 0/0        (10) 

1x , 0xdvd  and  u 1       (11) 

The flux j is given by 
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or in non-dimensional form: 
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The required expression of the normalized current is 
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2.1. Case by Case Transport and Kinetics 
Analysis 

Case-1: Transport and Kinetics of the Substrate with- 
in the Layer 

We consider initially the master Eq.8 describing the 
transport and kinetics of the substrate in the layer when 

1 . Eq.8 can be written as 

   vvu
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Similarly when 11   1   (or)     , the (8) re-
duces to 
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The above equations are non-linear and only ap-
proximation solutions may be found. Using variational 
iteration method (Appendix-A), we obtain the concen-
tration of the substrate (by solving the Eq.16) 
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when 1 p . Using the boundary condition (11) 
we obtain the following relation between p  and a . 
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           (19) 

From the above relation we obtain the values of a for 
any given values of p << 1. The numerical values of a  
for some given values of p  are given in Table 1. 
When x is small, concentration of the substrate (when 

1 p ) Eq.18 becomes 
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Also from the above Eq.20 1u when 0 p  
( 0a ) and 1x . When 0 , the Eq.8 or Eq.16 
becomes ud 2 / 2dx  = 0. The solution of this equation 
using the boundary conditions (10) and (11) becomes 

1u . This result is exactly equal to our result when 
0 . Similarly, the concentration of the substrate 

becomes (by solving the Eq.17 
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when 1r1  (or)    1 . Using the boundary 
condition (11), we obtain the following relation between 
r  and a .  
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From the above relation we obtain the values of a for 
any given values of r << 1. We can find the numerical 
values of a  through some specific values of r as shown 
in Table 1. When x is small, Eq.21 becomes 

]333.0)1(5.0)1()( 32 arxxraa[1 axu   (23) 

Also from the above Eq.23, 1u  when 01  r  
( a  = -1.878 or -0.195) and 1x . When  , the 
Eq.8 or Eq.17 becomes ud 2 / 02 udx . The solution 
of this equation using the boundary conditions (10) and (11) 
becomes 1u . This result is exactly equal to our result 
when  . These approximants for the concentra- 

tion of the substrate Eq.20, Eq.23 are the simplest 
closed- form of analytical approximation for 1   
and 1 . 

Case 2: Transport and Kinetics of the Mediator 
Within the Layer 

We consider the master (9) describing the transport 
and kinetics of the mediator with in the layer when 

 . 1 Now the (9) takes the form 
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Figure 1 shows our schematic representation of the 
differential equations describing the transport and kinet-
ics in a microheterogeneous system. Each of these ex-
pressions represents the approximations to the set of 
master equations outlined in the (8) and (9). Concentra-
tion of the mediator using variational iteration method 
(Appendix -A) becomes (by solving the Eq.24 
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when 1 q . Using the boundary condition (11) 
we obtain the following relation between a and q 
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Figure 1. Our schematic representation of the differential equations describing the transport and 
kinetics in a microheterogeneous system. Each of these expressions represents approximations 
to the set of master equations outlined in the Eqs.8 and 9. 
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The numerical values of a  for some given values of 

q  are given in Table 1. When x is small, Eq.26 becomes 
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0 . Similarly, the concentration of the mediator 
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We can find the numerical values of a  through some 

specific values of l  as shown in Table 1. When x is 
small, Eq.29 becomes 
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Also from the above Eq.31 1v when 0 l  
( a  = 0.191 or 9.814) and 0x . When  , the 
(9) or Eq.25 becomes 0/ 22  vdxvd . The solution of 
this equation using the boundary conditions (10) and (11) 
becomes 1v . This result is exactly equal to our result 
when  . Eqs.28 and 31 represent the approxi-
mate new analytical expression of the concentration of 
the mediator when 1q   and 1l  . 
Concentration of substrate and mediator are summarized 
in Table 2 and Table 3. Using Eqs.14 and 15 the nor-
malized current I for various cases is given by 

1
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The expression of the current is summarized in Table 
4 and Table 5. 

 
Table 1. Numerical values of a for various values of p, l q r ,,  calculated using Eqs.19, 22, 27 and 30.  

Values of a  
Values of p,  q r, and l  

Eq.19 Eq.22 Eq.27 Eq.30 

0 0 -0.1950 0 0.1910 

0.01 -0.00246 -0.1931 0.0025 0.1901 

0.25 -0.0462 -0.1520 0.0463 0.1616 

0.5 -0.0587 -0.1056 0.0577 0.1240 

 
Table 2. Concentration of substrate )(xu  when 1  and 1 . 
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Table 3. Concentration of mediator )(xv when 1  and 1 . 
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s.no Conditions 
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Table 4. Current I  when 1  and 1 . 

Current I  
s.no Conditions 

This work Lyons and Bartlett [2] 
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Table 5. Current I  when 1  and 1 . 

Current I  

s.no Conditions 
This work Lyons and Bartlett [2] 
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Figure 17 
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Figure 18 

 
3. COMPARISON WITH LYONS AND 

BARTLETT [2] WORK 

Lyons and Bartlett [2] takes the (8) in the form 

0)( 2122  uvdxud             (36) 

when 1  whereas 
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when 1 . The third term in the Eqs.16 and 17 is 
not found in the Eqs.36 and 37. When    (9) 
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whereas when    

022  vdxvd                  (39) 

The third term in the Eqs.24 and 25 is not present in 
the Eqs.38 and 39. Figure 2 shows the schematic repre-
sentation of the differential equations describing the 
transport and kinetics in a microheterogeneous system 
by (Lyons and Bartlett [2]). Each of these expressions 
represents the approximations to the set of master equa-
tions outlined in the Eqs.8 and 9. Lyons and Bartlett [2]) 
obtained the concentration of the substrate as 

 4)1(2887.01)( xpxu   if 1 p  (40) 

hxxu sec)cosh()(         if     1 p  (41) 

Similarly, mediator concentration as 

1)sinh(tanh)cosh()(  l  if           xxxv  (42) 

But a definite solution for mediator concentration is 
not arrived upon in the case of  q 1  . The 
Eqs.40 and 41 derived by Lyons and Bartlett [2] satisfy 
the boundary condition (11), but the Eq.40 does not sat-
isfy the boundary condition (10). In the same way Eq.41 
is independent of the parameter 1  whereas our 
Eqs.20 and 23 satisfy the boundary conditions (10) and 
(11). Similarly Eq.42 is independent of the parameter 

  whereas our Eqs.28 and 31 satisfy the boundary 
conditions (10) and (11). Lyons and Bartlett [2] obtained 
the corresponding dimensionless current I  as follows. 

pI        if    1 p       (43) 
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qI          if 1 q       (45) 

tanhI       if   1 l       (46) 

Eqs.44 and 46 are independent of the parameters 1  
and   whereas our Eqs.34 and 35 depend on the 
parameters 1  and  . 

4. DISCUSSION OF STEADY STATE 
PROBLEM 

The comparison of concentration of substrate )(xu  
between the Eqs.20 and 23 (This work) and Eqs.40 and 
41 (Lyons and Bartlett [2]) are represented in Figure 3, 
Figure 4 for various values of  . From these Figures 
it is understood that the value of the concentration de-
creases when   increases. Concentration is slowly 
increasing when 5.0x  for all values of  . Then the 
concentration of )(xu  becomes 1 when 1x  for all 
values of  . The comparison of concentration media-
tor )(xv  between the Eqs.28 and 31 (This work) and 
Eq.42 (Lyons and Bartlett [2]) are represented in Figure 
5 and Figure 6 for various values of  . From these 
figures, it is deducted that the value of the concentration 
of )(xu decreases when   increases. Concentration 
is slowly decreasing when 6.0x  for all values of 

 . From these Figures 3-6, it is constructed that 
Eqs.20, 23, 28 and 31 satisfy their boundary conditions 
(10) and (11). 
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the differential equations describing the transport and kinetics in 
a microheterogeneous system by Lyons and Bartlett [2]. Each of these expressions represents approxi-
mations to the set of master equations outlined in the Eqs.8 and 9. 
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Figure 3. Profiles of the dimensionless substrate concentration 

,u for various values of   when .1  The curve is 
plotted using Eqs.20 and 40. 
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Figure 4. Profiles of the dimensionless substrate concentration 

,u  for various values of   when 1  .The curve is 
plotted using Eqs.23 and 41. 
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Figure 5. Profiles of the dimensionless mediator concentration 
v , for various values of   when 1 . The curve is 

plotted using Eq.28. 
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Figure 6. Profiles of the dimensionless mediator concentration 
v , for various values of   when 1 . The curve is 

plotted using Eqs.31 and 42. 

 
Figure 7 shows the comparison of dimensionless cur-

rent I between the Eqs.32 and 43 for various values of 
  when 1 . Figure 8 shows the comparison of 
dimensionless current I between the Eqs.34 and 44 for 
various values of   when 1 . Figure 9 shows the 
comparison of dimensionless current I between the Eqs.33 

and 45 for various values of   when 1 . 
Figure 10 shows the comparison of dimensionless cur-
rent I between the Eqs.35 and 46 for various values of 

  when 1 . In all case diagrams as shown in 
figures, there is a vast variation in the current curves. 

Figures 11 and 12 show the comparison of our di-
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mensionless concentration u  evaluated using Eqs.20 
and 23 (This work) together with the simulation results 
(This work) and Eqs.40 and 41 (Lyons and Bartlett [2]) 
for the case of 1  and 1 . Figures 13 and 
14 indicate the comparison of our dimensionless con-
centration v calculated using Eqs.28 and 31 (This work) 
together with the simulation results (This work) and 
Eq.42 (Lyons and Bartlett [2]) for the case of 1  
and 1 . In all cases, there is a good match be-
tween our analytical and simulation results. 

Figures 15 and 16 show the comparison of our di-
mensionless current I versus   evaluated using Eqs.32 
and 34 (This work) together with the simulation results 
(This work) and Eqs.43 and 44 (Lyons and Bartlett [2]) 
for the case of 1  and 1 . Figures 17 and 
18 indicate the comparison of our dimensionless current 
I versus   calculated using Eqs.33 and 35 (This 
work) together with the simulation results (This work) 
and Eqs.45 and 46 (Lyons and Bartlett [2]) for the case 
of 1  and 1 . In all cases, there is a good 
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Figure 7. Plot of dimensionless current versus p . Cur-
rent is calculated in the Eqs.32 and 43. 
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Figure 8. Plot of dimensionless current versus r1 . Cur-

rent is calculated in the Eqs.34 and 44. 
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Figure 9. Plot of dimensionless current versus q . Cur-

rent is calculated in the Eqs.33 and 45. 
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Figure 11. Comparison of our dimensionless concentration u  
using Eq.20 (This work), Eq.40 (Lyons and Bartlett [2]) and 
simulation results using Scilab ( This work). Here the value of 

15.0  . 
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Figure 12. Comparison of our dimensionless concentration u  
using Eq.23 (This work), Eq.41 (Lyons and Bartlett [2]) and 
simulation results using Scilab (This work). Here the value of 

14  . 
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Figure 13. Comparison of our dimensionless concentration v 
using Eq.28 (This work) and simulation results using Scilab 
(This work). Here the value of 15.0  . 
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Figure 14. Comparison of our dimensionless concentration v 
using Eq.31 (This work), Eq.42 (Lyons and Bartlett [2]) and 
simulation results using Scilab (This work). Here the value of 
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match between our analytical and simulation results. 

5. MATHMATICAL FORMULATION OF 
THE PROBLEM AND ANALYSIS 
(NON-STEADY STATE) 

The initial boundary value problems which has to be 
solved for the case of non-steady state can be written in 

dimensionless form as follows 
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Figure 15. Comparison of our dimensionless current I versus 
p  using Eq.32 (This work), Eq.43 (Lyons and Bartlett 

[2]) and simulation results using Scilab (This work). Here the 
value of 1 . 
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Figure 16. Comparison of our dimensionless current I versus 
r/1  using Eq.34 (This work), Eq.44 (Lyons and Bartlett 

[2]) and simulation results using Scilab (This work). Here the 
value of 1 . 
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Figure 17. Comparison of our dimensionless current I versus 

q  using Eq.33 (This work), Eq.45 (Lyons and Bartlett 

[2]) and simulation results using Scilab (This work). Here the 
value of 1 . 
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Figure 18. Comparison of our dimensionless current I versus 
l  using Eq.35 (This work), Eq.46 (Lyons and Bartlett 

[2]) and simulation results using Scilab (This work). Here the 
value of 1 . 

 
for the mediator respectively. These equations must obey 
the following initial and boundary conditions 

1v and 1u   ,t 00.00             (49) 

0/0  dxdu  and  1v  ,x          (50) 

1x , 0dxdv  and   u 1         (51) 

To my knowledge no rigorous analytical (or) numeri-
cal solutions for the transient problems have been rep- 
orted. Numerical simulation of substrate concentration 

and mediator concentration can be evaluated using Sci-
lab software (Appendix-B) . 

6. DISCUSSION OF NON-STEADY 
STATE PROBLEM 

The normalized numerical simulations of three dimen-
sional substrate concentration )(xu  is shown in Figure 
19, Figure 21 and Figure 23. As shown in Figures 19,  
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Figure 19. The normalized numerical simulation of three di-
mensional substrate concentration )(xu . The plot was con-

structed using Eq.47 for 01.0,01.0   . 
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Figure 20. The normalized numerical simulation of three di-
mensional mediator concentration )(xv . The plot was con-

structed using Eq.48 for 01.0,01.0   . 
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Figure 21. The normalized numerical simulation of three di-
mensional substrate concentration )(xu . The plot was con-

structed using Eq.47 for 1,1   . 
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Figure 22. The normalized numerical simulation of three di-
mensional mediator concentration )(xv . The plot was con-

structed using Eq.48 for 1,1   . 
 
Figure 21 and Figure 23 give the calculated response 
curve at different  and   values in our diagrams. 
The time dependent concentration )(xu  using Eq.47 is 
represented in Figure 19, Figure 21 and Figure23 for 
various values of  and  . Concentration is slowly 
decreasing when  and   is increasing. Then the con-
centration of )(xu  = 1 when 1x  and also for all 
values of  ,   and t . The normalized numerical si-
mulation of three dimensional mediator concentration 

)(xv is shown in Figure 20, Figure 22 and Figure 24. 
These figures show the calculated curve at different 
 and   values in our diagrams. The time dependent 
curve )(xv using Eq.48 is represented in Figure 20, Fi-  

gure 22 and Figure 24 for all values of  ,   and t .   
and   larger than 1 may be appropriate because the slope 
of the curves corresponding to 1  and 1  are al-
most identical although the analytical ranges are different. 
The slope of the curves decreases dramatically and the 
concentration is identical range when  and   is high. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented a simple analysis of reaction/diff- 
usion within a conducting polymer film which is depos-
ited on a microelectrode. The transport and kinetics are 
quantified in terms of a fundamental reaction/diffusion 
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Figure 23. The normalized numerical simulation of three di-
mensional substrate concentration )(xu . The plot was con-

structed using Eq.47 for 10,10   . 
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Figure 24. The normalized numerical simulation of three di-
mensional mediator concentration )(xv . The plot was con-

structed using Eq.48 for 10,10   . 
 
parameters  ,   and the analytical expression of 
the substrate concentration and mediator concentration 
within the polymer film are thus derived. An analytical 
expression for the steady state current response is also 
presented. A non linear time independent partial differ-
ential equation has been formulated and solved using 
He’s variational iteration method. The primary result of 
this work is first approximate calculation of substrate 
concentration and mediator concentration for all values 
of   and  . It gives good agreement with previ-
ous published limiting case results. The extension of the 
procedure to other two-dimensional and three-dimen- 
sional geometries with various complex boundary condi-
tions seems possible. 
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APPENDIX  A 

In this appendix, we derive the general solution of non- 
linear reaction (8), (9), (10), (11) using He’s variational 
iteration method. To illustrate the basic concepts of vari-
ational iteration method (VIM), we consider the follow-
ing non-linear partial differential equation [8-12] 

    )()()( xgxuNxuL              (A1) 

where L is a linear operator, N is a non-linear operator, 
and g(x) is a given continuous function. According to the 
variational iteration method, we can construct a correct  

 

functional as follows [11] 
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Where   is a general Lagrange multiplier which can 
be identified optimally via variational theory, nu  is the 
nth approximate solution, and 
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nu denotes a restricted 
variation, i.e., 0

~

nu . In this method, a trial function 
(an initial solution) is chosen which satisfies given 
boundary conditions. Using the above variational itera-
tion method we can write the correction functional of 
Eqs.16, 17, 24 and 25 as follows 
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Taking variation with respect to the independent variables nn v and u , we get 
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where  is general Lagrangian multipliers, u0 and v0 are 
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initial approximations or trial functions    ,vn
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Making the above correction functional (A7) to (A10) 
stationary, noticing that 0)0(0)0(  nn v  ,u   and 
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The above equations are called Lagrange-Euler equa-
tions. By solving the above equations the Lagrange mul-
tipliers, can be identified as 

)()( x      (A14) 

substituting the Lagrangian multipliers and n = 0 in the 
iteration formula (A3, A4, A5, A6) we obtain, 
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Assuming that its initial approximate solutions which 
satisfies the boundary conditions (10), (11) have the 
form 

 xaxu 22
0 )]1(1[)(             (A19) 

22
0 ]21[)( axaxxv             (A20) 

By the iteration formula (A15) to (A18) we have the 
Eqs.18, 21, 26 and 29 in the text. 

 
APPENDIX  B 

Scilab Program to find a solution of the Eqs.47-51. 
function pdex4 
m = 0; 
x = linspace(0,1); 
t=linspace(0,1); 
sol = pdepe(m,@pdex4pde,@pdex4ic,@pdex4bc,x,t); 
u1 = sol(:,:,1); 
u2 = sol(:,:,2); 
figure 
surf(x,t,u1) 
title('u1(x,t)') 
xlabel('Distance x') 
ylabel('Time t') 
figure 
surf(x,t,u2) 
title('u2(x,t)') 
xlabel('Distance x') 
ylabel('Time t') 
% -------------------------------------------------------------- 
function [c,f,s] = pdex4pde(x,t,u,DuDx) 

c = [1; 1];  
f = [1; 1] .* DuDx;  
y = u(1) * u(2); 
gamma=0.01; 
beta=0.01;                       % parameters 
F =(gamma*beta*sqrt(y))/(1+gamma*beta*(sqrt(u(2)/ 

u(1)))); 
F1=(gamma*sqrt(y))/( beta+gamma*(sqrt(u(1)/u(2)))); 

% non linear terms 
s=[-F;-F1]; 
% -------------------------------------------------------------- 
function u0 = pdex4ic(x); %create a initial conditions 
u0 = [1; 0.001];  
% -------------------------------------------------------------- 
function [pl,ql,pr,qr] = pdex4bc(xl,ul,xr,ur,t) %create 

a boundary conditions 
pl = [0; ul(2)-1];  
ql = [1; 0];  
pr = [ur(1)-1; 0];  
qr = [0; 1];  
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ABSTRACT 

The thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity and 
heat capacity per unit volume of dunite rocks 
taken from Chillas near Gilgit, Pakistan have 
been measured simultaneously using transient 
plane source technique. The temperature depe- 
ndence of thermal transport properties is stud-
ied in the temperature range 83-303 K. Different 
relations for the estimation of thermal conduc-
tivity are also tested. Thermal conductivity data 
obey the modified Eucken’s law in the temper- 
ature range of measurements. 

Keywords: Dunite; Density; Porosity; Thermal 
Conductivity; Transient Plane Source (TPS)  
Technique 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The most relevant thermal parameters of rocks are ther-
mal conductivity, heat capacity per unit volume and the- 
rmal diffusivity. The first two parameters give the capa-
bility of a material to conduct and accumulate heat, re-
spectively; and the last one represents how fast heat dif-
fuses through a material [1]. 

1.1. Introduction to Samples 

Igneous rocks are classified on the basis of texture and 
chemical composition. 

On the basis of texture igneous rocks are classified in 
to two groups. 

1.1.1. Extrusive or Volcanic 
When magma comes out of the surface of earth (called 
lava) then rapid cooling and crystallization of that ma- 

gma above the earth surface form volcanic igneous rocks. 
Most types of lavas cool rapidly, resulting in the forma-
tion of rocks composed mainly of microscopic crystals. 
Some lavas cool so quickly that they form a smooth 
volcanic glass called obsidian. These are too fine- 
grained or glassy that their mineral composition cannot 
be observed without the use of petrographic microscope. 

1.1.2. Intrusive or Plutonic 
The cooling and crystallization of molten magma below 
the surface of earth form these rocks. Magma that forms 
the intrusive rocks solidifies relatively slow; and so, 
most of the intrusive rocks have larger crystals than of 
extrusive rocks. The mineral grain size of these rocks is 
visible to naked eye even. 

On the basis of chemistry igneous rocks are classified 
in to four groups [2]. 

1.1.3. Felsic 
Igneous rocks derived from felsic magma contain rela-
tively high quantities of sodium, aluminium and potas-
sium and are composed of more than 65% silica (SiO2). 
Some common felsic igneous rocks include fine-grained 
Rhyolite and coarse-grained Granite. All of felsic rocks 
are light in colour because of the dominance of quartz, 
potassium and sodium feldspars, and plagioclase feld-
spars minerals. 

1.1.4. Intermediate 
Some igneous rocks having chemistry between felsic 
and mafic rocks are known as intermediate. Silica amo- 
unts from 52% to 65%. Andesite (intrusive) and Diorite 
(extrusive) are intermediate igneous rocks. These rocks 
are composed predominantly Plagioclase feldspar, Am-
phibole and Pyroxene minerals. 

1.1.5. Mafic 
Igneous rocks derived from mafic magma rich in cal-
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cium, iron and magnesium and relatively poor in silica, 
amounts from 45% to 52%. Some common mafic igne-
ous rocks include-fine grained Basalt and coarse-grained 
Gabbro. Mafic igneous rocks tend to be dark in colour 
because they contain a large proportion of minerals rich 
in iron and magnesium (Pyroxene, Amphiboles and Oli-
vine). 

1.1.6. Ultramafic 
These rocks contain relatively low amount of silica < 
45% and are dominated by the minerals olivine, calcium 
rich plagioclase feldspars and pyroxene. Peridotite and 
Dunite are the most common ultramafic rocks having 
coarse-grained texture. There is no known modern fine- 
grained ultramafic rock. The samples studied here be-
long to the dunite group of igneous rocks. 

The density related properties of the selected samples 
at room temperature along with their thermal properties 
in temperature range (303-483 K) are already published 
[3]. In this paper only the thermal transport properties 
are measured in temperature range 83 to 303 K at normal 
pressure, with air as saturant in pore spaces, using Tran-
sient Plane Source Technique [4]. 

In continuation of our previous work [5,6], the aim in 
this work is to study thermal transport properties of du-
nite rocks as a function of temperature and to test vari-
ous relations for the prediction of effective thermal con-
ductivity of porous media. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND 
SAMPLE CHARACTERIZATION 

The thermal transport properties of the samples were 
measured as a function of temperature, using transient 
plane source (TPS) technique. The beauty of TPS tech-
nique is that it allows measurements without any distur-
bance from the interfaces between the sensor and the 
bulk samples. Also, simultaneous measurement of ther-
mal conductivity and thermal diffusivity is possible [4]. 
In this technique, a TPS-element (Figure 1) sandwiched 
between two halves of the sample is used both as a con-
stant heat source and a sensor of temperature. 
 

 Connecting Leads
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Nikel Foil Insulating Layers 

S
am

pl
e 

Pi
ec

es
 

 
Figure 1. A TPS-sensor sandwiched between sample 
pieces [7]. 

For data collection the TPS-element (20 mm diameter) 
was used in a bridge circuit, shown in Figure 2. 

When sufficiently large (constant) amount of direct 
current is passed through the TPS-element, its tempera-
ture changes consequently and there is a voltage drop 
across the TPS-element. By recording this voltage drop 
for a particular time interval, detailed information about 
the thermal conductivity ( ) and thermal diffusivity ( ) 
of the test specimen is obtained. The heat capacity per 
unit volume ( PC ) can then be calculated from the re-
lation: 


 PC ,                (1) 

The results of the thermophysical measurements on 
the samples at different temperatures and normal pres-
sure are shown in Figure 3. 

It is to be noted that the results of thermal properties 
in high temperature range 303 to 483 K [3] are also in-
cluded in Figure 3, so that one can observe the overall 
behavior of thermal properties of these samples over a 
wide range of temperature (83-483 K). 

Taking into consideration the errors of the technique 
[7,8], standard deviations of the measurements and the 
sampling errors, the thermal conductivity and thermal 
diffusivity data contain errors of 5% and 7% respectively. 
The errors in volumetric heat capacity are around 10%. 

3. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY      
PREDICTION 

A typical equation used for temperature dependence of 
lattice (phonon) thermal conductivity is: 

BTA
T


)(

1


,              (2) 

 c
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Figure 2. Bridge circuit diagram for TPS tech-
nique: Rs = Standard resistance, R0 = Resistance 
of TPS sensor [9]. 
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Figure 3. Temperature dependence of thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity and heat capacity per unit volume, 
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. Estimated uncertainties in   and   are about 5% and 7% respectively. 

 
where A(W-1·m·K) and B(W-1·m) are constants related to 
the scattering properties of phonons. A is related to scat-
tering of phonons by impurities and imperfections [10]; 
and B is related to phonon-phonon scattering and is ap-
proximately proportional to an inverse power of sound 
velocity [11]. 

The physical justification of the term A is the exis-
tence of numerous additional scattering centers for pho-
nons in materials, caused by structural and chemical 
imperfections and the influence of the grain boundaries. 

Eq.2 is analogous to Matthiessen’s rule of electrical re-
sistivity in metals, which is: 

( )e eo e T    ,             (3) 

where eo  is the extrapolated electrical resistivity at 0 K 
and is called the residual resistivity. This is the tempera-
ture independent part of the resistivity. That is, the value 
of eo  depends upon the concentration of impurities 
and other imperfections in the sample. It can be taken as 
the measure of impurity of the specimen. The tempera-  
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ture dependent part of resistivity )(Te is decided by 
the phonons. It is called the lattice resistivity [12]. 

For diffusivity (having the same trend as thermal 
conductivity), the analogous equation was assumed to 
be: 

  STR
T




1
               (4) 

The results obtained using Eqs.2 and 4 along with the 
experimental results / values of   and   are shown 
in Figure 3. The correlation coefficients for thermal 
conductivity  r  and thermal diffusivity  r  are also 
listed in Table 1. 

The data appear to fit very well (above 97%). The 
values of pC  can be calculated using Eq.1.  

Eq.2 may also be written as [13,14]: 

)1/()1()( bTrbTrT   ,         (5) 

where r  (W·m-1·K-1) is the thermal conductivity at a 
reference temperature and b(K-1) is a single temperature 
coefficient of thermal conductivity parameter, control-
ling the temperature dependence of thermal conductivity. 
b is related to parameters A and B of Eq.2, as: 

b = B/A                   (6) 

The reference value of thermal conductivity ( r ) is 
simply derived from Eq.2, using rTT   (reference/ 
room temperature). It is to be noted that each of the Eq.2 
or 5 is the modified Eucken’s rule. 

A recently proposed empirical model [6] for the pre- 
diction of thermal conductivity as a function of tem- 
perature is: 

1 1

e s f r

mΦ T

T  
 

   
 

,             (7) 

where m  is the empirical coefficient whose value can 
be determined at suitable temperatures, using the cor- 
responding experimental values of thermal conductivity 
and the room temperature values of Φ, f  and s ; by 

 
 
exp1 / 1 / s

f rm T
T

 


 
 
  




        (8) 

The empirical coefficients, exponents or adjustable 
parameters may vary according to the suite of rocks. Th- 
erefore, the extrapolations of empirical models to suites 
of rocks other than those used in developing these mod-
els may not be satisfactory [15]. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

It is well known that thermal transport properties of po-
rous rocks depend upon their structure, mineral compo-
sition, porosity, density, the ability of their constituent 
minerals to conduct heat, temperature, pressure; etc. 

The temperature dependence of thermal conductivity 
and thermal diffusivity in the temperature range 83 to 
483 K at suitable intervals is shown in Figure 3. It is 
observed that thermal conductivity decreases in the 
measured temperature range. This is in agreement with 
the theory of thermal conductivity. The thermal diffusiv- 
ity shows decreasing trend; again in agreement with the 
theory. 

For dunite samples, in Eq.5, the empirical coefficient 
b is taken to be 0.0172 which is equal to the mean of all 
the values of b listed in Table 1. Similarly the mean 
value of r  is found to be 3.858 W·m-1·K-1 at 303 K. 
Using these values of adjustable parameters r and b, 
thermal conductivity values are predicted along with the 
experimental measurements and are plotted in Figure 4. 

It is to be noted that in Eq.5, all the parameters ef- 
fecting thermal conductivity (such as porosity, density, 
thermal conductivity values of constituent minerals and 
the fluid inside the pores, etc.) are dumped into adjust- 
able parameters and the errors in predicting thermal 
conductivity are only up to 10% in the temperature range 
243 K to 333 K, which is the most interesting range for 
construction purposes. 

 
Table 1. Parameters A, B, R and S for the thermal resistivity 1 ( ) T  and the inverse of thermal diffusivity 1 ( ) T  of dunites as 
represented by Eqs.2 and 4. r  and r  are the respective correlation coefficients. 

Specimen        A             B            r           R             S             r           b = B/A           r  

              W-1·m·K      10-4W-1·m                    m-2·sec     10-3 m-2·sec·K-1                      K-1        W·m-1·K-1

 Dn01       0.053           5.24          0.98         –0.116         2.23           0.98           0.010          4.728 

 Dn03       0.029           6.29          1.00         –0.165         2.58           0.99           0.021          4.545 

 Dn05       0.025           7.36          1.00         –0.362         3.88           0.99           0.029          4.027 

 Dn07       0.040           7.75          1.00         –0.271         3.74           0.99           0.019          3.639 

 Dn09       0.016           8.80          0.99         –0.365         4.06           1.00           0.056          3.545 

 Dn11       –0.036           1.17          0.98         –0.550         5.06           0.99           –0.032          3.140
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Figure 4. The comparison of experimental and predicted therm- 
al conductivity of dunite samples as a function of temperature. 

 
As far as the results of Eq.7 are concerned, these are 

fairly good at room temperature and above (with in 10%) 
[3]. But, this proposal is not recommended for the pre-
diction of thermal conductivity in temperature range 
lower than the room temperature. This is the limitation 
of this model. It is because of the fact that we have used 
the room temperature values of s , f  and Φ in Eqs.7 

and 8. This makes the value of m (calculated by Eq.8) 
negative in the temperature range lower than room tem-
perature. This reverses the effect of second term on 
R.H.S. of Eq.7. As a consequence, we get the increasing 
effect in thermal conductivity with temperature due to 
this term which is against experimental results. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

To predict the thermal conductivity of dunite samples as 
a function of temperature, modified Eucken’s rule has 
been used. It is noted that the experimental thermal 
conductivity and the predicted conductivity are in good 
agreement (up to 10%) in the temperature range 243 K 
to 333 K, which is important for construction purposes. 
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ABSTRACT 

The optical properties of N,N’-bis (Inaphthyl)- 
N,N’-diphenyl-1,1’-biphenyl-4,4’-diamine (NPB) 
and tris (8-hydroxyquinolinato) aluminum (Alq3) 
organic materials used as hole transport and 
electron transport layers in organic light-emit- 
ting devices (OLED) have been investigated. 
The NPB and Alq3 layers were prepared using 
thermal evaporation method. The results show 
that the energy band gap of Alq3 is thickness 
independence while the energy band gap of 
NPB decreases with the increasing of sample 
thickness. For the case of photoluminescence 
the Alq3 with thickness of 84 nm shows the 
highest relative intensity peak at 510 nm. 

Keywords: Energy Band Gap; N,N’-Bis (Inaphthyl) 
-N,N’-Diphenyl-1,1’-Biphenyl-4,4’-Diamine Tris (8 
Hydroxyquinolinato) Aluminum; Organic Light  
Emitting Diode; Photoluminescence 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Various organic light emitting devices displays have be- 
en investigated in recent years. Many techniques like 
anode [1] and cathode [2] modifications, inserting hole 
blocking layer [3], control the thermal evaporation rate 
[4] and doping system have been recently reported to 
further improve display efficiency due to their excellent 
performances. Currently, there is great interest in the 
study of OLEDs containing small molecules as emitting 
layer. Such molecules have been found to be useful in 
OLED applications such as optical devices, lumines-
cence probes in biomedical assays, luminescence sensors 
for chemical species and fluorescent lighting [5,6]. Ad-

vantages of organic LEDs over inorganic ones are their 
high emission efficiency in the visible spectrum, easy to 
process, robustness and almost infinite possibility for 
modification. They also have low operating voltage, low 
power consumption and wide viewing angle. However, 
there are still several problems which must be solved 
especially for transferring research results to commercial 
application of OLED devices in display technology. 
Short OLED lifetime, low carrier mobility and high in-
terface barriers must be improved by optimizing the ma-
terial parameters and fabrication steps. 

As present, the basic structure of an OLED is shown 
in Figure 1 and typically consists of three organic semi-
conductor layers (hole injection layer, organic emitter 
and electron transport layer) sandwiched between two 
electrodes. The electron-injecting electrode consists of a 

 
 

Metal Cathode 

Electron Transport Layer 

Organic Emitter 

Hole Injection Layer 

Indium tin Oxide Anode 

Light Output 
 

Figure 1. The basic structure for or-
ganic light emitting device. 
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low work function metal alloy, typically Mg-Ag or Li-Al, 
deposited by vacuum evaporation. The bottom, hole- 
injecting, electrode is typically a thin-film of the trans-
parent semiconductor indium tin oxide (ITO) [7]. Upon 
recombination, energy is released as light, which is emi- 
tted from the light-transmissive anode and substrate. 
N’-bis (Inaphthyl)-N,N’-diphenyl-1,1’-biphenyl-4,4’-di- 
amine (NPB) was chosen as hole injection layer because 
it can be easily manufactured and is abundantly available 
in powder form. However, tris (8-hydroxyquinolinato) 
aluminum (Alq3) is used as an ETL because Alq3 is ther-
mally and morphologically stable therefore can be easily 
evaporated into thin films form. Easily synthesized and 
purified, molecularly shaped to avoid exciplex formation 
(e.g. with N,N’-bis (Inaphthyl)-N,N’-diphenyl-1,1’-bi- 
phenyl-4,4’-diamine at the interface), and produce green 
fluorescent light become another reason to be a good 
host emitter [8]. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

For the preparation of Alq3 and NPB organic layers, the 
indium tin oxide (ITO) glasses substrate was cut into 
square plates (2 cm × 2 cm). The ITO glasses were im-
mersed in ultrasonic baths with acetone for 10 minutes. 
Then, the ITO glasses were rinsing in deionised water 
for 10 min and then blow dried with nitrogen gas. This 
procedure was applied to remove organic contamination 
and particles from the ITO surface. Thermal evaporation 
technique using resistively heated tantalum boats in 
vacuum, at a base pressure of 1.0 × 10-5 Torr was used to 
prepare thin film sample. Different thickness of organic 
layers was deposited on the ITO at a rate of 2.5 A/s at 
room temperature. The thicknesses of the layers were 
measured by Tencor P-12 Disk Profile. The PL spectra 
of the devices were measured by a EL spectra USB 2000 
FLG Spectrofluorometer. The spectra of optical absorp-
tion measurements were made over the wavelength 
range of 360 nm-800 nm to obtain the energy band gap. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Energy Band Gap 

The spectra of optical absorption measurements were 
made over the wavelength range of 360 nm-800 nm. The 
variation in the absorbance with wavelength is shown in 
Figures 2 and 3 for Alq3 and NPB with varying thick-
ness. 

The optical absorption spectra of both samples, Alq3 
and NPB are similar thus the optical band gap was cal-
culated using a well known equation as 

 gEhch   2)(               (1) 
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Figure 2. The optical absorption of Alq3 at various thickness. 
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Figure 3. The optical absorption of NPB measured at different 
thicknesses. 
 
where c is a constant, Eg is the optical band gap, hv is 
photon energy. The energy band gap was obtained by 
plotting (αhv) 2 as a function of photon energy, h . 

The result shows that the energy band gap for the Alq3, 
is tend to be independent on the layer thickness as shown 
in Figure 4. However for NPB layers the energy band 
gap decreases with the increasing NPB thickness as dis-
played in Figure 5. This result can be easily correlated 
with the efficient hole transport in hole injection layer as 
discussed by Zhang Zhi-Feng et al. This phenomenon is 
due to a good balance between the injected electrons and 
holes in the OLED structure [9]. 

3.2. Photoluminescence 

The photoluminescence spectra of Alq3 were success-
fully measured using Ocean Optics spectrofluorometer 
operated at 390 nm. Figure 6 shows the normalized pho- 
toluminescence intensity for samples at various thick- 
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Figure 4. Energy band gap for different thickness of Alq3. 
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Figure 5. Energy band gap for different thickness of NPB. 
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Figure 6. The PL performance with the different thickness of 
Alq3. 
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Figure 7. The PL performance with the different thickness of 
NPB. 

 
nesses. It can be observed that Alq3 with 84 nm thickn- 
ess gives the highest relative intensity at emission wave-
length of 510 nm. In the case of NPB layer there is no 
any photoluminescence phenomenon occurred as dis-
played by Figure 7. The spectra in Figure 7 are the op-
tical reflectance of the excitation source. However NPB 
layer with a thickness 110 nm gives the highest relative 
reflectance intensity at the peak of excitation source, i.e. 
390 nm and 750 nm respectively. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The energy band gap of Alq3 and NPB layers for OLED 
structure have successfully been measured. The NPB 
layer shows a thickness dependence of energy band gap 
while the energy band gap for Alq3 is tend to be inde-
pendence on the sample thickness ranging from 16 nm to 

134 nm. As electron transport layer in OLED structure, 
the photoluminescence spectrum of Alq3 was observed at 
510 nm with the optimum thickness of 84 nm. 
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ABSTRACT 

The effects of a co-flow on a spreading and en-
trainment rate of turbulent round jets have been 
studied numerically. The first and second order 
closure models are used and have been comp- 
ared with existing experimental data. The influ-
ence of theses models on the dynamic fields is 
examined. The results of the models in general 
agree well with the trends observed experiment- 
tally. The co-flowing imposed noticeable restri- 
ctions on the spreading and the turbulent mix-
ing. Finally, an entrainment hypothesis has been 
introduced to describe the development of tur-
bulent jets issuing into a stagnant or co-flowing 
air. It relates the mass flow rate of the surround- 
ing fluid entrained into the jet to the character-
istic velocity difference between the jet and the 
co-flow. It is obvious that the co-flow decreases 
considerably the entrainment of air. 

Keywords: Co-Flow; Turbulence; Jets; Models; 
Entrainment 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The experimental and numerical studies concerning the 
aerodynamics of co-flowing turbulent round jets have 
lately observed an increasing interest as they are encou- 
ntered in several industrial applications, such as turbul- 
ent diffusion flames of combustion chambers where a 
fuel jet flow is commonly injected into a co-flowing str- 
eam jet. The important parameters that influence the 
mixing characteristics of a jet are the presence of density 
difference and a co-flowing between the jet and its sur-
roundings. 

The effect of the density variation in the turbulent ro- 
und free jet has been investigated experimentally and 
numerically by several authors like [1-6]. The results of 

these works show that the mean and turbulent quantities 
are strong functions of density ratio. This confirms a 
higher mixing efficiency when the density ratio between 
the jet and the quiescent air decreases. It is shown that 
the density effects are affected by the buoyancy terms in 
the similarity region of the jet. The influence of the 
emission initial conditions on the evolution of the dy-
namic and scalar fields is also studied. 

The present study is a continuation of the work started 
by the authors [7,8] to investigate numerically the influ-
ence of the co-flow surrounding the turbulent jets. In this 
numerical study, several traditional scalar dissipation 
rate models are examined for scalar transport modeling 
in mixing turbulent round jets with co-flowing air. 
Therefore, it is not intended here to review previous 
work detail [9-11] on a co-flowing jet, since a review on 
the subject matter is given by the references [7,8]. The 
experimental and numerical investigations of this type of 
flow are also relatively scarce. 

In his recent work, Hakem et al. [12], have studied 
experimentally the mixing characteristics of an elliptical 
jet with large varying aspect ratio in a co-flow current, to 
verify that the Elliptic jet with varying large aspect ratio 
has also much higher dilution in a co-flow than an 
equivalent round jet under the same flow conditions. 
Wang et al. [13] have also studied the variable-density 
turbulent round jets discharging into a weakly confined 
low-speed co-flowing air stream with the aid of large- 
eddy simulation. Thus, the majority of this work shows 
that the effects of the co-flow variation on the structure 
of the reactive and non-reactive turbulent jets are com-
plex problems and remain very interesting. 

The study of the jets with co-flow shows the presence 
of three essential areas: an initial area, a principal area 
and an area of transition. When the flow is confined, the 
process of the co-flow driven by the jet is modified and 
the mixing process depends strongly not only on the 
velocity ratio, but also on the interaction between the 
boundary layer, the mixing layer and the main flow. 
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A considerable pressure gradient can appear and gen-
erates phenomena of recirculation. Curtet [14] is inter-
ested in a parameter of similarity, called parameter of 
Craya-Curtet which is formulated in the literature in 
variable density by Steward and Gurus [15]. He showed 
that, for a value of this number higher than 0.8, the phe-
nomenon of recirculation is avoided, irrespective of the 
fluid considered. 

The major objective of this paper is to determine the 
effect of a co-flowing on the dynamic fields of a turbu-
lent round jet. Therefore, we investigate a turbulent 
round jet into a co-flowing air with various co-flow to 
fuel velocity ratios. We have thus used first and second 
order closure methods to investigate and compare their 
performances. The influence of the co-flow on various 
physical parameters of the jet is analyzed in comparison 
with the experimental data of Djeridane [16]. 

2. TURBULENCE MODELS 

The equations which govern the turbulent flow are de-
rived from the conservation laws of mass and momen-
tum. All variables are conventionally averaged. These 
conventional averaged variables are denoted by an 
overbar Φ . Conventional fluctuations are indicated by 
Φ . 

ΦΦΦ                   (1) 

2.1. The Mean Equations 

We suppose that, the mean motion is steady, the turbu-
lent Reynolds numbers are high enough and the molecu-
lar diffusion effects are neglected. 

The continuity equation is given by 

0
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                    (2) 

The momentum equation is: 
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As a consequence of the nonlinearity (2), the averag-
ing process used introduces unknown correlations which 
are modelled through turbulence models. In order to 
solve transport equation for mean velocity in the turbu-
lent jets, the turbulent Reynolds stress shown in these 
equations is computed using two turbulence closure 
models, called the k-ε model and the second order model. 
Details of theses models can be found in Schiestel [17]. 

2.2. The First-Order k-ε Model 

The turbulent fluxes are approximated with k- model. 
The Reynolds stresses tensors are related to the strain 

rate by the following equation: 
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where t  is the turbulent viscosity, which is obtained 
from the turbulent kinetic energy k and its dissipation 
rate  using the relation: 
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The turbulence model consists of equations for the 
turbulent kinetic energy and their dissipation. These are 

The kinetic energy equation 
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The energy dissipation rate 
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The model constants used in the present study are 
given in Table 1. 

The k- model has been used with success in the cal-
culation of various turbulent jets. However, in flows 
with significant streamline curvature, the isotropic eddy 
viscosity assumption may not be able to describe the 
turbulent diffusion effects adequately. 

2.3. The Second-Order Model 

The second turbulence model considered in this study is 
a Reynolds Stress Model (RSM). The Reynolds stress 
equation is: 
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The first term on the right hand side is the production 
term due to the mean strain: 
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The diffusion term is modelled as: 
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Table 1. Turbulence constants for the first order k-  model, 
where the value of C is adapted for the axisymmetric jet case. 

C  1,eC  2,eC  k    

0.06 1.44 1.92 1.00 1.30 
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The pressure-strain correlation is: 
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The model constants used in the present study are 
given in Table 2. 

3. NUMERICAL APPROACH 

The computations for the governing equations can be 
made using a parabolic marching procedure if the radial 
pressure gradients are small and the axial diffusion is 
neglected. Such a situation occurs if velocities in the two 
streams are comparable. Assuming parabolic conditions, 
a numerical solver has been developed using finite vol-
ume of Patankar [18]. 

The computations are performed up to an axial dis-
tance of approximately 100D with an axial forward step 
size of 0.01 times the local jet half width uLx 01.0  
and 80 grid points in the radial direction are used. The 

radial expansion 
dx

dL
xr u  is so small that it does  

not affect the assumption of an orthogonal grid. This 
means that the grid expands in the radial direction fol-
lowing the jet expansion and this is sufficient to obtain a 
grid independent numerical solution. 

No boundary conditions are prescribed due to the 
parabolic nature of the flow. The computation progresses 
from section to section, and its implementation requires 
only the profiles at the jet nozzle. The boundary condi-
tions at the nozzle exit are those of a fully developed 
pipe flow [19]. The radial velocity is zero at the nozzle 
and in the ambient. All variables at the radial jet bound-
ary are equal to those in the ambient. At the axis of 
symmetry, the radial velocity and the radial gradients of 
other variables are set to zero. For all calculations, a 
small co-flow velocity value is used. For the turbulence 
quantities this implies a value of zero or a negligible 
small value. The kinetic energy and the Reynolds stress 
profile are used to derive the energy dissipation through 
the following relationship: 
 
Table 2. Turbulence constants in the second order model, 
where the value of C1 is adapted for the axisymmetric jet case. 

C1 C2 Cs 

2.3 0.6 0.22 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The influence of co-flow is investigated using the ex-
periments data of Djeridane [16]. The jet is ejected from 
a round nozzle of an internal diameter D of 26 mm with 
various co-flow to jet velocity ratios of Uco /Uj = 0.0 and 
0.1. The experimental details are given in Table 3. The 
far field behavior of the computed quantities such as the 
velocity decay constant, the turbulence intensity, the 
spreading rate and the turbulent flux are presented and 
discussed. 

Figure 1 shows, the jet centreline axial mean velocity 
   coccoj UUUU  /  with and without co-flow as a 

function of the normalized distance x/D. It is seen that 
the velocity is somewhat overpredicted with experiment 
values. The predicted results obtained, using the two 
turbulence models, agree quite well with the experimen-
tal data of Djeridane [16]. The major visible effect of the 
co-flow is the jet decay rate reduction, in comparison 
with the free jet case. 

Therefore, the jet without co-flow, tends to mix more 
rapidly with the ambient air than the co-flowing jets. In 
the far region, a hyperbolic decrease of the mean veloc-
ity is observed. However, for 20 < x/D < 50, the velocity 
decay constant Ku, is defined by the following, 
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            (13) 

 
Table 3. Properties of the investigated turbulent co-flowing 
jets. 

Jet/co-flow Ujet Uco S jRe  

Air/air 12 0.00 1 21 000 

Air/air 12 1.20 1 21 000 
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Figure 1. Centreline values of the axial mean velocity. 
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This constant is closely related to the spreading rate, 
and the asymptotic value of the turbulence intensity. 

The comparison of this decay constant with those 
found in the literature is a good validation tool for the 
developed computational code. The results of the present 
investigation give for the case with a co-flow, a value of 
Ku = 0.188 with the second order model, and a value of 
Ku = 0.174 with the first order model, while the experi-
mental value is 0.176 Djeridane [16]. However, in the 
case of the jet without a co-flow, the value for Ku is 
found to be 0.199 with the second model and 0.201 with 
the first order model. The experimental value of the 
slope Ku is 0.218 Djeridane [16]. Table 4 recapitulates 
the asymptotic values of the mean velocity decay for 
various co-flow strengths of the different model predic-
tions and compared to the experimental values of Djeri-
dane [16]. 

Using the similarity law proposed by Chen and Rodi 
[20] ( )/(/ equcj DxKUU  ), the influence of the veloc-

ity ratio on the decay Ku is also described quite well by 
the most recent experimental study of Wang et al. [13] 
(shows Ku = 0.158, with velocity ratios of Uco/Uj = 0.075) 
and Antoine et al. [11] (gives Ku = 0.146, with velocity 
ratios of Uco/Uj = 0.05). The major visible effect of the 
co-flow, when the velocity ratio increases, is the jet de-
cay rate reduction. 

Figure 2 features a comparison of the computational 
and experimental jet spreading rates of the velocity field 
based on the mean velocity half radius Lu. It is noticed 
that the half-width Lu in the jets without a co-flow are 
much larger than those of the corresponding jets with a 
co-flow. Furthermore, with the first model, the predicted 
half-width of the jet obtained by the two jets cases 
agrees much better with the experimental data of Djeri-
dane [16]. Here, the mean velocity half-width is defined 
by 
 
Table 4. Comparison between the model predictions and meas- 
urements of the velocity flow field for asymptotic values of 
mean velocity decay, the spreading rate and the velocity fluc-
tuation intensities at various co-flow strengths. 

Authors Uco /Ujet S Ku 
2/1

uS   
2
c

c co

u

U U
 

 
max
2

c co

u

U U

RSM 0.10 1.0 0.188 0.100 0.286 0.252 

RSM 0.0 1.0 0.199 0.192 0.251 0.244 

k- 0.10 1.0 0.174 0.096 0.305 0.269 

k- 0.0 1.0 0.201 0.195 0.283 0.267 

Djeridane [16] 0.10 1.0 0.176 0.132 0.261 0.219 

Djeridane [16] 0.00 1.0 0.218 0.184 0.253 - 

Antoine et al. [11] 0.075 1. 0.146 0.128 - - 

Wang et al. [13] 0.05 1.0 0.158 0.12 0.25-0.30 - 
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Figure 2. Centreline values of the mean velocity halfwidth. 
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where 2/1
uS  is the mean velocity spreading rate. In the 

absence of a co-flow, both models predict a velocity 
spreading rate  Su 192.02/1   with the second model and 

195.02/1 uS  with the first model. These rates are close 
to the experimental value 184.02/1 uS  of Djeridane 
[16]. In presence of a co-flow, the half-width is no 
longer a linear function of x, so 2/1

uS  can not be easily 
determined. Therefore 2/1

uS  depends on the axial dista- 
nce and is not a useful concept in a co-flowing jet. How- 
ever, the spreading rates 10.02/1 uS  and 096.02/1 uS , 
obtained by the two models with a co-flow are about 
22 smaller than that the average experimental values 
of Djeridane [16] 132021 .S /

u  , the air-air jet of Wang 
et al. [13] 12.02/1 uS , and the water-air jet of Antoine 
et al. [11] 128.02/1 uS . This low value of the velocity 
spreading rate can be attributed to the presence of the 
higher co-flowing stream and to the side walls position 
of the enclosure, compared to those of the latter authors, 
tending to reduce the jet expansion. 

Figure 3 shows the axial profiles of the velocity fluc-

tuation intensities  cocc UUu /2  on the jet centerline 

with and without a co-flow. The predicted results ob-
tained by the two turbulence models agree very well 
with the experimental data of Djeridane [16], and espe-
cially with the second order model. The asymptotic 

value of  cocc UUu /2  is apparently strongly influ-

enced by the used turbulence model. It is seen that the 
velocity fluctuation intensity with and without a co-flow 
is slightly overpredicted by the second order model, 
while for the first order model, the velocity fluctuation 
intensity is highly overpredicted. This is obvious since 
the k- model is an isotropic model which then overes-
timates the velocity fluctuation intensity. Gharbi et al. 
[21] and Sanders et al. [22] have observed this same 
behaviour and concluded that this deviation is not due to 
the fact that the k-ε model gives unsatisfactory results, 
rather it is the anisotropy that is badly predicted. 
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Figure 3 also features a tendency toward a constant 
velocity fluctuation intensity value of 0.286 at x/D > 20 
with the second order model, and a value of 0.305 with 
the first order model, which are both close to the value 
0.261 obtained by Djeridane [16]. Additionally, it is no-
ticed at x/D  20 that, without a co-flow, the velocity 
turbulence intensity increases faster with x/D than for 
the co-flow case. It is interesting to note that the predi- 
cted velocity fluctuation intensity shows an approximate 
asymptotic behaviour which increases in value with the 
increasing co-flow velocity. 

Figure 4 shows the radial profiles of the mean veloc- 
ity for the downstream section x/D = 20, situated in the 
affinity region of the jet. It is noticed that both models 
agree reasonably well with the experimental data of 
Djeridane [16] for the co-flow case. Figure 5 presents 
the radial velocity fluctuation intensities profiles at x/D 
= 20. Qualitative agreement is obtained in the sense that 
both models predict a local maximum which is also ob- 
served experimentally. It should be mentioned again that 
the observed difference, between the experimental and 
the numerical values on the jet axis, is due to the chosen 
initial conditions. These values are of the order of 15%. 
The axial mean velocity should decrease faster, and thus 
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Figure 3. Centreline values of the velocity fluctuation intensi-
ties. 
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intensities at x/D = 20. 
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Figure 5. Radial profile of the mean velocity at x/D=20. 
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Figure 6. Evolution of the axial entrainment of air. 

 
more efficient turbulent mixing is required. Furthermore, 
it should be noticed that the jet radial expansion is re-
duced when the co-flow is present. 

The amount of air entrainment by the jet is determined 
by the time-average radial profiles of velocity. It relates 
the mass flow rate of the surrounding fluid entrained into 
the jet to the characteristic velocity difference between 
the jet and the co-flow. 

  





UcoUr

co drrUUQ
0

2      (15) 

Based on this last definition, Figure 6 shows the axial 
evolution of the air entrainment. It is obvious that the co- 
flow decreases considerably the air entrainment. A qua- 
litative analysis would suggest that a co-flowing stream 
would restrict the radial in flow of air into the jet. More- 
over, the free jets entrain from 30 to 75% more air than 
the co-flowing jets at any given axial location. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

A turbulent jet with and without a co-flowing air has be- 
en theoretically and numerically investigated, using the 
first and the second order turbulence closure models. 
The calculation results show that both models qualita- 
tively predict the behavior of jets with or without co-flo- 
wing air. An investigation of the asymptotic values for 
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the mean velocity decay constant Ku, the spreading rate 
2/1

uS  and the centerline value of the velocity fluctuation 
intensities has been presented. The predictions agree 
reasonably well with the very recent experimental study 
in the literature for axisymmetric jets. The major visible 
effect of the co-flow is the jet decay rate reduction, in 
comparison with the free jet case. However, based on 
entrainment definition, it is mainly shown that the co- 
flow reduce the air entrainment. 
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ABSTRACT 

To determination the volume and weight of non- 
uniform bodies, such as in ore deposits evalua-
tion for mining and rock cutting for construction, 
the methods of interpolation are usually used. 
The classic curves, which are frequently used to 
interpolate one-dimensional data are cubic spl- 
ine, Bspline and Bezier curves. These methods 
have good efficiency for determination of geom- 
etric characteristics of nonregular masses. They 
have some limitations and problems with two- 
dimensional interpolation analysis such as for- 
ming large linear systems of equations with a 
lot of entries and difficulty encounter with their 
solutions. In this research the two-dimensional 
splines are used, which have the advantages of 
simplicity and less computational operations ef- 
fort. The spline functions that are applied have 
the continuity of C1 at elements boundaries. The 
presented model has suitable efficiency for vo- 
lumes of large extents governing to lots of data. 

Keywords: Simulation; Approximation; Least 
square; Cubic Spline; Optimization; Curve Fitting; 
Prediction 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The most popular methods for interpolation of data are 
Lagrange method, Neville iteration approach, Newton 
divided difference methods, Cubic spline, Hermit spline, 
Bspline and Bezier methods. For the Neville and New-
ton divided difference method, the higher degree of pol- 
ynomial generation is straightforward. In conic spline 
approach each curve consists of a number of about n 
segment curves. The general way is to divide the interval 
to collect subintervals or segments and construct differ-
ent approximating polynomial on each interval. Appr- 
oximation by functions of this type is called piecewise 

polynomial approximation. This method has the advan-
tage of removing the oscillatory nature of high degree 
polynomials. In this approach there exists the continuity 
of C2 on the segments boundaries. However; the conti-
nuity order is optional to users willing. The formulation 
for creating cubic spline curve results in the solution of a 
three-diagonal system of equations. Hermit interpolation 
are based on two points p1 and p2 and two tangent values 

'
1p  and '

2p  at those points. It computes a curve seg-
ment that starts at p1, going in direction to '

1p  and ends 
at p2 moving toward '

2p . Hermit interpolation has an 
important advantage. The Hermit curve can be modified 
by changing the tangent values. 

The Bezier curve is a parametric curve p(t) that is a 
polynomial function of the parameter t. The degree of 
the polynomial depends on the number of points used to 
define the curve. The method applies control points and 
presents an approximating curve. The Bezier curve does 
not pass through internal points but the first and last 
points. Internal points influence the direction and posi-
tion of the curve by pulling it toward themselves [1-3]. 
B-spline methods were first proposed in the 1940 for 
curves and surfaces. The B-spline curves can be ap-
proximating or interpolating curves. The advantage of 
B-spline curves to Bezier curve is the obtaining the 
higher continuity for the individual spline segments 
[2-5]. If there are a set of triple data ),,,{( '

iii yyxc   
},,2,1,0 ni   The cubic spline functions Si(x) can be 

obtained on each interval [xi, xi+1]. With this model the 
continuity of C1 exists on the boundary of each segment. 
The spline function of degree 3 for each interval is: 
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If the Eq.1 is written based on the first point of each 
segment (xi , xi+1) then, 
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The first derivatives of the spline function (2) is as 
follows, 
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The coefficients iii cba ,,  and id for each interval 
can be obtained explicitly from the Eq.5. 
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where hi is the element size or the element interval (hi = 
xi+1 – xi). The problem with this approach is that we 
generally don’t have the tangent values at n + 1 point. 
This can be provided by applying the following ap-
proximation equations (forward difference, central dif-
ference and backward difference approximation, respec-
tively) for the first derivatives at the points and for uni-
form intervals hi. 
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The following two examples show the interpolation of 
two sets of data by the above approach. 

2. EXAMPLES 

2.1. Example 1 

This example is in the field of groundwater engineering. 
When a production well in unconfined aquifer is pumped, 
water is continuously withdrawn from storage within the 
aquifer as the cone of depression progresses radially 
outward from the well. Because of the absence of a re-

charge source in the form of vertical leakage, there can 
be no stabilization of water levels and the head (h) in the 
aquifer will continue to decline supposing the aquifer is 
infinite in areal extent. However, the rate of decline of 
head (h) continuously decreases as the cone of depres-
sion spreads. The partial differential equation governing 
the unsteady-state radial flow in the nonleaky confined 
aquifer in polar coordinate system is, 
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The Theis solution for the above partial differential 
equation is, 
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Theis approximated the above equation by the fol-
lowing series, 
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where, 

Tt

Sr
u

287.1
  

s = drawdown, in feet, 
Q = discharge, in gpm, 
t = time after pumping started, in days, 
T = coefficient of transmisivity, in gallons per day per 

foot (gpd/ft) and 
S = coefficient of storage, dimensionless. 
The value of brackets equals W(u). The data for in-

terpolation have logarithm values of W(u) respect to u 
[6]. For the interpolation of data about ten points are 
considered. Figure 1 shows the comparison between the  
 
 

W(u) vs u 

W(u)

u 
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Figure 1. The comparison between the data and the model. 
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data and the model for the nine spline curves. Based on 
the figure there is a suitable and good relationship be-
tween those. 

2.2. Example 2 

In this problem about five pairs of data are obtained 
from the parametric Eq.9 with non-uniform segments. 
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About four cubic spline curves are generated accord-
ing to the formulations of Eqs.3, 4 and 5. Figure 2 
shows the relationship between the real values and in-
terpolated ones. As it can be seen, there is a relative ex-
pectable fitness between them. 

3. FORMULATION FOR 2-D          
INTERPOLATION 

The bicubic spline formation that applies hear for two 
dimensional interpolation and four nodes patch is, 
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or in matrix notation, 
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If the above equation is written based on ( ix , iy ) or the 
coordinates of the lower left point on each segment, Eq.12 
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Figure 2. The comparison between the data and the model. 

obtains. Then, the formulation for determination of the 
coefficient will be simpler. 
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or in matrix notation it is, 
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The above bispline function has ten parameters (un-
knowns) for each segment or patch. Therefore; ten equa-
tions are required for defining them. Four equations sat-
isfy the function values at each corner and six equations 
satisfying partial derivative in x and y directions for 
three nodes. Thus there exists the continuity of C1 on 
each of four sides or boundaries of every element. The 
first derivatives in x and y direction for the Eq.12 are: 
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The coefficients 910 ,,, aaa  can be derived explicitly 
from satisfying the following conditions, 
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The above ten equations give a linear system of equa-
tions. If it is solved analytically the governing parame-
ters are obtained as follows, 
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4. PROBLEM 3 

For testing the above formulation several problems were 
considered. Here only one of them is presented. The data 
for this problem are obtained from the Eq.32. 

]3,0[]6,0[,,4),( )5.00867.0( 22

  yxeyxz yx  (32) 
The domain of problem consists of 9 elements and 16 

nodes. The elements are uniform where 2ih  and 
1ik . The above formulations were applied to to the 

governing data. Figure 3 shows the interpolation curves 
along x = 0, x = 2, y = 0 and y = 2. As it can be seen the 
2-D model presents a close relationship to the relating 
set of data. 

5. THE RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this research two models for 1-D and 2-D interpola-
tions were presented. The models are easy and straight-
forward to handle. Therefore; it can be applied for prob-
lems having huge data. It has the advantage of less 
computational efforts respect to the cubic spline, Bezier 
and B-spline methods especially for 2-D problems. The 
continuity for each segment is C1 therefore; this is suffi-
cient for many problems such as calculation of surfaces 
and volumes of nonuniform bodies. It is recommended 
to compare the 2-D model with Bezier and B-spine 
methods respect to the fitness and accuracy. 
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Figure 3. The comparison between the data and 2-D model. 
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ABSTRACT 

The role of mental foramens in dolphin hearing 
was studied in the present work. To this effect 
the mental foramens’ morphology features wh- 
ich are essential from acoustical viewpoint have 
been studied. The patterns of relationship be-
tween the location of mental foramens and their 
sizes are found. The affinity of the mental fora-
mens’ morphology and acoustics that the na-
ture had created testify acoustical expediency 
of the mental foramens’ architecture. This nat- 
ural inference in the main is confirmed in this 
work by the experimental data. The mean values 
of detection thresholds of short broadband sti- 
muli with spectral maximum on frequencies 8, 
16, 30 and 100 kHz at acoustical shielding the 
mental foramens increased on 30, 34, 40 and 50 dB, 
respectively. Results obtained testify that the 
mental foramens are the unique sound-condu- 
cting pathway into the fat body of the mandibu-
lar canal for the sounds of all frequencies used 
in the experiment, approximately 6−150 kHz (in 
view of stimuli broadbandness). The left and 
right row of the mental foramens together with 
respective mandibular canal plays the role of 
pinna and external auditory meatus if to use 
conventional terminology of a land mammal ear. 
But it is already qualitatively the new external 
ear implemented by the nature as the receive 
array and acoustical horn. The new external ear 
has apparently appeared in result of the dol-
phins’ ancestors’ adaptation to new environ-
ment conditions, as evolutionary adaptation of 
the ear to the water and as functional adaptation 
of the ear in order that to fulfill the new more 
sophisticated functions in the structure of sonar. 
The findings give good reason to suppose ex-
istence of the same external ear in Odontoceti. 

Keywords: Dolphin; Hearing; Architecture of  
Mental Foramens; Lower Jaw; Unique Pathway; 
Sound Conduction; The Traveling Wave Antenna; 
External Ear 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The mechanisms of Odontoceti hearing attract research-
ers for many years, therefore, a lot of works have been 
performed in this study area and different hypotheses 
about sound-conduction mechanisms to a cochlea were 
suggested in the works. Some researchers assume that 
the sound passes to the cochlea through the external aud- 
itory meatus and the middle ear [1-3]. However, there is 
an opinion that the auditory meatus cannot participate in 
sound transmission to the middle ear in general [4-6], or 
transmits sounds with frequencies under 30 kHz [7,8]. 
On the grounds of hypothesis related to the sound con-
duction through the external auditory meatus, authors 
discuss the possibility of functionally specific subsys-
tems of passive (1-10 kHz) and active (about 100 kHz) 
hearing [9]. 

Norris [10] supposed that the sound can be conducted 
into the fat body of mandibular canal through the mental 
foramens. Though, little later he suggests different hypo- 
thesis [11] which is being generally accepted so far, to 
the effect that the sound passes into the mandibular fat 
body directly through the postero-lateral wall of mandi-
ble in the area which he called the “acoustic window”.  

Two “acoustic windows” were determined in electro-
physiological experiments: one is for low frequencies 
(16-22.5 kHz), which is located in the area of external 
auditory meatus, and the other one - for high frequencies 
(32-128 kHz) which is located at a distance of 9.3-13.1 cm 
from melon tip (i.e. proximal part of a lower jaw) [12]. 

It has been also revealed that the fat body conducts the 
sound to the lateral wall of the tympanic bone, where its 
thickness is minimum, and the wall play a part of the 
tympanic membrane, transmitting acoustical vibration to 
the malleus of the middle ear [6,7,10,11,13-16]. Acoustic 
stimulation of a lower jaw excites considerable evoked 
potentials in the dolphin’s central auditory system [7]. 
However, the areas of maximum sensitivity of the man-
dible surface to sounds of the contact point emitter (size 
smaller than wavelength) in each work are different, and 
the test results do not explain the sound-conduction me- 
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chanisms [6,7,17,18].  
Acoustic shielding of the lower jaw significantly hin-

dered the dolphin’s ability to discriminate between tar-
gets in the echolocation task [19]. Results of these ex-
periments support hypothesis that the lower jaw has a 
role in the reception of high frequency signals and their 
transmission to the middle and inner ear. However, the 
acoustical shield covers the lower jaw from the rostrum 
tip up to the bases of pectoral fins, i.e. it covers both 
mental foramens, and ”acoustic windows”, and ventral 
area of the head, therefore the pathways and mechanisms 
of sound-conduction so far remain unclear. Along with 
this, the possibility of simultaneous participation of the 
auditory meatus and “acoustic windows” for sound con-
duction to the cochlea at forming spatial auditory image 
by a dolphin were also discussed [20].  

Thus, results presented in the review are inconsistent 
and the main questions about the pathways and mecha-
nisms of sound-conduction still remain without answers. 
At the same time the results [21-23] give good reason to 
consider the mental foramens as the unique sound-con- 
duction pathway into the fat body of dolphin’s mandibu-
lar canal. The morphology analysis of the dolphin’s lo- 
wer jaw and subsequent modeling confirm this assump-
tion and afford ground to assume that the left and right 
row of mental foramens from acoustical viewpoint rep- 
resents the traveling wave antenna which is located in 
the throat of acoustical catenoidal horn (the left and right 
mandibular canal plays a role of horn). The model with 
two traveling wave antennas explains mechanisms of the 
sound-conduction and directivity of the peripheral part 
of dolphin’s auditory system [21-25]. In agreement with 
this, anatomical structures of each half of the lower jaw 
(mental foramens, mandibular canal and fat body) are 
considered as the components of this part. 

We study the role of mental foramens in the dolphin 
hearing through experiments. The specific tasks of this 
work are study of the morphology features of mental 
foramens that are essential from acoustical viewpoint 
and experimental measurement of the detection thresh-
olds dependence of wide-band acoustical impulses with 
spectral maximum on different frequencies at mental 
foramens’ acoustical shielding. 

2. METHODS 

2.1. Subject and Experimental Conditions 

The mandible bones of adult bottlenose dolphin (Tur-
siops truncatus p.) were used for studying the morphol-
ogy of mental foramens. In order to perform the meas-
urements the mandible was sawn in the area of mental 
foramens. Further in the text if it was necessary, mental 
foramens was indicated with the number, as MFn, where 

n—is the number of foramen, counting from the rostrum 
tip; n = 1, 2, 3, 4. The cross section dimensions of men-
tal foramens were measured in the plane of maximum 
width of each foramen, and then in the mutually perpen-
dicular plane. 

The experimental studies were carried out with adult 
Black Sea dolphin (Tursiops truncatus p.) which earlier 
never participated in acoustic experiments, on the base 
of Karadag Natural Reserve of NAS of Ukraine in the 
indoor pool of 27.5 × 9.5 × 4.5 m. 

2.2. Experimental Procedure 

The experiments were carried out with using behavioral 
response techniques (operant conditioning with food 
reinforcement). A go/no-go response paradigm [26] was 
used for reporting stimuli condition. The experimental 
facilities were laid out as follows (Figure 1). The dol-
phin was trained to approach the testing platform (1) 
upon a trainer’s signal, where the trainer was putting on 
(or was not putting on) the acoustic shield (Figure 2) on 
its rostrum (mental foramens’ area). After that the dol-
phin upon the trainer’s signal approached the start ball, 
and stood touching it by the rostrum tip. Then the re-
searcher switched on the stimulus (or not switched on 
the stimulus). The stimuli were presented over a period 
of 4 seconds with repetition frequency 3/second. The 
dolphin reported that detects the produced stimulus by 
leaving the start position within 4 s of the trial beginning 
and touching the signal ball with his rostrum, or if the 
stimulus was not produced by remaining on the start 
position within 4 s till a trainer’s signal. 
 

 

Figure 1. The experiment configuration. 
1-the testing platform, 2-the stimulus tra- 
nsmitter, 3-the start ball, 4-the signal ball, 
5-the dolphin in start position. The dol- 
phin, start ball and stimulus transmitter 
are located 1 m below the water surface. 
Signal ball is located near the water surf- 
ace. The distance between transmitter 
and pool wall is 3 m, the distance betw- 
een transmitter and start ball is 2 m. 
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In these cases the dolphin receives a fish reward for 
the correct response. The acoustic shield was removed 
by the trainer every time if it was needed for fish reward. 
The errors (either dolphin was not approached to the sig- 
nal ball when signal was produced, or was approached to 
the signal ball when signal was not produced - false ala- 
rm) were not rewarded. 

The producing or not producing of stimuli in each trial 
was determined in random order (but not more than 
three similar stimuli in sequence). From trial to trial, the 
stimuli level varied by a one-up-one-down staircase pro- 
cedure. The session began from a stimuli level well 
above the anticipated threshold the warming-up part of 
the session. From trial to trial, the stimuli level varied 
according to the animal’s response in the preceding trial. 
If the animal detected the stimuli, the level in the next 
trial decreased one step down. If the animal missed the 
stimuli, the stimuli level in the next trial increased one 
step up. The steps were 6 dB in the warming-up part of 
the session, until the first miss. After that, the steps were 
3 dB the measurement part of the session. Responses in 
stimulus-absent trials did not influence the level in 
stimulus-present trials. The last one or two trials were 
again well above the threshold to make sure of ending 
the session with rewards the cooling-down part of the 
session. About twenty trials were performed at each step 
of intensity variation. The threshold was calculated as 
the mean of all reversal points’ maxima and minima of 
the staircase succession. 

2.3. Instrumentation 

The short broad-band acoustical impulses were used to 
decrease the effect on experiments results of the direct 
and reflected signals interference in the pool. Spherical 
acoustic transducers of 50 or 20 mm diameter were ex-
cited by rectangular electrical impulses with the duration 
of 17 or 5 µs in order to obtain stimuli (the simulated 
dolphin-like echo-location clicks) with the energy spec-
trum maximum on frequencies 30 or 100 kHz, respec-
tively. In order to obtain acoustical impulses with the 
energy maximum on frequencies 8 or 16 kHz, the trans-
ducer of 50 mm diameter was excited by rectangular 
electrical impulse through octave-band filter with center 
frequency of 8 or 16 kHz, respectively. The duration of 
each stimulus did not exceed 3 periods of the frequency 
of its spectrum maximum. In this case the reflections 
from pool walls and surface of water did not overlap the 
stimulus, as they were coming with sufficient time delay 
and were significantly weaker in comparison with the 
direct signal. Thus, at the stimuli levels near the hearing 
thresholds, the reflections levels were lower than the 
detection thresholds of the stimuli. This allows perform-
ing the measurements without special sound absorbers. 

The acoustically opaque shield of the mental foramens 
(Figure 2) was made as per the shape of dolphin’s ros-
trum so that the shield was put on tightly on the rostrum; 
the length of the shield was about 15 cm. The shield is 
produced of the foamed (with closed-cell) neoprene sh- 
eet of 5 mm thickness. This waterproof and oil-resistant 
material has enough durability. Therefore, the efficiency 
of sound-shielding that gas bubbles of the material pro-
vide remains the same for a long time. The acoustical 
shielding efficiency of this material was tested before the 
experimentation with using simulated dolphin-like echo- 
location clicks with spectral maximum on frequencies 
either 10 or 55 or 170 kHz. Shielding the hydrophone 
with this material decreased the peak sound pressure 
level of these dolphin-like clicks up to 28, 32 and 36 dB 
respectively, for normal incidence of sound. 

It is necessary to note, that in frequency range of 
stimuli used in this experiment the sound wave-length 
vary from 1.5 to 20 cm, i.e. sizes of the acoustic shield 
on low frequencies are relatively small in comparison 
with the wave-length. Considering it, the shield covers 
the upper and lower jaw for providing the best sound 
shadow in the region of mental foramens (Figures 2 and 
3). If to make the shield form as external surface of the 
mandible (i.e. shield only lower jaw), then necessary 
shielding efficiency of the mental foramens, apparently, 
cannot be received owing to sound diffraction even on 
the frequency 100 kHz (the sound wave-length 1.5 cm), 
because distance from edge of the shield up to the men-
tal foramens in this case will be comparable with the 
wave length (Figure 3), let alone low frequencies. 

 

 
Figure 2. The dolphin is near testing platform with the acous-
tically opaque shield on his rostrum. 
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(a) 

1cm 
 

(b) 

Figure 3. (a) The nasal part (symphysis) of 
the lower jaw shown in ventral view. In the 
cross section are presented the layout of MFs 
of the left (L) and right (R) half of the lower 
jaw and the region of lower jaw covered by 
the acoustical shield. The arrows show the 
projection of external orifices of MFs on the 
adjacent halves of the lower jaw; (b) The 
characteristic shape of the oblique endings of 
mental foramens shown on the left lateral 
side of the dolphin’s rostrum. 

 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Acoustical Features of the Dolphin’s 
Mental Foramens 

The lower jaw’s morphology of Odontoceti is similar [11, 
27]. The mandible is presented by two rectilinear hollow 
bones, connected together (in shape of the V or Y letter) 

in the nasal part along midline of the mandibular sym-
physis. The cavity of mandible is filled up with the fat 
body and the corresponding neurovascular bundle. In the 
area of symphysis the mandibular canal (MC) is pierced 
by the mental foramens in the places where the branches 
of mental nerve (n. mentalis) and blood-vessels go out of 
the mandibular canal on an external surface of mandible. 

The cross section size of the neurovascular bundle is 
much smaller than the sounds wavelengths propagating 
along the mental foramens and the mandibular canal. 
The acoustic impedance of tissues filling lower jaw's 
canals is close to the impedance of sea water [28]. Hence 
these tissues do not introduce the acoustic heterogenei-
ties and they are transparent for sound. The walls of 
mental foramens and mandibular canal are acoustically 
elastic. Using these preconditions, the sound conduction 
via mental foramens and mandibular canal has been 
analyzed on the basis of lower jaw's canals geometry [21, 
22,23,25].  

Let’s consider in details the most essential features of 
structure, shape and sizes of the mental foramens of the 
dolphin (Tursiops truncatus p.) from acoustical view-
point. The most vivid feature is the amount of the mental 
foramens. On the left half of the lower jaw there are 
three of them (Figure 3); on the right half - four, what 
are characteristically not only for the bottlenose dolphins, 
but for the others species of Odontoceti [11,27]. 

The mental foramens have frontal direction and obli- 
que ends. The oblique endings of first foramens are so- 
mewhat shorter as compared to the others. The distances 
between the mental foramens are decreasing with the 
distance from rostrum tip (Table 1). It’s quite curious  

 
Table 1. The mental foramens’ basic dimensions of Black Sea 
dolphin (Tursiops truncatus p.). The first and second numbers 
in column “MF cross section area” are the values from external 
and internal end of the foramen, respectively. The lengths of 
MFs are indicated without taking of the oblique ends into ac-
count. 

MF 
number 

MF 
length
(mm) 

MF cross 
section area 

(mm2) 

Distance to 
the next 

MF (mm) 

Length of 
oblique end

(mm) 

1 
left 

right 

 
10 
11 

 
8.04;    8.5 
7.28;     8 

 
50.2 
36.1 

 
7 
8 

2 
left 

right 

 
27.5 
35 

 
5;     7.7 

4.29;   6.04 

 
31.2 
31.5 

 
11 

13.5 

3 
left 

right 

 
12 
20 

 
5;     5.7 

4.12;   4.94 

 
 

19.15 

 
11 

11.5 

4 
right 

 
10.5 

 
1.53;   1.53 

 
 

 
10 
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that between the foramens’ location and their sizes there 
are certain patterns of relationship. The mental foramens 
of the right half of lower jaw is longer than the foramens 
with the same number of the left half, i.e. if the length of 
mental foramens is denoted as Lmn, where m is the left (ℓ) 
or right (r) half of the lower jaw: m = ℓ or r; n is the 
index of the mental foramens: n = 1, 2, 3 or 4; then, 
obviously, Lr1 > Lℓ1, Lr2 > Lℓ2 and Lr3 > Lℓ3. Besides, if 
the foramen is further from the rostrum tip, the length of 
the foramen (except of MF1) is decreasing, i.e. Lr2 > Lℓ2 
> Lr3 > Lℓ3 > Lr4. The length of MF1 in each half of the 
mandible is essentially shorter than the distance between 
external orifices of MF1 and MF2. At the same time the 
length of MF2 and MF3 in the right half of the mandible 
is few mm longer than the respective distances between 
external orifices of MF2-MF3 and MF3-MF4 (Table 1). 
Whereas, the length of MF2 in the left half is a few mm 
shorter than the distance between the orifices of 
MF2-MF3 (Figure 3). In the area of mental foramens 
the cross-sectional dimensions of the mandibular canal 
and its cross-sectional area gradually increases (caudal), 
in respect to each mental foramen. Whereas the 
cross-sectional dimensions of the mental foramens are 
decreasing with the distance from rostrum tip, though 
not as harmoniously as their lengths. Due to this the ratio 
of cross-sections areas of MFn/МC in the area of mental 
foramens is decreasing (caudal).  

But the most obvious and interesting is that the mental 
foramens of the left and right halves of the lower jaw 
(except of MF1) are located asymmetrically relatively to 
longitudinal axis of the animal, though the both halves of 
the lower jaw are symmetric. Due to the non-equidistant 
and asymmetrical locations of the mental foramens on 
both halves of the mandible the projection of each men-
tal foramen (beginning from MF2) on the adjacent half 
of the lower jaw is located between respective mental 
foramens (arrows in the Figure 3), i.e. the location of 
mental foramens and their lengths are mutually comple- 
mentally. This vivid result of morphology study obvio- 
usly shows to us the affinity of acoustics and morphol-
ogy of mental foramens that we see in their left-right 
mutually complementary asymmetry. 

3.2. Influence of Acoustic Shielding of 
Mental Foramens on Dolphin Hearing 

In the present study, we examined the effect of acousti-
cal shielding of the mental foramens on the detection 
thresholds by the dolphin of the short broad-band sound 
stimuli with different spectrum maximums of 8, 16, 30 
and 100 kHz. The results of measurements are presented 
in form showing up the relative impairment of the dol-
phin’s hearing at acoustical shielding of the mental fora- 
mens in dependence on the frequency of the stimuli 

spectrum maximum (Figure 4). In all tested frequency 
range (6-150 kHz, taking into account the broadbandness 
of stimuli), the shielding efficiency is high and increases 
with the frequency from 30 to 50 dB. 

The sound-wavelength in water in dependence on fre- 
quency is presented on the same figure for best under-
standing of the results. The fact that the shielding effi-
ciency dependence on the stimuli frequency is a sort of 
mirror reflection of the sound-wavelength dependence 
on frequency (Figure 4) proves that the shielding effici- 
ency is inversely proportional to the stimuli wavelength 
and it means that the shielding efficiency is determined 
by the stimuli wavelength.  

The absolute values of the detection thresholds of 
stimuli measured in this work agree with the bottlenose 
dolphin audiogram [29], taking into account phenome-
non of the hearing energy summation [30,31]. Therefore, 
the dolphin, which was used in our experiment, has got 
normal hearing. 

4. DISCUSSION 

The studying of morphology features of the mental fo-
ramens was rather the successful but has created the new 
question. With what purpose the nature has created such 
complex harmony of mutually-complementary asym-
metric architecture of the mental foramens? For the an-
swer to this question it is necessary to take into account 
the fact that the left and right row of the mental fora-
mens we considered like the traveling wave antenna and 
the lower jaw as a peripheral part of a dolphin’s hearing 
system. Therefore we consider the studied morphology 
features of the mental foramens from viewpoint of the 
linear arrays’ theory and physical acoustics. In this case 
[21-25], the mental foramens being acoustically narrow 
waveguides within the range of dolphin’s hearing fre-
quencies conduct the sound into the fat body of man-
dibular canal without distortion and define its intensity. 
The length of mental foramens and their location defines 
the delays of sound conduction in the traveling wave 
antenna. In other words, the mental foramens set the 
amplitude and phase distribution of particles velocities 
of the left and right antenna arrays. The oblique ends of 
the mental foramens, being the waveguides endings, 
adjust the active acoustical lengths of the mental fora-
mens depending on frequency. The mental foramens are 
functioning as elementary receivers of arrays and the 
structure of their location defines the beam pattern of 
each antenna array. Therefore, mutually-complementary 
asymmetric architecture of the mental foramens is ap-
parently necessary in order that to form the features of 
beam patterns of the left and right arrays. The prelimi-
nary calculations point out that beam patterns of the left 
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δ, dB λ, cm

δ

λ

 

Figure 4. (δ) The ratios of mean values of the detection thr- 
esholds of stimuli at shielding of the mental foramens to the 
thresholds without shielding in dependence on the frequency of 
the stimuli spectrum maximum (F). The sound wavelength in 
water (λ) in dependence on frequency (F). 

 
and right traveling wave antennas mutually intercross in 
ventral direction [21]. Due to this we can assume that in 
the medial plane of this area the beam patterns shape is 
mutually-complementary too. 

The morphology features of the mental foramens that 
we considered in this study point out that their architec-
ture is subordinated to the acoustical expediency. This 
natural inference in the main is confirmed by the ex-
perimental data reviewed below.  

At shielding the mental foramens the mean values of 
detection thresholds of stimuli with spectrum maximum 
on frequencies 8, 16, 30 and 100 kHz increased on 30, 
34, 40 and 50 dB, respectively (Figure 4). It means that 
the shielding significantly impairs the dolphin’s hearing 
both on the low frequencies and on the frequencies of 
dolphin's whistling and in the echolocation frequencies 
range. This new original results testify that the mental 
foramens are the unique sound-conducting pathway into 
the fat body of the mandibular canal in the frequency 
range at least from 6 kHz and up to 150 kHz (in view of 
stimuli broadbandness). This fact does not give any cha- 
nces for the sound conduction along the other hypothe- 
tical pathways [1-3,9,11,12,17,18,20].  

At the same time the detection thresholds decreases by 
20 dB with increase in the wavelength of stimuli. This 
fact can be explained by increase in penetration of the 
sound beyond the bounds of the shield as a result of dif-
fraction. Indeed, the sound wavelength significantly in-
creases when the frequency lowers (Figure 4), and if on 
frequencies about 100 kHz the shield length 10 times 
more of the wavelength, then for the frequencies about 
16 kHz the linear dimensions of the shield is becoming 
comparable to the wavelength and on frequencies of 
about 8 kHz the dimensions of the shield are even 

shorter than the wavelength. Therefore, as it follows 
from the theory and the results (Figure 4, 100 kHz), in 
this waves lengths range, the shielding efficiency is in-
creasing with increase of the ratio of the shield length to 
the wavelength.  

Thus, if to take into account the diffraction effect, so 
becomes clear, that the shielding efficiency of the mental 
foramens would be identical if the ratio of the shield 
dimensions to the wavelength on the measured frequen-
cies was constantly. It is also confirmed by the fact that 
the detection thresholds is vary in inverse proportion to 
the wave length, (Figure 4). Unfortunately, on the low 
frequencies it is difficult to perform the same ratio of the 
shield dimensions to the wavelength, as for frequency of 
100 kHz, because the shield dimensions must be too big 
(for example, 1.875 m, for the frequency of 8 kHz). 
Therefore, the efficiency of the used shield decreases 
with lowering frequency.  

In view of obtained results the assumption that the 
morphological structures of lower jaw is the specialized 
peripheral part of dolphin’s auditory system [21-25] that 
was based on the morphology study and modeling has 
now the additional experimental confirmation. Indeed, 
the affinity of the architecture of mental foramens and 
acoustics which the nature had created (Figure 3) ap-
parently points out for us that the left and right row of 
mental foramens together with respective mandibular 
canal plays a role of external ear, if to use conventional 
terminology of a land mammal ear. But it already is 
qualitatively the new external ear implemented by the 
nature as the receive array and acoustical horn [21-25]. 
Moreover, each row of mental foramens being the re-
ceive array along with sound-conduction participates in 
the hearing directivity creation similarly to a land mam-
mal pinna. Whereas, the mandibular canal being the 
acoustical horn plays a role of both matching device and 
part of the traveling wave antenna and like an external 
auditory meatus transmits a sound through a fat body to 
a tympanic bone's lateral wall [21-25] which plays a role 
of tympanic membrane [6,7,10,11,13-16].  

The new external ear has apparently appeared in result 
of dolphins’ ancestors’ adaptation to new environment 
conditions, as evolutionary adaptation of the ear to the 
water and as functional adaptation of the ear in order that 
to fulfill the new more sophisticated functions in the 
structure of sonar. 

Though the shielding efficiency of mental foramens 
on frequencies lower than 8 kHz was not measured in 
this work, we can assume that the mental foramens are 
the unique way for the sound-conduction even on fre-
quencies lower than 8 kHz. The constant inclination 
steepness of the low-frequency branch of a dolphin’s 
audiogram (9-10 dB/octave) [29] from 50 Hz and up to 
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20-30 kHz is evidencing in favor of this. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

It is known that the Odontoceti experienced a number of 
functional and morphological modifications in the proc-
ess of secondary adaptation to the aquatic habitat. Ap-
parently, the new functions of mental foramens and 
mandibular canal in quality of the external ear that were 
discovered in this work belong to these modifications. 
The findings of this work give good reason to suppose 
the existence of the same external ear in Odontoceti. 
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ABSTRACT 

The tectonic deformation and state of stress are 
significant parameters to understand the active 
structure, seismic phenomenon and overall ong- 
oing geodynamic condition of any region. In this 
paper, we have examined the state of stress and 
crustal deformation during the formation of the 
Beng Co pull-apart basins produced by an en- 
échelon strike-slip fault systems using 2D Finite 
Element Modelling (FEM) under plane stress co- 
ndition. The numerical modelling technique used 
for the experiments is based on FEM which ena- 
bles us to analyze the static behavior of a real 
and continues structures. We have used three 
sets of models to explore how the geometry of 
model (fault overlap and pre-existing weak she- 
ar zone) and applied boundary conditions (pure 
strike-slip, transpressional and transtensional) 
influence the development of state of stress and 
deformation during the formation of pull-apart 
basins. Modelling results presented here are 
based on five parameters: 1) distribution, orient- 
tation, and magnitude of maximum (σH max) and 
minimum (σH max) horizontal compressive stress 
2) magnitude and orientation of displacement 
vectors 3) distribution and concentration of st- 
rain 4) distribution of fault type and 5) distrib- 
ution and concentration of maximum shear str- 
ess (σH max) contours. The modelling results de- 
monstrate that the deformation pattern of the 
en-échelon strike-slip pull-apart formation is ma- 
inly dependent on the applied boundary condit- 
ions and amount of overlap between two master 
strike-slip faults. When the amount of overlap of 
the two master strike-slip faults increases, the 
surface deformation gets wider and longer but 
when the overlap between two master strike-slip 
faults is zero, block rotation observed significa- 
ntly, and only narrow and small surface deform-  

ation obtained. These results imply that overlap 
between two master strike-slip faults is a signi- 
ficant factor in controlling the shape, size and 
morphology of the pull-apart basin formation. 
Results of numerical modelling further show 
that the pattern of the distribution of maximum 
shear stress (τmax) contours are prominently 
depend on the amount of overlap between two 
master strike-slip faults and applied boundary 
conditions. In case of more overlap between two 
masters strike-slip faults, τmax mainly concent- 
rated at two corners of the master faults and 
that reduces and finally reaches zero at the cen- 
tre of the pull-apart basin, whereas in case of no 
overlap, τmax largely concentrated at two corn- 
ers and tips of the master strike-slip faults. Th- 
ese results imply that the distribution and conc- 
entration of the maximum shear stress is mainly 
governed by amount of overlap between the ma- 
ster strike-slip faults in the en-échelon pull-apa- 
rt formation. Numerical results further highlight 
that the distribution patterns of the displaceme- 
nt vectors are mostly dependent on the amount 
of overlap and applied boundary conditions in 
the en-échelon pull-apart formation. 

Keywords: State of Stress; Deformation Regime; 
Pull-Apart Formation; Numerical Modelling;   
Southern Tibet 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Pull-apart basins are the prominent feature of topograp- 
hic depression structures formed as result of crustal ext- 
ension associated with either right-lateral right-stepping 
or left-lateral left stepping en-échelon strike-slip fault 
systems [1,2]. They usually show a rhombic to spindle- 
shape, and occur at different ranges of size from small 
sag ponds of few millimeters up to several kilometers 
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such as the Dead Sea basins [3,4]. The ratio between the 
length and width of the pull-apart basins mainly varies 
between 3 and 4 [5], but recorded pull-apart basins from 
different part of the world show significance differences 
in their geometry and structural characteristics [5-7]. 
Several mechanisms have been proposed for the forma-
tion of the pull-apart basins (Figure 1) but the common 
types of mechanism are 1) local extension between two 
en-échelon basement strike-slip fault segments 2) a dis-
tributed simple strike-slip shear mechanism and 3) the 
Riedel shear mechanisms. The relative motion of the 
crust blocks involve in a pull-apart system can either be 
parallel or oblique and divided into pure strike-slip, tran-
stensional or transpressional (Figure 2(1)). The forma-
tion of pull-apart basin geometry exhibits different sha- 
pes before, during and after the tectonic deformation as 
illustrated in Figure 2(2). 

 
 

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Simple formation of pull-apart basins in strike-slip 
systems. (a) Formation of a pull-apart basin along the releasing 
band (b) Formation of a pull-apart basin at the termination of a 
strike-slip fault (c) Formation of a pull-apart basin at the re-
leasing band and (d) Formation of a pull-apart basin at the 
releasing overstep along a strike-slip fault. 

(a) 

 

 

 

(b) 

(c)  
(1) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c)  
(2) 

Figure 2. (1) General characteristics of strike-slip 
pull-apart systems developing in (a) pure strike-slip 
(b) transtensional, and (c) transpressional conditions. 
(2) Plan view of the formation of pull-apart basin 
geometry (a) before and (b) during and (c) after tec-
tonic deformation. 
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Pull-apart basins are the preferred sites of concentra- 
ted fracturing [8], elevated heat flow [9] and intense sei- 
smicity [10-12]. Moreover, they have significant econ- 
omical importance and can confine hydrocarbon [13], 
significant mineralization [14] geothermal fields [15]. 
Thus, it is important to study the pull-apart basin and 
their relative role for hydrocarbon aspect. In recent years, 
many pull-apart basins have been studied extensively in 
the several parts of the world [11-17]. Several continen-
tal pull-apart basins have been also documented in the 
Tibetan Plateau [11,12] but there is very few studies 
have been done to focus the pull-apart basin so far. Pre-
sent study is the first attempt to model numerically Beng 
Co pull-apart basin in the southern Tibet. 

Numerical modelling is a powerful tool, which prov- 
ides useful insights that are beyond direct observations 
e.g. stress state, characteristics structures, sequential ev- 
olution of the basin, deformation pattern during evolu- 
tion of the basin, possible temperature regime and rhe- 
ology during and after the pull-apart formation. Theref- 
ore, numerical models have been extensively applied for 
studying the pull-apart basins [1,2,7,16,18-20]. Segall 
and Pollard [16] used the analytical models based on the 
infinitesimal strain theory. They maximized the display- 
cement near the middle of the faults with the application 
of remote external stress. These models provide signify- 
cant clues to the orientations of different faults which 
can develop inside the overstep area. Gölke et al. [19] 
analyzed the vertical displacement and topographic vari-
ations in the releasing overstep along the master 
strike-slip faults by using finite element model. Katzman 
et al. [1] applied the 3D boundary element models of 
pull-apart basin and compared the modelling results to 
the Dead Sea Basin. Their results show that the basin de- 
formation mainly depends on the width of the shear zone 
and on the amount of the overlap between the basin- 
bounding faults. Petrunin and Sobolev [2,20] presented 
the 3D thermo-mechanical models of the pull-apart basin 
developed at an overstepping of an active continental 
transform faults, and found that the thickness of the brit-
tle layer beneath the basin has significant role in control-
ling the dimension and deformation pattern of the basin. 
From their modeling, they further conclude that the deep 
narrow pull-apart basins are relatively well developed in 
cold lithosphere, as in the Dead Sea Basin and require 
very low friction at major faults [2]. Although numerical 
modelling studies have been applied extensively for sim- 
ulating deformation in the pull-apart basins, but much 
less is known overall kinematics or geodynamics within 
the shallow pull-part structure, as it is filled by uncon- 
solidated sediments, high structurally disrupted or cryst- 
allizing materials (veins/plutons).  

The purpose of this paper is to understand the relat- 
ionship between fault geometry; applied boundary cond- 
itions (pure strike-slip, transtensional and transpressio- 
nal), imposed displacements with state of stress and tect- 
onic deformation pattern within a releasing overstep alo- 
ng the two en-échelon strike-slip pull-apart formation ap- 
plying different sets of models. We have used a series of 
2D finite element calculations incorporating elastic rheo- 
logy under plane stress condition using Mohr-Coulomb 
failure criterion of faults formation. 

2. GEOLOGY AND TECTONIC SETTING 

The tectonic evolution and uplift of the Tibetan Plateau are 
a result of tectonic events which occurred due to Indian 
and Asian plate convergence [21]. The continuing north- 
ward movement of the Indian plate for the past 10 Myr 
has lead to the Tibetan Plateau experiencing widespread 
extension as indicated by the large scale normal faults 
and strike-slip zones that made several extensional fea-
tures such as graben, rift-systems and pull-apart basins 
in Late Quaternary time [12,21,22]. The tectonic evolu-
tion and contemporary states of stress on the Tibetan 
plateau are mainly governed by E-W extension and N-S 
compression. The present day average state of stress of 
the Tibetan Plateau is subject to an extensional (σ3) axis 
trending 112 ± 6° and the minimum horizontal stress (σH min) 
trajectory trends WNW-ESE. The compressional (σ1) 
axis trends 022 ± 6° and the maximum horizontal stress 
(σH max) trends N-S to NNE-SSW direction, roughly par-
allel to the Indian-Eurasian convergence in the central 
part of the India-Asia collision zone [22]. 

The Beng Co basin is en-échelon strike-slip pull-apart 
basin named after the 25 km long and 7 km wide Beng 
Co lake. It developed within the Late Ceneozoic time 
[12], and is located at 31°10’N and 91°10’E (Figure 3). 
It is about 40 km long with an average strike of north 
122°E originating from the long side of Beng Co and 
extending toward the NW and SE strike-slip fault zone. 
Geological field observations along the Beng Co can 
identify, two major fault strands and composed of series 
of en-échelon pull-apart basins. An en-échelon arrange- 
ment of the mole tracks in the field implies possible ev- 
idence of the right-lateral strike-slip nature of the Beng 
Co pull-apart [11]. The Beng Co Fault Zones (BCFZ) 
cut obliquely across folded Jurassic black shale and calc- 
schists, whereas the southern branch of the fault zone 
runs mostly in the granites and the Jurassic shales. The 
northern exposure of the BCFZ cuts highly folded, early- 
to-middle Cretaceous red sandstone which lie unconfo- 
rmably upon the Jurassic shales [11]. Further northwest, 
it passes through the area where ophiolites have been 
thrust southward on the Jurassic shales and truncates 
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Figure 3. Seismotectonic map of the Beng Co region after (Ar- 
mijo, 1989). Fault plane solution of July 22, 1972, earthquake 
is from Molnar and Chen (1983) [33]. Black arrows represent 
tensional directions deduced from analysis of recent minor 
faults are from Mercier et al. (1987) [22]. 

 
towards the gently folded conglomerates. The southern 
branch of the BCFZ lies along the southern edge of a 
NW-SE granite range. 

3. SEISMICITY OF THE REGION 

The Tibetan Plateau is one of the highest and most active 
region of the world, which evolved as a consequence of 
the collision between India and Eurasia landmasses 
about 50 Ma ago [21]. The continuous northward pene-
tration of Indian crust within Eurasia resulted significant 
amount of stress accumulation, causing intense seismic-
ity and active tectonic nature of the plateau. In the Ti-
betan region, seismicity is observed mostly from shallow 
to intermediate depths. Generally, the seismic pattern 
shows diffuse in nature and does not follow any known 
particular tectonic trends. The focal mechanisms solu-
tions here are predominantly of normal and strike-slip 
type, which further attributed to the large scale E-W ex-
tension of the region [23]. 

The field observations provide several evidences of 
Quaternary displacements, ruptures and large offsets on 
either side of the Beng Co pull-apart basin. Several pro- 
minent, continuous and fresh surface breaks with large 
numbers of paleoseismic events along the zone imply 
that the Beng Co pull-apart region is seismo-tectonically 
active in contemporary time. Evidence includes several 
major earthquakes including November 17 and 18, 1951 
(MW = 8); August 17, 1952; December 28, 1951 and July 
12, 1972, which show a magnitude (MW) > 6, and are 
located near the southern extremity of the Beng Co 
pull-apart (Figure 3). 

4. MODELLING 

Numerical simulations are essential for creating an un-
derstanding of the physics behind the observations of 
surface displacement and strain. This is particularly im-
portant for understanding data related to active tectonics 
and earthquake phenomenon because earthquake cycles 
occur on timescales of thousands of years and our ob-
servations sample only a small part of that system. The 
numerical modelling technique used for the experiments 
is based on a Finite Element Modelling (FEM) which 
enables us to analyze the static and behavior of real and 
continuous structures. FEM has successfully proved to 
be a powerful method for simulating pull-apart basin 
geometries and deformation mechanisms, [1,2,7,16,18, 
19]. In this study, we applied a 2D-finite element softw- 
are package developed by Hayashi [24], which has been 
used widely by Joshi and Hayashi, [25-27]. Similar to 
most mesh-based numerical methods, bodies of rocks in 
this program are represented by triangular elements and 
each element is assigned appropriate material properties, 
such as density, Young’s modulus, cohesion and angle 
of internal friction. The mesh deforms and moves with 
respect to material and able to compute appropriate def- 
ormation in the program. The details of mathematical 
formulations about the software package have already 
described by Hayashi [24]. 

4.1. Model Setup 

The dimension of the models are 42 km in length and 7.5 
km in width which mimic the natural dimension of the 
Beng Co pull apart basin adopted after Armijo et al. [11] 
(Figure 3). We simplified the model and divide the mo- 
del area into triangular mesh and several domains. The 
initial mesh of the model consists of 546 nodal points, 
984 triangular elements and two master right-lateral 
strike-slip faults. In the model, we assumed that the up-
per crust is a brittle layer and is treated as elastic mate-
rial. In order to simulate the brittle deformation mecha-
nism of the model, we adopt elastic rheology under 
plane stress conditions. In our model, the crust up to 20 
km is considered to behave as an elastic material be-
cause of its brittle nature and presence of earthquake and 
faults. Rocks forming the brittle crust of the earth con-
tain inhomogeneities which may result in differences 
compared with our homogeneous and uniform model. In 
spite of these limitations, our models are still able to 
yield valuable information related to the pull-apart for-
mation. 

4.2. Boundary Condition 

For the modelling purpose, a two dimension Cartesian 
rectangular simplified model which shows original ge-
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ometry of the Beng Co pull-apart basin has been adopted 
after Armijo et al. [11] (Figure 4). Far-field plate veloc-
ity boundary conditions are enforced at the either side of 
the Beng Co Fault Zones (BCFZ). The brittle crust is 
divided into three simple domains, which may exhibit 
dissimilar rock layer properties. Domain 1 and 2 repre-
sent the southern and northern flank of the pre-existing 
BCFZ, and domain 3 represents surrounding regions. 
We consider typical two types of models 1) a model with 
a pre-existing pull-apart basin and 2) a model without 
pre-existing pull-apart basin. The model without a 
pre-existing pull-apart basin is further tested into differ-
ent overlap/separation ratios (Model B and Model C). 
We imposed three types of reasonable boundary condi-
tions to mimic the possible natural strike-slip environm- 
ent of the pull-apart formation. These displacement bou- 
ndary conditions are 1) pure strike-slip 2) transtensi- 
onal and 3) transpressional conditions (Figure 4). The 
empirical 100 to 500 m displacements were imposed 
from northern-left and southern-right corners in different 
boundary environments, and only 10% of imposed dis-
placement is considered for transtensional and transpres-
sional conditions for modelling (Figure 4). 

4.2.1. BC1: Pure Strike-Slip Model 
The pure en-échelon strike-slip boundary conditions 
were obtained by moving the upper left-hand and lower- 
right hand corners using displacement in the left (–X) 
and right (+X) directions while the lower and upper 
edges are fixed (Figure 4(a)). This boundary condition  

explores the effect of pure-strike-slip movements on the 
overall stress field and faulting regime on the pull-apart 
formation. 

4.2.2. BC2: Transtensional Model 
The transtensional boundary conditions were simulated 
by moving the upper left-hand and lower-right hand 
corners using displacement in the left (–X) and right (+X) 
directions, and adding an outward displacement in left 
(–Y) and right (+Y) directions to the lower and upper 
edges of the model respectively (Figure 4(b)). This bou- 
ndary condition provides the opportunity to understand 
the distribution and orientation of the stress field and 
deformation style of the transtensional environment of 
the pull-apart formation. 

4.2.3. BC3: Transpressional Model 
In order to investigate the state of stress and overall defor-
mation of the strike-slip pull-apart basin we applied tran-
spressional boundary condition. The transpressional boun- 
dary condition were obtained by moving the upper left- 
hand and lower-right hand corners using displacement in 
the left (–X) and right (+X) directions with adding an in-
ward displacements in left (–Y) and right (+Y) directions 
to the lower and upper edges, respectively (Figure 4(c)). 

4.3. Mechanical Parameters and Rock   
Domain Property 

The mechanical properties such as density (ρ), Young’s 
modulus (E), Poisson’s ratio (υ), angle of internal fric-
tion () and cohesive strength (c) are important rock  

 
Model A Model B Model C 

(a) Pure Stnike-Slip condition 

(b) Trantensional condition 

(c) Transpressional condition 

Domain 1

Domain 2 Domain 1

Domain 2

Domain 3

Domain 1

Domain 2

Domain 1

Domain 2

Domain 1

Domain 2

Domain 3

Domain 1

Domain 2

Domain 3

Domain 1 

Domain 2 

Domain 3 

Domain 1 

Domain 2 

Domain 3 

Domain 1 

Domain 2 

Domain 3 

 

Figure 4. Simplified finite element model partition with geometry and boundary conditions for Models 
A, B and C. The triangular elements show the finite element grid. 
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parameters in the FEM analysis (Table 1). The density 
(ρ) was obtained from the interval velocity of the indi-
vidual rock domain, using the relation proposed by Bar-
ton [28] and compared them with published velocity 
model [29] from southern Tibet. Seismic P-wave (Vp) 
and S-wave (Vs) velocities are chosen from the published 
literature of the study area [30]. We have used two in-
dependent elastic constants, Young’s modulus and Pois-
son’s ratio to solve the following elastic equations in the 
brittle part of the lithosphere [24,31]. 
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where E-Young’s modulus,υ-Poisson’s ratio,ρ-density 
of rock, Vp- seismic P-wave velocity and Vs- seismic 
S-wave velocity. 

In performing FEM calculation, the whole model is 
divided into 3 domains and each domain has been allo-
cated distinct rock layer properties on the basis of pre-
dominant rock types (Table 1). In case of Model A, we 
assume that BCFZ is pre-existing weak shear zones 
which allowed us to adopt the value of Young’s modulus 
less compared to other rock domain.  and c were ob-
tained from the Handbook of Physical Constants [32]. 

5. MODELLING RESULTS 

To understand the various factors that control the induced 
state of stress and deformation pattern of the pull-apart 
basin formation, we have carried out a number of mod-
elling experiments for two characteristic models 1) with 
a pre-existing pull-apart basin in model and 2) without a 
pre-existing pull-apart basin in model. 

In case of without pre-existing pull-apart basin, we fur-
ther calculated by two separate models, i.e., Model B and 
Model C. The Model B which represents no overlap or 
zero overlap between the two master faults and the Mo- 
del C corresponds to considerable overlap between two 
master en-échelon basement strike-slip faults. Each of 
these models was run for the three most common types 
of boundary conditions of pull-apart formation: 1) BC1: 
pure strike-slip condition, 2) BC2: transtensional condi-
tion, and 3) BC3: transpressional condition. Here, mod-
elling results are represented based on 1) the maximum 
(σH max) and minimum (σH min) horizontal principle stress 
2) magnitude and orientation of the displacement vectors 
3) distribution and magnitude of the strain 4) distribution 
of fault type and 5) concentration and distribution of the 
maximum shear stress (τmax) contours. The direction and 
magnitude of the maximum compressive stress axis and 
minimum compressive stress axis are represented by σ1 

and σ3, respectively. In addition, we have calculated 
tectonic deformation and faulting regime on the Beng Co 
pull-apart basin based on the relation and position of the 
σ1, σ2 and σ3 applying Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion. 

5.1. Model A: Pre-Existing Pull-Apart Basin 

Figures 5, 6 and 7 illustrate the orientation of the max-
imum (σH max) and minimum (σH min), horizontal prin- 
ciple stress trajectories, strain distribution, displacement 
vectors, contour lines of maximum shear stress (τmax) 
and development of a faulting regime for Model A in the 
pure strike-slip boundary condition. The calculated σH 

max trajectories show almost N-S directional orientation 
with uniform distribution in the model with minor varia-
tion in the upper left and lower right corners, which cor-
responds to the direction of maximum shortening of the 
Tibetan Plateau (Figures 5(a), 6(a) and 7(a)). Similarly, 
σH min trajectories show more or less E-W orientation, 
which is also consistent with the direction of maximum 
extension in the Tibetan Plateau (Figures 5(b), 6(b) and 
7(b)). However, some discrepancy was observed in the 
corners of the models which might be due to boundary 
effect. The orientations of the displacement vectors show 
prominent difference among three boundary conditions. 
The major discrepancy was obtained at the upper-right 
corner and lower-left corners of the pull-apart basin 
(Figures 5(c), 6(c), 7(c)). Figures 5(d), 6(d) and 7(d) 
illustrate the predicted strain partitioning for Model A, 
where high extensional strain is mainly concentrated 
along pre-existing weak shear zone. This is due to weak 
rheology, and consistent with the applied model geome-
try. The predicted faulting pattern shows almost similar 
predominantly strike-slip type of faults for all boundary 
conditions (Figures 5(e), 6(e) and 7(e)). Figures 5(f), 
6(f) and 7(f) show concentration and distribution pat-
terns of modeled τmax contours for all three boundary 
conditions, where τmax is largely confined at the central 
part of the pull-apart basin. 

5.2. Without Pre-Existing Pull-Apart Basin 

In this case, two models (Model B and Model C) were 
used to calculate state of stress and deformation regime 

 
Table 1. Rock mechanical properties used for different do-
mains in the finite element models. 

Rock Domain ρ(kg/m3) E (GPa) c (MPa) (deg.)

Domain 1 2900 60.0 24.0 50.0 

Domain 2 2000 01.0 10.0 31.0 

Domain 3 2000 01.0 10.0 31.0 
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 Model A: BC 1 
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Figure 5. Results of Model A for all three pure strike-slip, transtensional and transpressional boundary conditions. (a) Maximum 
compressional stress (1) trajectories (b) Maximum extensional stress (3) trajectories (c) strain distribution (d) displacement vectors 
(e) faulting regime and (f) distribution of maximum shear stress (max) contours under 100 m boundary displacement condition at 10 
km depth. 

 
of the Beng Co pull-apart basin for understanding the 
effect of different overlap on the stress distribution. 
Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the calculated maximum (σH 

max) and minimum (σH min) horizontal principle stress 
trajectories, strain distribution, displacement vectors, 
contour lines of maximum shear stress (τmax) and devel-
opment of faulting regime of the Model B and Model C. 
In both models, orientations of the σH min trajectories 
show more or less E-W directed orientation for all 
boundary conditions, which is consistent with E-W ex-
tension environment of the Tibetan Plateau. A compari-
son of the Model B and Model C shows that although 
the general stress (σH min) patterns remain similar, there 
are significance differences in the distribution and con-
centration of τmax (Figures 6(f) and 7(f)). Similarly, ac-
cording to applied boundary conditions, the orientation 
and magnitude of displacement vectors show significant 
variations between Model B and Model C (Figures 6(c) 
and 7(c)). There are no considerable differences ob-
served in the predicted strain partitioning among both 
models, where strain is mainly concentrated along the 
fault zone which is due to weak rheology. The predicted 

faulting pattern of the model exhibits almost similar 
predominantly strike-slip types of faults that have de-
veloped for all boundary conditions. If we compare 
pre-existing pull- apart model (Model A) there is sig-
nificant difference in distribution and concentration of 
τmax contours. 

5.2.1. Model B: Without Overlap on the 
Pull-Apart basin 

Model B illustrates the results of numerical simulation in 
the case of no pre-existing pull-apart basin and zero 
overlap of the two master strike slip faults in the model. 
Figure 6 illustrates the orientation of σH max and σH min 
trajectories, displacement vectors, strain concentration, 
distribution of τmax contours and faulting regimes for 
Model B. In this model orientation of σH max trajectories, 
strain concentration and faulting regimes which show 
similar results for all boundary conditions at the same 
displacement, compared to Models A and C. However, 
the magnitude of the σH min trajectories shows little dif-
ferences between BC1 and BC3, and the predicted re-
sults of displacement vectors and distribution of τmax show 
considerable differences between three applied boundary 
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conditions. Figure 6(c) illustrates the principal variations 
of predicted displacement vectors among three boundary 
conditions (i.e., BC1, BC2 and BC3) for Model B. Simi-
larly, Figure 6(f) shows how differently τmax is distrib-
uted for the different boundary conditions in Model B. 

5.2.2. Model C: With Fault Overlap on the 
Pull-Apart Basin 

Model C predicted the results of numerical simulation 
taking into account pre-existing overlap of the two mas-
ter strike slip faults in the Beng Co pull-apart basin. 
Figure 7 illustrates the orientation of σH max and σH min 
trajectories, displacement vectors, strain concentration, 
distribution and accumulation of τmax and overall faulting 
regimes for Model C. Results show that there are no 
considerable variations of the distribution and orienta-
tion of the predicted σH max and σH min trajectories, strain 
partitioning and faulting regime. Nevertheless, high disc- 
repancies do exist in case of displacement vectors (Fig-
ure 7(c)) and distribution and concentration of τmax con-
tours (Figure 7(f)). If we compare distribution and con-
centration of τmax to other models the Model C does not 

 
predict τmax in the centre of the pull-apart basin which is 
possibly due to the fault overlap geometry. Moreover, 
major difference appear in predicted the maximum ext- 
ensional stress (σ3) trajectories within the Model C 
(Figure 7(b)), which might be the cause of the applied 
boundary condition. 

6. DISCUSSIONS 

6.1. Effect of Pre-Existing Weak Shear Zone 
of Pull-Apart Basin 

We first explore the effect of a pre-existing weak shear 
zone of pull-apart basin on the stress field and deforma-
tion pattern during formation of the pull-apart basin. 
Figure 5 illustrates the modelling results of a pre-exist-
ing weak shear zone of Beng Co strike-slip pull-apart 
basin. In order to quantify the relative importance of a 
pre-existing strike-slip weak shear zone on the pull- 
apart basin the modelling results are compared between 
Model A and Model B. A close examination of results of  
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Figure 6. Results of Model B for all three pure strike-slip, transtensional and transpressional boundary conditions.(a) Maximum 
compressional stress (1) trajectories (b) Maximum extensional stress (3) trajectories (c) strain distribution (d) displacement vectors 
(e) faulting regime and (f) distribution of maximum shear stress (max) contours under 100 m boundary displacement condition at 10 
km depth. 
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Figure 7. Results of Model C for all three pure strike-slip, transtensional and transpressional boundary conditions. (a) Maximum 
compressional stress (1) trajectories (b) Maximum extensional stress (3) trajectories (c) strain distribution (d) displacement vectors 
(e) faulting regime and (f) distribution of maximum shear stress (max) contours under 100 m boundary displacement condition at 10 
km depth. 

 
these two models demonstrate that major disparities ex-
ist in the horizontal displacement vectors and distribu-
tion and concentration of τmax contour lines, whereas 
minor differences also exist with regards to the orienta-
tion and magnitude of the horizontal principal stresses 
and deformation pattern, which indicate that the effect of 
the pre-existing weak shear zone of the pull-apart basin 
are important control on distribution and concentration 
of τmax, and principal stresses direction. 

6.2. Effect of Change in Boundary      
Conditions in Pull-Apart           
Formation 

Boundary conditions are important factors for control- 
ing the stress state and deformation patterns of the model. 
Therefore, we explore the effect of a change in boundary 
conditions on the stress field and deformation style in 
the formation of the pull-apart basin. In order to investi-
gate the effect of boundary conditions in stress field and 
deformation patterns, we have tested three types 1) pure 
strike-slip 2) transtensional and 3) transpressional of 
boundary conditions. Figures 5, 6 and 7 show predicted 

modelling results of the σH max, σH min, τmax, displacement 
vector, strain partitioned and faulting regime for all three 
models. Modelling results clearly demonstrated that the 
distribution and concentration of τmax, displacement 
vectors and dimension of the pull-apart basin in each 
boundary condition varies significantly, while orienta-
tions of the σH max and σH min are moderately influenced 
and faulting regime is not effected by changing applied 
boundary conditions. 

6.3. Effect of Change in Fault Overlap in 
Pull-Apart Development 

To investigate the effect of change in the two en-échelon 
faults overlap geometry we have considered two sepa-
rate models having 1) zero fault overlap (Model B), and 
2) with fault overlap (Model C). Figure 7 shows the 
predicted result of fault overlap Model C. If we compare 
the predicted results of this model with other two models 
(Model A and Model C) (Figures 6 and 7) we observed 
that the major differences among models are in the ori-
entation of displacement vectors, and distribution and 
concentration of the τmax contours. The large rotation of 
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the horizontal displacement vector appears in the central 
part of the pull-apart basin with zero overlap model 
(Model B), while no significant rotation of displacement 
vector observed in the overlap model (Model C). The 
Model C produced a tentative rectangular and wide pull- 
apart basin, while Model B produced a narrow and small 
pull-apart basin (Figures 6 and 7). Moreover, simulated 
results from our models clearly show that if the faults 
overlap increases, the size of the pull-apart basin also 
increases and if the fault overlap decreases the size of 
the pull apart basin decreases, considerably. These resu- 
lts of numerical modelling imply that fault overlap ge-
ometry has an extensive control on the change in shape, 
size and morphology of the pull-apart formation, which 
is consistent with previous studies such as Gölke, et al., 
[19]. Moreover, fault overlap geometry has significant 
effect on distribution and orientation of σH min and con-
centration of the τmax contours but there is no effect on 
the development of fault type (Figures 6 and 7). 

6.4. Effect of Change in Displacement in 
Pull-Apart Formation 

The applied displacement is another significant factor 
that strongly influences on the magnitude and orientation 
of the stress field and deformation pattern. We have in-
vestigated the effect of applied displacement on the de-
formation and stress regime during the pull-apart deve- 
lopment. We have used 100 to 500 m displacement con-
ditions from the either sides of the model. Our modelling 
results clearly show that displacement has a major effect 
on the magnitude and orientation of the maximum (σH max) 
and minimum (σH min) horizontal stresses and displace-
ment vectors, but minor effect on the style of faulting. 
This result indicates that the change in displacement 
significantly influences the magnitude of the stress traj- 
ectory but only has a limited effect on the orientation of 
the pull-apart formation. We have further explored the 
influence of change in displacement on maximum shear 
stress (τmax) concentration. The model results demon-
strate that if we increase the applied displacement the 
magnitude and concentration of the τmax contour in-
creases considerably and shear strain will become con-
centrated in the two ends of the master fault zones. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

A two-dimension finite element numerical model was 
used to simulate the strike-slip pull-apart basin forma-
tion. We examine the state of stress and deformation ass- 
ociated with the right-lateral, en-échelon Beng Co pull- 
apart basin in the southern part of Tibetan Plateau. In 
this paper, we have considered three models each incor-
porating three different boundary conditions (pure strike- 

slip, transtensional and transpressional) with different 
amount of fault overlap of the master strike-slip fault sy- 
stems. Our modelling results demonstrate that the defor- 
mation pattern of the en-échelon strike-slip pull-apart fo- 
rmation is mainly dependent on the geometry of the pull- 
apart basin, applied boundary conditions and the amount 
of overlap between two master strike-slip fault systems. 
When the amount of overlap of the shear zone increases, 
the surface deformation gets wider and longer between 
two master faults, but if zero overlap exists between the 
two strike-slip fault systems, the narrow pull apart for- 
med and block rotation is observed within the pull-apart 
basin. Based on present modelling we conclude that ove- 
rlap between two en-échelon strike-slip faults is a signi- 
ficant factor in controlling the shape, size and morphol-
ogy of the pull-apart formation. 

The pattern of the rotation of displacement vectors and 
maximum shear stress (τmax) distribution contours are 
also highly dependent on the applied boundary condi-
tions and amount of overlap. In the case of a larger 
overlap, τmax is mainly concentrated at two corners of the 
master strike-slip faults and reduces toward the centre of 
the pull-apart basin, whereas for zero overlap conditions, 
τmax is largely concentrated at the two corners and tips of 
the master strike-slip faults. These results imply that the 
concentration and distribution of the maximum shear 
stress (τmax) is principally governed by amount of over-
lap between the master strike-slip faults in the 
en-échelon pull-apart formation.  

Finally, on the basis of our modelling results we can 
conclude that the adopted geometry, applied boundary 
conditions and amount of overlap of the shear zone have 
a remarkable role in controlling the overall dimension, 
stress distribution and deformation pattern during the 
pull-apart formation. 
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Appendix 
Appendix A is quoted from “Theoretical basis of FE 
simulation software package” page 84 to 89 written by 
Hayashi (2008). 

1. 2D Elastic Problem 

The principle of virtual work is described that the exter-
nal works done by virtual displacement equals the inter-
nal work done by virtual strain. Let us consider a certain 
element within a domain concerned as shown in Figure 
A1. When small displacement iu , which is called vir-
tual displacement, is applied to deform the element 
without disturb the balance of system, the external work 
is written as 
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While taking e  as virtual strain derived from virtual 
displacement and s as stress, the strain energy of the 
element are shown as 
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According to the principle of virtual work, both must 
be equated. W = U 
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Figure A1. Force vector and virtual displacement vector work 
at each nodal point in a certain finite element (Hayashi, 2008). 

Then, to obtain the practical form of (1), we assume 
the displacement within element as a function of coor-
dinates. Since the simplest relation is linear, we take 
linear relation as follows. 
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Substituting the values of coordinate and displacement 
at nodes into this equation, we have  
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The coefficient vector a is derived from the equation, 
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Then, we can represent strain by nodal displacements 
as 
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As for stress vector, according to the constitutive law 
of elasticity, 
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For example, in case of plane strain 
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Then, according to the principle of virtual work,  
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This is called the stiffness equation of element. 
Superposing every stiffness equations of element, we 

obtain the stiffness equation of whole domain. F = K u 
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If body force (fb) is considered, the principle of vir-
tual work need be modified as 

2. Fault Analysis 

As shown in Figure A2, the Mohr-Coulomb criterion is 
written as a linear relationship between shear and normal 
stresses,  

)( 21
*   v               (2) 

When we consider the analysis in plane strain condi-
tion, it is possible to calculate the value of third principal 
stress ( * ), where   is the Poisson ratio (Timoshenko 
and Goodier, 1970). After comparing the values of 1 , 

2  and * , we can recognize the newly defined 1 , 

2  and 3  as the maximum, intermediate and mini 
mum principal stresses respectively. We introduce how 

 

 

Figure A2. Failure envelope and Mohr’s circle in σ-τ space. c 
is cohesion and φ is angle of internal friction (Hayashi, 2008). 

 
mum principal stresses respectively. We introduce how 
the Mohr-Coulomb criterion is combined into the FE 
software package; though I already wrote the method of 
failure analysis in my serial papers (Table 1). 

If body force ( bf ) is considered, the principle of vir-
tual work need be modified as 

 tan c                  (3) 

where c  and   are the cohesive strength and the an-
gle of internal friction, respectively. Failure will observe 
when the Mohr’s circle first touches the failure envelope 
(3). It will happen when the radius of the Mohr’s circle, 

1 + 2 /2, is equal to the perpendicular distance from 
the center of the circle at 1 - 2 /2 to the failure enve-
lope, 
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According to Melosh and Williams (1989), the prox-
imity to failure ( fP ) is the ratio between the calculated 
stress and the failure stress, which is given by  
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When the ratio reaches one ( fP  = 1), failure occurs, 
but when fP  < 1 stress is within the failure envelope, 
rock does not fail. The proximity to failure fP  reveals 
which parts of the model are close to failure or already 
failed by generating faults. 

The type of faulting has been determined by the And- 
erson’s theory (1951). According to his theory three 
classes of faults (normal, strike slip and thrust) result 
from the three principal classes of inequality that may 
exist between the principal stresses. I realized the judg-
ment in the program failure.state.func in FE package. 
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